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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation.
Part II of chapter 713 provides a l1en for landlords, keepers of hotels,
camps, etc.; persons who care for animals, persons who recover, tow or
store vehicles, persons who furnish materials; persons who provide labor
or service on var,ous types of personal property; and persons who make
loans.
Federal district courts have held that sections 713.67, 713.68 and 713.69
as they apply to tenants and hotel guests are unconstitut,onal because
they fail to require notice and an opportunity to be heard prior to the
taking of property. MacQueen v. Lambert, 348 F. Supp. 1334 (M.D. Fla.
1972); Johnson v. Riverside Hotel, Inc., 399 F. Supp. 1138 (S.D. Fla.
1975).
Chapter 85 provides for the enforcement of statutory liens. Section
713.585, relat1ng to motor vehicle repairmen, and subsection (5) of
s. 713.78, relating to towing companies, provide for the enforcement
of liens on motor vehicles by a nonJudic1al sale of the vehicle. The
procedures under s 713.585 include giving notice and an opportunity
to be heard to the owner and other l1enors of the property prior to the
sale of the property. Prior to the enactment of s. 713.585, the non
Judicial sale remedy for motor veh1cle repairmen was declared unconsti
tutional by a federal district court for failure to provide prior notice
and an opportunity to be heard. Hann v Carson, ➔62 F. Supp. 854 (M.D.
Fla. 1978). Currently, the nonJudicial sale reMedies applicable to
lienors other than motor vehicle repainnen lack these essential
provisions.
A person who 1s not ,n pr1v1ty with the owner may deliver either a
written cautionary notice to the owner stating that he 1s about to
furnish labor or materials to the owner or a written notice that he has
furnished labor or materials and has not been paid. If either notice
1s delivered, a lien will exist from the time of delivery of the notice,
and the owner will become personally liable for the labor or materials
furnished.
Current law authorizes camp owners, operators or keepers to instantly
eJect occupants from the camp. A similar statute authorizing a hotel
keeper to lock out a guest has been declared unconstitutional by a federal
district court.
A person engaged in recovering, towing or storing vehicles 1s authorized
to charge storage fees. If an owner of a vehicle is not timely notified
of the vehicle's location, he might have to pay excesslVe storage fees.
In the past, whenever a person was entitled to a lien for furn1sh1ng
labor, services or mater1al to an aircraft, a claim of lien was filed
with the Federal Aviation Administration and would be reflected in a
title search. However, the Federal Aviation Act now requires the FAA
to honor state law in detennining the validity of documents submitted for
recordation, and s1nce Florida does not have a statute delineating the
essential elements of lien recording the FAA can no longer record such
claims.
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PCB 1 by Judiciary-Civil CoITTT,.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The proposed bill would transfer the lien enforcement provisions from chapter
B5 to part II of chapter 713. It would transfer the lien provisions for hotel
keepers and landlords to the public lodging establishment and landlord-tenant
acts, respectively. It vwuld combine the liens for furnishing labor,
services or material into one section
The proposed bill would amend the nonJud1c1al sale remedy that is applicable
only to motor vehicle repairmen by making that remedy applicable to all
l1enors \'./ho furnish labor, services or material and who are ,n possession
of the personal property.
Persons not ,n pr1vity with the owner would be entitled to a lien only
against the owner's property The owner would not be persorally liable.
The bill would delete the cautionary notice prov1s1on so that the lien
would extend from the time the labor, services or material are furnished.
The bill would eliminate the provision authorizing camp owners to instantly
eject occupants from the camp.
The bill would provide that failure for a towing company to give notice as
provided by law shall preclude the enforcement of any lien for storage
charges.
The bill would provide specific requirements for recording aircraft liens.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
A lienor wanting to enforce his lien by nonJud1cial sale of the personal
property, would be required to send notice by registered or certified mail
to the m�ner or other interested persons If the owner 1 s whereabouts are
unknown, the l1enor must publish the required notice once 1n a newspaper.
Although this increases the l1enor's expense, the lienor may retain all
reasonable costs incurred 1n conducting the sale.

B.

Government·
The clerk
with him,
section.
the clerk
the exact

I I I.

would be entitled to receive 5 percent of the proceede deposited
not to exceed $25, for his services under the nonJud1cial sale
Currently, except for enforcement of vehicle repairmen liens,
is not limited to $25. Although this may decrease the income,
amount is unascertainable at this time.

COMMENTS:
Last year, SB 1033, relating to liens for recovering, towing or storing vehicles,
passed the Senate Corrrnittee on Judiciary-Civil but died on the Senate Calendar.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

!lone.
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THE FLORIDA SENATE
COM:11ITTEE ON JUDICIARY-CIVIL
111 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
(904 \ 488-3070

Senator Harry A Johnston, II, Chazrman
Senator John T Ware, Vice-Chairman
Sylvia M, Alberd1, Staff Director

October 12, 1981

Henry P. Trawick, Jr., Esquire
Trawick & Griffis, P.A.
Post Office Box 4019
Sarasota, Florida 33578
Dear Mr. Trawick:
We appreciate your interest in the rev1s1on of the miscellaneous
lien law and are looking forward to any suggestions you may have. A
copy of the bill and comments are enclosed.
Sincerely,

�i)�
Donald S. Fradley

DSF: bv
Enclosures

w n r1,-111 nJ:"11C..

rllRTIC'; PFTfRc.;.ON

JOE BROWN

JOHN D MEL TON

SECTIONS 1-4. The lien enforcement prov1s1ons relating to m1scellaneous liens
would be placed into part II of chapter 713 by this bill. We could not amend the
mechan1cs l1en provisions of chapter 85 because our interim proJect is l1m1ted to
m1scellaneous l1ens.
SECTION 5. Proposed s. 713.58 is intended to cover all situations where labor,
service or �ater1al 1s expended. Therefore, sections 713.56, 713 57, 713.59,
713.60, 713.61, 713.62, 713.63, 713.64, and 713.65 would be repealed by this
bill. Since section 679.310 grants priority to some of the statutory liens over
a prior security interest, we decided against rereal1ng all statutory liens.
[See Richardson Tractor Co. v. Square Deal Mach. & Sup\ly Co., 149 So. 2d 388
(Fla. 2d D.C.A. 1963) for pre-U.C.C. case la1v, and Gab es Lincoln-Mercury. Inc.
v. First Sank & Trust Co., 219 So. 2d 90 (Fla. 3d D.C.A. 1969) for post-U.C.C.
case law.]
SECTION 6. Section 713.66 ,iould not be repealed by this bill because of its
specific enforcement prov1sions.
SECTIONS 7 and 8. Section 713.68 and 713.69 are presently unconstitutional.
Johnson v. Riverside Hotel, Inc., 399 F. Supp. 1138 (SD.Fla.1975). The
constitutionality of proposed section 713.68 depends on the constitut1onal1ty of
sections 509.401-509.417.
SECTION 9. Section 713.67 is unconstitutional as it appl 1es to tenants and would
therefore be repealed by this bill. MacQueen v Lambert, 348 F. Supp. 1334
(M.D. Fla. 1972). This bill >iould combine section 713.67 with section 713.691,
making the lien enforcement provision constitutional and striking unnecessary
language.
SECTION 10. This bill would make technical changes to s. 713.70, but would not
repeal it because of the spec1fic filing provision.
SECTIONS 11-12.
SECTION 13.

Would replace some provisions of chapter 85.

This bill would make section 713.77 constitutional

SECTION 14. This section would encourage lien claimants to send notice promptly.
SECTION 15. This section tracks the language of s. 713.585, 1980 Supplement. The
provisions of s. 713.78(5) are probably unconstitutional. Young v. Robinson and
Davis, Case No. 75-673-Civ-J-B, U.S.D.C., M.D. Fla. and Hann v. Carson,
-- 462 F.
Supp. 854 (M.D. Fla. 1978).
SECTION 16. This section also tracks the language of s. 713 585 and would apply
to all personal property in the possession of the l1enor.
SECTION 17. This bill would create a specific section for aircraft dealing with
notice because �,e have been ,nfonned that the Federal Aviation Administration �1111
no longer record artisan l1en claims on aircraft from the State of Florida because
of an interpretation of Federal Aviation Act, Section 506 (49 U.S.C. 1406).
Apparently, Section 506 requires the FAA to honor state law in determining the
validity of documents subm1tted for recordation, and since Florida does not have a
statute del1neat1ng the essential elements of lien recording, the FAA can no longer
record such claims. This bill is modeled after the Kansas, Georgia, Illinois and
South Carolina statutes which meet the federal requ1rements.
SECTIONS 18 and 19.

Would replace some chapter 85 provisions.

SECTIONS 20 and 21.

Technical.

u,m
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I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present S1tuat1on:

Part 11 of chapter 713 provides a li en for landlords, keepers of hotels,
camps. etc.; persons who care for animals, persons who recover, tow or
store vehicles, persons who furnish materials, persons who provide labor
or service on various types of personal property; and persons who make
loans.
Federal district courts have held that sections 713.67, 713 68 and 713.69
as they apply to tenants and hotel guests are unconstitut,onal because
they fail to require notice and an opportunity to be heard prior to the
taking of property. MacQueen v. Lambert, 348 F. Supp. 1334 (M.D. Fla.
1972); Johnson v. Riverside Hotel, Inc., 399 F. Supp. 1138 (S.D. Fla.
1975).
Chapter 85 provides for the enforcement of statutory liens. Section
713.585, relating to motor vehicle repairmen, and subsection (5) of
s. 713.78, relating to towing companies, provide for the enforcement
of liens on motor vehicles by a nonjudicial sale of the vehicle. The
procedures under s. 713.585 include giving notice and an opportunity to
be heard to the owner and other lienors of the property prior to the sale
of the property Prior to the enactMent of s. 713.585, the nonJud1cial
sale remedy for motor vehicle repairmen was declared unconstitutional by
a federal district court for failure to provide prior notice and an
opportunity to be heard. Hann v. Carson, 462 F. Supp. 854 (M.D. Fla.
1978). Currently, the nonJudicial sale remedies applicable to lienors
other than motor vehicle repairmen lack these essential prov1s1ons
A person who is not in privity with the owner may deliver either a
written cautionary notice to the owner stating that he is about to
furnish labor or materials to the oi,,mer or a 1·vritten notice that he has
furnished labor or materials and has not been paid. If either notice
is delivered, a lien will exist from the time of delivery of the notice,
and the owner will become personally liable for the labor or materials
furnished.
Current law authorizes camp owners, operators or keepers to instantly
eject occupants from the camp. A similar statute authorizing a hotel
keeper to lock out a guest has been declared unconstitutional by a federal
district court.
A person engaged in recovering, towing or storing vehicles ,s authorized
to charge storage fees. If ,31 ;,w11er of a vehicle ,s not timely notified
of the vehicle's location, he might have to pay excessive storage fees.
In the past. whenever a person was entitled to a lien for furnishing
labor. services or mater1al to an aircraft, a claim of lien was filed
with the Federal Aviation Administration and would be reflected in a
title search. However, the Federal Aviation Act now requires the FAA
to honor state law 1n determining the validity of documents submitted
for recordation, and since Florida does not have a statute delineating
the essential elements of lien recordi ng the FAA can no longer record
such claims.
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Effect of Proposed Changes:
The proposed b1ll would transfer the lien prov1s1ons for hotel keepers and
landlords to the public lodging establishment and landlord-tenant acts,
respectively. It would combine the liens for furn1sh1ng labor, serv1ces or
material into one section.
1s applicable
only to motor vehicle repairmen by making that remedy applicable to all
l 1enors who furnish labor, services or material and who are ,n possession of
the personal property. It would guarantee that an owner of personal property
would have an opportunity to be heard prior to the sale of his property if he
records an objection to the nonjudicial sale with the clerk
The proposed bill would amend the nonJud1cial sale remedy that

Persons not in pr1v1ty with the owner would be entitled to a lien only
against the owner 1 s property. The owner would not be personally liable

The bill would delete the cautionary notice provision so that the lien would
extend from the time the labor. services or material are furnished,
The bill would eliminate the provision author1z1ng camp owners to instantly
eJect occupants from the camp
t□'r'nng company to give notice as
provided by law shall preclude the enforcement of any lien for storage

The bill would provide that failure for a
charges.

The bill would provide specific requirements for recording aircraft liens.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public.
A l1enor wanting to enforce his lien by nonJud1c1a1 sa1e of the personal
property, wou1d be required to send notice by registered or certified mail
to the owner or other interested persons. If the owner's whereabouts are
unknown, the lienor must publish the required notice once 1n a newspaper.
Although this increases the lienor 1 s expense, the lienor may retain all
reasonable costs incurred in conducting the sale.

B.

Government:
The clerk
with him,
section.
the clerk
the exact

II I.

would be entitled to receive 5 percent of the proceeds deposited
not to exceed 525, for his services under the nonJudicial sale
Currently, except for enforcement of vehicle repairmen liens,
is not limited to $25. Although this nay decrease the income,
amount 1s unascertainab1e at this time.

COMMENTS:
Section 85.031(2) which relates to the nonJudicial sale of personal property
will be superceded by this bill. Although s. 85.031(2) has not been declared
unconstitutional, it lacks essential provisions which are c�nst1tut1onally
required.
Last year, SB 1033, relating to liens for recovering, towing or storing vehicles,
passed the Senate CoITJTiittee on Jidiciary-C1v1l but died on the Senate Calendar.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

None.
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A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to liens, c=eating s

3

Florida Statutes

providing landlcrd's lien for

rent, amending s

713 56(1), F�orida Statutes,

•

�--·�-

83 64,

5

pro'!iding for :iens upon pe=s::mal property for

6

labor, services, or material, amending s

7

"'13 585, Florida Statutes, prcviding a

8

non]udicial sale remedy, amending s

9

Florida Stat�tes, providing for liens on rac::.ng

713 66,

�
!,,g

10

ar.i11als; providi:-ig pricr1ty of the lien,

•u

11

amending s

°§.j

12

for liens on cer':.a.:..n ani,;a:s, a:nerdi!".g s

��

13

713.74, Florida Statutes, prov1d1ng for

14

acquisition of liens ny persons in pr1·,ity witn

15

the owner, a;rending s

�c

c-

ts.
�E

�o

_o-_,,

...r...
�=

713 70, Florida Statutes, provid.:..ng

713 75, Flor::.da

�'0

16

Statutes, providing for acqu1sit::.on of liens bj

-t

17

�ersons not :.n privi ty w:. th t!".e o..,ner, amendir.g

18

s. 713 77, Florida Statutea, providing for

19

liens of ow�ers or cperatcrs of camps, amendi�g

20

s

21

1:.ens for recovering, towing, or storing

22

vehicles, creat::.rg s

'3,i

1,E
• 0

s0 =

��
u .

- 0.

a. u

" 0

.. g

I':�

7:3 78(3), Flor::.da Statutes, providing fer
7;._3 "'92

Flcr::.da

23

Statutes, providing for notice of liens for

24

aircraft, repealing s

25

Stat.1tes, re.:atir.g to t.'1e r.onJudicial sale of

26

·;en.J.cles, repealing sa

27

"':3 65, 713 6---13 69:, E'!.o:-i::a St.a':::�tes,

28

relating to liens for .:.abor, liens for

29

manufacturir.g or repa_r:ng articles, liens for

30,

f..ir:-ns!".ir.g certain artic.:.es, liens f:::r care and

31 I

713 78\5), Flor::.aa
713 56, 713 57, 713 59-

main':.enance of animals, liens for certain
CODlt,IC, Werol, ,n � � ,y,• 0,e 1i•le11ons fr•m e,ost1n9 law, w•rt, unole,l,n..-d •r• ••ii•t••n,

299

308-522-82
1

public :edging estaolishments, penalties for

2

removing property on which a lien has attached,

3

and landlord's lien for rent, amending s

4

509 403, Florida Statutes, providing for a l1en

5

on a guest's personal property found inside a

6

public lodging establishment, providing

7

penalties for removing the property on which

8

the lien has attached, providing an effective

9

date.

10
11

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida

12
13
14
15

Section 1

Section 83 64, Florida Statutes, is created

to read
Landlord's lien for rent --The landlord shall

83 64

16

have a lien on all personal property of the tenant located on

17

the premises for rent due to the landlord under the rental

18

agreement

19
20

Section 2

Subsection (l) of section 713 58, Florida

Statute�, is amended to read

21

713 58

22

pePeeaai preperty --

23

(1)

Liens for laborL eP services L gr material ea

Any person who furnishes ia faver ef pereeae

24

perferffl�ft� laborL er services, or material to fer any other

25

person shall have a lien; upon the personal property for which

26

the labor, services, or Material is furnished

27

ttpea wft�e� tfte lal!ier er eerv�eee �e perfet'llleS; er w�±e� ±e

28

tteea ±a t�e �tte�aeee 7 eee��et±ea; er eMpieYfflea� �a wftte� t�e

29

ia�er er eerv�eee �e perferffleS-

30

Section 3

31

amended to read.

ef 'U'!.e ie�ter

Section 713 585, F:orida Statutes, is
2

COOi MG. Wer<lt ,n _..... � ty,e ••• <l.Jer,eni fr•m •>11511n9 l•w, we,,l5 un<l•rl,n,t,l u,t •<ltl,,, • .,5•

308-522-82
713 585

1

NonJudicial sale remedy Sa£ereemea� e£ !%ea 8y

2

eale e£ Meter veh½e!e --A person claiming a lien under this

3

part and in possession of the oersonal property e- 113-58 £er

4

per£erffl%�g !a�er er eerv%eee e� a Meter veft%eie may enforce

s

such lien by sale of the propert'{ veh%eie 1n accordance with

6

the following procedures.

7

(1)

The lienor shall give notice to the reg%etered

B

owner of the property veh½ele� te �he e�etemer ae %ftd%ea�ed ea

9

t�e erder £er repa½r, and to all other persons claiming an

10

interest 1n or lien on the prooerty �ftereea, as d1sc:osed by

11

the public records of Florida or any county therein, the

12

9e�artmeftt e£ H%gftway Safety aftd Me�er Yeh½eiee or of a

13

eerreepe�d%ftg ageaey e£ any other state where it ½ft W�%eh the

14

veh:tele appe•rs that the prooert? 1s subJect to a claim of

15

1n_:t:e_r�sLor lien reg½etered

16

registered or certified mail at least 45 days before the

17

proposed or scheduled date of any sale and shall contain·
(a)

18
19

Such notice must be sent by

A description of the prooerty veh:teie and its

location

20

(b)

The na�e and address of the ow�er of the prooerty

21

veh:tele, the customer 1£ ae 1�dicated on an the order for

22

repair, and any person claiming an i�tereet :n or :1en on the

23

p:-ooerty thereea

24
25

(c)

The name, address, and telephone number of �he

/1)

Notice that the lie�or cla1�s a lie� en t�e

lienor

26
27

propert/ pu=suant to this part ve��eie !er ��e�

2B

perfe�fflea and storage charges, if any, and the cash s�rn wnich,

29

:f paid to tne :.1en::ir, ·,rnuL::l. .:e sufficient to redeem the

30

proper�y veA:teie from t�e �1en c:a:rned by the lienor

�ft�

ee�v�eee

31
3
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(e)

1

Notice that �he lien c�aimed by the lienor is

2

subJect to enforceme�t pursuant to this section and that the

3

property ve�½ele may be sold to satisfy the lien
(f)

4

The date, time, and location of any proposed or

5

scheduled sale of the prooerty ve�½ele and whether such sale

6

shall be private or public

7

earlier than 60 days after the time the charges for which a

8

lien is cla:med become due eemp!e�½e!\ ef tke repa½r werk
(g)

9

No property ve�:1:eie may be sold

Notice that at any time prior to the scheduled

10

da�e of sale tne owner of the proper�{ ve�½ele or any person

11

claiming an interest 1n or l:en en the orope::-ty tr,ay pre?ent

12

the non,ud:c:a� saie t�ereeft �a� a r½g�� te a kear½ag at aar

13

t½Me pr½er te t�e 9ekeaa±ea aate ef sale by re�ord:ng an

14

ob1ect1on to the �on7udic1al sale f½l½"g a ae�e"a £er �ear:1:ag

15

with the cle=k of the c1r=u1t court 1n the county 1n which the

16

property ve�½ele 1s held aaa ma½l½ftg eep½e9 ef tAe aemaad £er

17

�ear:1:ag te all et�er ewaere aad l:1:eaere ee refleetea e!'l tke

18

!\et:1:ee

19

{h)

Noti�e �hat the owner of the property Ye�½ele has

20

a right to recover possession of t�e property ve�½e%e without

21

instituting Judiclal proceedings by postlng Dond in accordance

22

with �he provisions of s

23

motor vehicle �epair shop claiming a llen for f�rnishir.g

24

labor, services, or material to a motor vehicle, the rot1ce

-13 76 ;;� -9i•

:f t�e 1:enor 1s a

25

shall state that the owner of the vehicle has a right to

26

recover possession of the vehicle �ithout 1nstitJt1ng Judicial

27

proceedings by oosting bond in accordance with the provisions

28

of s. 559 917

29

(1)

Notice that any proceeds from the sale of the

30

property ve�½eie remaining after payment of the amount claimed

31

to be d�e and owing to the l1enor will be deposi�ed with the
4
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l

clerk of the circuit court for disposition upon court order

2

pursuant to subsection (6).

3

(J)

Notice ':hat when prcpert.y is sold by a lienor in

4

accordance with this section, a nurchaser for value takes

5

title to the property free and clear of all claims, liens, and

6

encumbrances, unless otherwise provided by court order.

7

(2)

If the owner of the prooerty veA�eie is unknown or

8

his whereabouts cannot be determined, or if the owner or any

9

person notified as provided in subsection (1) fails to

10

acknowledge receipt of such notice, the lienor, at least 20

ll

days before the proposed or scheduled date of sale of the

12

property veft�eie, shall publish the notice requ�red by this

13

section once ::..n a newspaper circulated in the county where the

14

property vek�eie 1s held

15

the not1f1ca':1on provisions of this sect.1or., ?er::..fied by the

16

:ienor, together with a cop� of the ::1ot1ce ar.d ret�rn receipt

17

for mailing of the notice required bJ this section, or proof

18

of publ1cat1on, as the case may be, shall be dul} and

19

expeditiously recorded £�iea �1th tne clerk of the circuit

20

court _::1 the county .,here the oroperty vetue1'e is held

2:

(3)

A certificate of compliance with

At any ti�e prior tc the prcposed or scheduled

22

date of sale of the property a veh�ele, the ow�er of the

,..

propert'( veh�ele, or any person claiming an interest in the
property ve.k�e!e or a lien thereon, may prevent the

25

"10n" 1....d1-.::1al sale of tne prooe:-t'✓ C/ reco!."d1r.q a:r. ob1ec":1on to

26

the �or7ud:.c:.a.:.. sale f%le a ee�al'le. fer hear�!'!.� w:.th t.�e clerk

27

of the circuit court in the county in �hich the property

28

veh�ele is held

29

recor::ted pursuant to ':l".is sec'::.or, ':I'e l:.e::1or sna.:..l not sel2.

30

t:le pr:::oerty te e.e�e�'l'.�l'ie w.ke'!:."!.er �.ke ve.l".�eie l\.e.e .eee!'!.

31

wre!'!.�ftt!ly �akel'i er w��.klo.e;e !re� r.��

23

If an obJe�tion to t�e non1ud1c1al sale is

A!'!.y �e�ee!'!. w.ke f�lee a

5
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1

aeMaaa fer heaP'!:h! ehall Ma½¼ ee�'!:ee ef the 8eMaaa �e all

2

etheP ewaere aae l'!:enere ae Pefleetea ea the aet'!:ee Pe\!!1:l½Pe8

3

'!:h e�eeet½ea flt-

4

fteaP½ftg ehall be hel8 �P½eP te the �Pe�eeea eP eehe8ttie� aate

5

ef eale ef the veh½ele-

6

(4)

Y�en the f½l½ftg ef a aefflaaa fep hear'!:ag7 a

ia the event A lienor may institute ½ftet½ttttee a

7

Judicial proceed1ng to enforce a lien when an ob1ection 1s

8

recorded 7 ae f½l½ft! fee ehall be re�tt½ree at €he t'!:ffle ef

9

f½l½h!7 bttt the eettrt ehall Pe�tt½Pe the l'!:efteP te �ay the

10
11
12
13
H
15
16
17
18
19
20

f½l'!:h! fee ttnleee the i½efteP ehail �P�Va½l ½h tfte aet½eft
(5)

At the hearing on the complaint, the court shall

forthwith issue its order determ1n1ng
(a)

Whether the property veh'!:ele ls sUbJect to a valid

lien by the lienor and the amount thereof,
(b)

The priority of the lien of the l1enor as against

any existing security interest in 'the -oropert.y ve:'!.!:-eie,
(c)

The distribution of any proceeds of the sale by

the clerk of the circuit court,
(d)

The award of reasonable attorney's fees and costs

to the prevailing p,rty, and

21

(e)

The reasonableness of storage cnarges

22

(6)

Prope!"tv A veh'!:ele s-1.bJeCt to :ien en:':orcement

23

pursuant to this section may be sold by the lienor at public

24

or private sale, however, in the case of a private sale, every

25

aspect of the sale, including the method, manner, time, place,

26

and terms, m�st be commercially reasonable

27

the sale of the property veh'!:ele a�d pay,nent in cash of ':..�e

28

purchase price, the l:enor shall depos:t with the clerk of the

29

c1rcu1t court the proceeds of the sale �ess the anount claimed

30

by the l1enor for furnishing labor, services, or material we�k

31

Seae and storage, if any, and all reasonable costs and

Immediately upon

6
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expenses incu�red in conducting the sale, inc:uding any
2

attorney's fees and costs ordered by the court.

3

6�ffl�i�aftee���y w��A ae�e����ftg �ke �reeeede ef eaie reffla�ft�ftg

4

af�e� �ayt11.eft� �e tAe i�efte�, The lienor shall file with the

5

clerk a verified report of the sale stating a description of

6

the prcoerty vek�ele sold, including �he veA�ele

7

identification number if available, the name and address of

8

the purchaser, tne date of tne sale, and the sel:ing price.

9

�he report shall also itemize the amount retained by the

10

lienor pursuant to this section aftd eAall �fta�eate wketke� a

11

�ear�ftg wae defflaftaea afta keld

12

ee�Pt shall be neld for the benefit of the owner of the

13

property veA�ele or any lierJlolaer whose lien is discharged by

All proceeds he�d DJ the clerk

14

the sale and shall be disbursed on:y �pan order of tI'.e court

15

Unless a proceeding is initiated to validate a claim to such

16

proceeds -ithin l year and a �ay from �he date of the sale,

17

the proceeds shall be deemed abandoned property and

18

disposition thereof shall be governed by s

19

shall receive 5 pe�cent of the proceecs deposited with him,

20

not to exceed $25, for his services under this section

21

(7)

705 03

The clerk

A copy of the cer�ificate of compliance and the

22

report of sale, certified by the =lerk of the co�=t, shall

23

constitute satisfactory proof for ���i�ea��eft �e the

24

Be�aP�Meft� ef H��hway Safety aftd �e�eP •eft�e!ee fer transfer

25

of title; �e�e�Aer w��A afty e��eP �Pee{ Peep.:t%Ped Sy afty r�le�

06

aftd re�ia�%efte ef �Ae de�a��ffle��

27

(8)

Nothing conta_ned in �h:3 section shal_ De

28

construed as affecting an owner's right to redeem his property

09

veh=eie tram the _ien at any t:me pr:or to sale Cy paying the

30

��aunt claimed by the lienor for fur�:shinc _abor, 3ervices,

31

or materia� werk ae�e and a3sessed 3to=age charges, plus
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1

reasonable any costs 1ncurred by the lienor repa�r eftep for

2

ut1l1z1ng enforcement procedures under this section

3

(9)

Netft�n� �" This section shall be cumulative to all

4

other eperate �" aeregat�en ef tfte r:tgftts ana remed1es qiven

5

by law esta1'1:½sftea by e- 559- g;:;i
(10)

6

When a prooerty veft�ele is sold by a l1enor 1n

7

accordance with this law, a purchaser for value takes t1tle ":.o

8

the prooerty ve:'!.:teie free and clear of all ::laims, liens, and

9

encumbrances whatsoever, unless otherwise provided by court

10

order
Sect1on 4

11
12

Section 713 66, Florida Statutes, 1s

amended to read

13

713.66

L1ens for feed, etc , for rac1nq an1rrals;

14

priority raeeftereee; pele pe!'!.½ee a!'!.a raee aegs --in £aver ef

15

Any person ,.,.ho f•..irnishes ene.ll ft1.r!'!.½eft eer!'!.; eate; Aay; gra:t!'!.

16

er etfter feedL er feedstuffsL er straw or bedding mater1alL

17

herein called supol�es, to er ttpen tfte eraer ef the owner; er

18

tfte •gent, Ba�¼ee7 1:eeeee, er e�etee�en ef tfte ewner; of any

19

racehorse, polo ponyL or race dog, nerein ca:led racing

20

animal, shall have a lien fer Cfte �n�e.:a per�:en e£ ��e �r½ee

21

e£ ettel\ ettppl½ee upon every rac::.nq an:.rr.al tha":. P-aee:'!.e�ee; pele

22

peny, er raee deg wft½eft consumes any part of ':.he etteft

23

supplies

24

e�eft o�ner that wft½ek are accustomed to consume supplies and

25

that ef tAe e�al!'aeter ae%½ve�ed7 wft�eft are at t�e t1me of the

26

del1very of t�e etteft suppl1es upon the prem�ses to which

27

delivery 1s made, shall be deemed prima fac1e to have consumed

28

the etteA suppl1es

29

eft£ereeM¼e ier e. peF½ed e£ i year fFeffl t�e de.tee ef tAe

30

reepeet½ve dei½Vel!'�ee ef e�e:'!. eel!'!'!.; ea�e, �ay7 gr�½!'!.; fee9 er

31

£eedetttf£s; er etraw� and etteft ¼½ene al!'e te 1'e en£ereed ½n tAe

All rac1nq an::.r.,als raeeftel!'eee and raee e.ege of the

Stte� i�e� eft�¼l reffla½� val½d and

8
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Mal'U'l.er �rev�aea fer t�e ePferee�enE ef eE�er i%ene en �ereenai
2

�reperty %n tft�e etate- The lien Sa%d l�ene shall be super1?r
to any and all claims, liens

and mortgages on �he ra=ing

4

animal; wfte�fter reeerded er �nreeerded; %nei�d%ng 7 b�t net

5

i%ffl%tea te; any ieeeer1e er vender 1 e �%en; and any eaattel

6

�ertgage; wA%e� t�eretefere may ftave been er tftereafter may �e

7

ereated aga%net e�eft raeefteree; �eie �eny er raee deg; and te

8

tfte eia%me ef any and aii ��re�aeee ��ereef

9

10
11

Section 5

Section 713 70, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read
713.70

Lien for service of stallions and other

12

animals --The owner of a stal:ion

·ackass, �r oull shall have

13

a lien %n faver ef ewnere ef etaii%ene7 ,aekaeeee er b�iie;

14

upon the colt or calf of �he get of �he ea%9 stallion,

15

JackassL or bull; and also upon t�e mare, �ennyL or cow served

06

by the ea%d stallion, JackassL or bull in breeding tftereef for

17

the sum agreed et%p�iated to be paid for the service t�ereef;

18

by f%i%ng at any t%me W%tft%n i8 mentfte after tfte �ate ef

'"9

eerv%ee a etatement ef tfte aeee�nt t�ereef- tegetAer W%tft tfte

20

Seeertpt½en ae te eeler an� marrt�n�e ef tne female ee�ved; and

21

�he "��e ef �he ewne� at �he aa�e ef eerv%ee7 tft tne efftee ef
the eettnty eierk ef the eettnty Wfte�eta tfte ewner ef tAe ea%a

23

female reetaee at the ttme ef eerv%ee-

24

;enay er eew; ner the �et tftereef7 eftaii be eeiS W½tfttn iB

25

menthe af�er tae da�e ef eerv%ee7 �n�eee �he eervtee fee ehaii

Hetther the �are;

be patd; anieee eaeh eaie ehaii be a��eeS �e and a�preved %ft
27

wr�ttn, by �he ewner ef tfte etaiiteft; ,aekaee er baii at t.ke

28

t�me ef the ea±e e� tranefer ef tfte �are; �enny er eew; er

09

effeprtn, thereef-

30

ehai¼ eeneetve 7 anyene Aavt�� tfte �tea here%n prev%dea mar

At any tt�e after eaeh mare; ;enny er eew

31
9
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l
2
3
4

ea£epee �fle ee.J'lle %ft ��e ee.�e fflaaae!!' as %e aew i,Pev%8eS �y �aw
Section 6

Section 71J �4, Florida Stat�t�es, 1s

amended to read
713 �4

Acqu1s1t1on of :1ens by persons 1n pr1v1ty with

5

the owner --As against t!-ie owner of personal property upon

6

which a lien is cla1�ed under t�1s part II, the l_en shall be

7

acquired by any person in privity with the owner by furnishing

8

tl\e i,epfer.. e.aee ef t.'1e labor

9

Ue materials

se!."·.·1ces, or �ll.e f\:ir!"l.:��u•.g ef

There shall be no lien Jpon personal property

10

as against purchase:.-s ar.d c:.-ed1':o:.-s w .. tnout not_ce unless t:le

11

person claiming t!"le lien 1s 1n possession of the property upon

12

which t.�e lien 1s claimed

13

the possession continues, not to exceed 90 days 3 "l'lea�fle after

14

furnishing i,e!!'fe!!'lfte.!'\ee ef t!-ie labor, ser·.rices, or fl:L!!'!'\!:�}uag

15

t.J\e material.

16
17
18

Sect1ar. 7

7he l:en shall con':�n�e as !ong as

Sect.ion �13 75, Flcrida Stat�tes, 1s

amended ta read
713 75

Acguis1t1on of 1.1ens by persons not :in pr:iv1ty

19

with the owner --A person entitled to acquire a l.1en who 1s

20

not 1n pri•11 ty wi t:1 the owner of t.'1e pe::-scnal p::-o�erty st.all

21

acquire a lien ��e� the ewaer�� �eree!'\ai �!!'e�e!!'t� ae against

22

the owner and persons cla:ini�g thrcugh n�m by aeLivery to the

23

owner of a written notice that the person w�th whom the owner

24

has cont::-acted owes t�e lle�or fe� wheM tJ\e iMe!!' hae �ee�

25

i,erferlfted e!!' tile ffiate!!'�ai f�r��ehee te %ftde�tee �e t�e �ereea

26

i,epfen'l.t!'\' ��e ia�e!!' e!!' f�P�%���!'\g ��e �ate!!'�e.i %� �ne sum

27

stated 1n the notice f::ir labor, ser' 1 1.::es, or material

28

furnished �o t�e personal prooerty

29

�e!!'fe!!'��!'\� e!!' �e ahe1:Lt te �e!!'fe!!'� iaheP e!!' te f���teA:�� e!!' �e

30

Uel:Lt te f�Pa�eh �a�e!!'taie €er �e!!'ee�ai �Pe�e!!'�r �ar ee�tve!!'

31

�e ��e ew�e!!' a W!!'%tte� �e.���e�apy �e��ee that �e w�li ae ee- A

A i,e!!'eea W.!\e te

10
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lien shall exist from the time of delivery of the e�t�er
2

notice fer t�e afflettnl ttnpa�a ea ��e eeftt�aet ef t�e ewaer W½t�

3

t�e pePeea eeatPaet�n� W½t� the l½eaeP aaa the del½very ef the

4

aet½ee ehall alee ereate a pePeeaal l½ab�l:ty a!a½aet the

s

ewaer ef the �ePeeaal �reperty ½ft faver ef the l:eaeP !½V½ft!

6

Ute net½ee, &ttt aet te a !reater ettteat t�aa the amettat then

7

ttnpa½d ea the eeatraet betweea tfte ewaer aad the pepeea W½"U'!.

8

wheffl the ewaeP eeatPaeted

9

personal property as against creditors and purchasers without

There snall be no lien upon

10

notice except under the circumstances and for the time

11

prescribed in s

12

the lienor at the time of the service of the notice provided

13

for in this section

713 74 and for the amcunt of the debt due to

14

Section 8

'.5

amended to read:
713.77

16

Section 713 77, :lorida StatJtes, is

Liens of owners or; operators er keepere of

17

camps; e,eet½eft ef eeettpante --Liens prior in dignity to all

18

others except liens for unpaid purchase price shall exist in

'9

favor of owners or; operators, eP keepers of tourist camps or

20

trailer camps for rent owing by and for ,ohef or other

21

property advanced to any occupant thereof upon the geeae,

22

ehettele eP e�ftep persona_ property of the occ·.ipant: of such

23

camp

24

Pttlee ef etteh eaJft�e; er fer fa½lttre �e efteerve afty �rev�e�eft

25

ei th½e pePt ii er the Pttlee aaa reg-1:1.le��eae pPeeeP½�ea ey the

Hpea �he fteaperwieftt ef etteft ettffle ½ft aeeePaeaee w�tft the

6�a�e Seara ef Health, the ewaeP; epePeter er keeper �hereei
27

Mey �aetentty e,eet e�eft eee�pant tfterefPeffl� The liens created

,a

1n favor of owners or, operators; eP keepere of tour1st camps

_g

or trailer camps may be enforced in the same manner as is now

30

or may hereafter be provided by law for the enforcement of

3:

l:J.ens in fa?or of operators of publlc lodging establishments
11
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Nothing in this

l

kee�e�e ef ke�e¼e aftS �ea�9%a�ke�eee

2

section, however, shall prevent cwners or operators of tourist

3

camps or t�ailer camps from enforcir.g any claims for rent

•

under and in tne �anner provided oy landlord ana tenant acts

5

of this state
Section 9.

6
7

Statutes, 1s arriended to read

B
9

Subsection (3) of section 713 78, Florida

713 78

�iens for recovering, towing, or storing

vehicles --

10

(3) { a)

Any person regu�ar11 engaged 1n the bus::.ness of

11

recovering, to;,nr.g, or storing ?eh::.c:es who comes 1nto lawft.1

12

possession of a vehicle pursuant to subsection (2), and who

13

clo1.1.ms a lien for recovery, towing, or storage services, shall

14

give notice ta the reg1stered owrer and to all persons

15

claiming a 11.en thereon, as disclo5ed by the records 1n the

16

Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles or of a

17

correspondi�g agency ::.n any other state
{b}

1B

A person regularly engaged 1n the business of

19

recovering, towing, or storing ?eh1c_es .. ho comes 1.nto

20

possession of a •.rehi:::le at the req:.1e3t or d::.rect_on of any �aw

21

enforcement offi:::er or age�cy shall .::ie presumed t:J have c::;me

22

into lawful possession thereof

23

filtet

Notice by reg1sterea or certified mail snall be

24

sent to the registered owner and to all persons cla1m1ng a

25

lien w1.th::.n 14 days of the date of possession

26

the fact of possession of the vehic�e, that a lien as pro-;::.ded

27

1n subsection (2) is claimed, tnat t�e 11.en is subJect to

2B

enforcement pursuant to law, and that the owner or lienholder,

29

if any, has the r1ght to a hea::-ing as set !orth in s�csection

30

( 4)

31

It shall state

Fai:1..::-�"t;,o give :1.ot::.ce as prov�aed ::iy t.·ns suDse:::t::.on

shall p::-ec:ude t:1e e'1force"ler.t c! an•, l1e'1 f:Jr storage
l1
COOING W•rcl, ,n _..... ............ fy,.- a,e <l•leto•n• Ir•"' e•••l•n� low, w••-• t1n.le,l11u,cl a,e •clil,h•n•

308-522-82
char.9.es

Th_is_ _§_ec�:i_on -�hal� not be construed to authorize

2

storage charges except as ::itt.erwise provided oy law or

3

contract

4
5

Section 10

Section 713 �92, Florida Stat�tes, is

created to read
i13 792

6

Liens for aircraft, notice --Except when a

7

lienor is in possession of the aircraft, any lien claimed on

8

an aircraft pursuant to s. 713 58 is enforceable when the

9

lienor records a verified lien notice with the clerk of the

10

circuit court 1n the coun�y where the aircraft was located at

11

the time the labor, se:r·11ces, or rnater:a:. was last !:1-rn1shed

12

The notice shall state the name of the l1e�or, the n��e of the

13

owner, a descr1pt1.on of the aircraft 1-pon whic� the lienor has

14

expended labor, services, or material, the amount for wh1ch

15

the lien is c�aimed and the date the expenditure was

16

completed

17

priority of competing interests in any a�rcraft or the

18

lienor's obl1gat1on to record h1s l�en pursuant to s

19
20

This section shall not be construed to affect the

Sec":.�on 11

Section 509 403, �:.or1=a Sc.at1-tes, 1s

amended to read

21

509 40�
ill

22

Operator's writ of distress --

If, after a lockout has been �mposed pursuant to

,.

account, or, notwithstanding s

25

the premises wi�hout 11ak1ng payment on h.1s account, an

23

329.01

s

509 401, a guest fails to rnaKe agreed-upon payments on h1s
509 401, 1f a guest vac•tes

oper•tor shall have a !.1en on the guest's perso'l.al ::iroperty
27

found inside the gues":' s rocm and may proceed to prosecute a

28

writ of distress against the guest and his property

29

e£ e!:etreee eft�ii ee rree!:eated en �fte i!:eft ereated by e�

30

:;q,3-i;:;: er e� :;iB-68�

D!.e wr!:t

3:

COOi MG

w.,.,

13
,n ...,._,. � ty,e ••• ,lele1,ens frem •�111,n , 1 ..
,, w•••s un.lerhn,.,j ue a.1.1,t,•ns

308-522-82

ill

1

It ls unlawful for any person to remcve any

2

property upon which a lien has accrued �nder the prov1sions of

3

subsection (1) from any public lodg1ng establishment without

4

first ma�1ng pa)""'lent of the sum due to the oerson opera�:ng it

5

or without having the written consent of the person operating

6

the .P_lace

7

section is, if the orcperty removed is of the value of $50 er

8

l�ss, guilty of a misdemeanor cf the secc�d degree, punishable

9

as provided in s

Any person violating the proviE�...9ns_of tl:i.is

775 082 or s

775 083, and if the property

10

removed 1s of greater

11

the third degree, punishable as prc'!ided .:..r:. s

12

775 083, or s ]75 084

13
14

Sect.1:m 12

✓

alue tnan $50, ls guilty of a felony of
�75 082, s

Subs ection lS) of section 713 78, Florida

Statutes, 1s hereby repealed

15

S@ct1on 13

Sections 713 56,

7

13 57, 713 59, 713 60,

16

713 61, 713 62, 713 63, 713 64, 713 65, 713.67, 713.68, 713.69

17

and 713 691, Florida Statutes, ar e hereby repealed.
S@c':.ion 14

18
19

Th:s act shall take effect Cctober 1,

1982

20
21

w************�******�*�*w***�*�*�*�******

22

SENATE SUMMARY

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

,:

Provid@s that a landlord has a lien on all personal
property of a tenant located on the premises for rent due
the landlord under tne rental agreement
Pro•ndes that
any p@rson who furnishes labor, services, or material to
any oth@r person, shall have a lien upon the personal
property for which tne labor, serv:ces, or material 1�
furnished. Provides a procedure whereby a person
claiming a ::en ..incer part II of ch ��3, F S , �ay
enforce such lien ny sale of the property
Provides a
procedure whereby any person who furnishes feed,
feedst..iffs, straw or ::iedc.ing material to :.!'.e OW'1er of any
racing animal may have and enforce a lien for such
supp:1es
Prov:des for the pr1or1ty of such liens
Prov:des that the owner of a sta:l1on, :ackass, or bu�l
has a lien upon the colt or calf of the get of the
animals involved for the sum agreed to be paid for such
s@rJ"ice.
?rcv:des separate proced1...res for :.he

:.�
CODI HG Wenh ,n � � 1yp• ••• J•l•t••ns F,,m ex1�t,n1 l•w, wo,Js unJerl,neJ are adJ1t1•n�

308-522-82

2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
·5

acqu1s1tion of l1ens by persons 1n privity with the
owner, and persons not in priv1ty with the owner
Provides that owners or operators of tourist camps or
trailer camps shall have liens prior in dignity to all
others, except liens for unpaid purchase price, for rent
owing by and :or money or o':her pro!=)erty advanced to the
Provides for the enforcement of
occupant of such camp
liens for recovering, towing, or storing vehicles
Provides for :iens for aircraft
Provides procedures for
an operator's writ of distress, after a guest fails to
make agreed-upon payments to his account or 1£ the guest
vacates without making a payment on his account
Prov1des penalt1es for removing property upon which such
a lien has accrued
Repeals provision� relating to the nonJud1c1al sale of
vehicles, liens for labor on and with machines, liens for
labor on logs and timber, liens fo:- labor ::.n ra1s1ng
crops, liens for labor on or for vessels, liens for
manufacturing or repairing articles, liens for furnishing
articles to be manufactured, liens for furn::.shing
locomotives, machinery, etc , liens for furnishing
material for vessels, liens for care and maintenance of
animals, l::.ens for certai::1 p.1.b:1c :edging establ1sh..11ents,
and landlord's lien for rent
Repeals prov::.sions
providing exemptions from the landlord's lien for rent
Repeals provisions rela':i:r.g to penalties for removing
property on which a lien has attached

16
17
18
9

20
21
22
23
24
"5
6

27
'8
29
30
31
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SE/IATf STM'F AIIALYSIS AND ECO'lDMIC IMPACT STATEME,H
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1. Fractley
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ilMLI)_=

Alberd1�

=

1. J.C1v

=10!!

Fav/5 a_!fend.

2, __

2,

3,

l, ------

SU!JECT

BILL '.fo, AND SPONSOR•

Miscellaneous Liens
I.

SB 299 by Judi Cl ary-C1v11

Comm ttee

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation
Part II of Chapter 713 provides a lien for landlords, keepers of hotels,
camps, etc.; persons who care for animals, persons who recover, tow, or
store vehicles; persons who furnish materials; persons who provide labor
or service on var1aus types of personal property; and persons who make
loans.
Federal district courts have held that sections 713.67, 713 68, and
713.69 as they apply to tenants and hotel guests are unconstitutional
because they fail to require notice and an opportunity to be heard
prior to the taking of property. MacQueen v. Lambert, 348 F. Supp.
1334 (11.D. Fla. 1972), Johnson v. Riverside Hotel, Inc., 399 F. Supp.
1138 (S.O. Fla. 1975).

Chapter 85 provides for the enforcement of statutory liens Section
713.585, relating to motor vehicle repairmen, and subsection (5) of
s. 713.78, relating to towing companies, provide for the enforcement
of liens on motor vehicles by a nonJudic,al sale of the vehicle. Prior
to the enactment of s. 713.585 ands. 713.78(5), the procedure for
acquiring and enforcing a lien on a motor vehicle was constitutionally
deficient. Hann v. Carson, 462 F. Supp. 854 (M.D. Fla. 1978). The
procedures under s. 713.585 include g1v1ng notice and a reasonable
opportunity to be heard to the owner and other lienors of the property
prior to the sale of the property. Currently, the nonJud1cial sale
remedies applicable to l1enors other than motor vehicle repairmen lack
these essential provisions.
A person who ,s not in privity with the owner may deliver either a
written cautionary notice to the owner stating that he is about to
furnish labor or materials to the owner or a written notice that he
has furnished labor or materials and has not been paid. If either
notice is delivered, a lien will exist from the time of delivery of
the notice, and the owner will become personally liable for the labor
or materials furnished.
Current law authorizes camp owners, operators or keepers to instantly
eject occupants from the camp. A similar statute authorizing a hotel
keeper to lock out a guest has been declared unconstitutional by a
federal district court.
A person engaged 1n recovering, towing, or storing vehicles is
authorized to rhu1 �e storage fees. If an owner of a vehicle is not
timely notified of the vehicle 1 s location, he might have to pay
excessive storage fees.
In the past, whenever a person was entitled to a lien for furnishing
labor, services, or material to an aircraft, a claim of lien was filed
with the Federal Aviation Administration and would be reflected in a
title search. However, the Federal Aviation Act now requires the FAA
to honor state law in determining the validity of documents submitted
for recordation, and since Florida does not have a statute delineating
the essent1al elements of lien recording the FAA can no longer record
such claims.
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst
Staff D1 rector.
SubJ ect:

I.

B.

Fradley
Alberdi
Miscellaneous Liens

Bill �o And Sponsor
SB 299 by Judiciary-Civil
Col1lllittee

Effect of Proposed Changes:
SB 299 transfers the lien provisions for hotel keepers and landlords to

the public lodging establishment and landlord-tenant acts, respectively.
It combines the liens for furnishing labor, services, or material rnto

one sect10n.

The bill amends the nonjudicial sale remedy that is applicable only to
motor vehicle repairmen by making that remedy applicable to all lienors
who furnish labor, services, or material and who are in possession of
the personal property. It guarantees that an owner of personal property
would have an opportunity to be heard prior to the sale of h1s property
1f he records an obJect1on to the nonJudicial sale with the clerl.
Persons not 1n privity with the owner would be entitled to a lien only
against the owner's property. The owner would not be personally liable.
The bill deletes the cautionary notice provision so that the lien would
extend from the time the labor, services, or material are furnished.
The bill eliminates the provision authorizing camp owners to instantly
eJect occupants from the camp.
The bill provides that failure for a towing company to give notice as
provided by law shall preclude the enforcement of any lien for storage
charges.
The bill provides specific requirements for recording aircraft liens.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public·
A lienor wanting to enforce his lien by nonJudic1al sale of the personal
property, would be required to send notice by registered or certified
mail to the owner or other interested persons. If the owner's whereabouts
are unknown, thelienor must publish the required notice once in a news
paper. Although this increases the lienor's expense, the lienor may retain
all reasonable costs incurred in conducting the sale.

B.

Government:
The clerk
with him,
section
the clerk
the exact

III.

would be entitled to receive 5 percent of the proceeds deposited
not to exceed $25, for his services under the nonJudic,al sale
Currently, except for enforcement of vehicle repairmen liens,
is not limited to $25. Although this may decrease the income,
amount is unascertainable at this time.

COMMENTS:
Section 85.031(2) which relates to the nonJudicial sale of personal property
will be superseded by this bill. Although s. 85.D31(2) has not been declared
unconst1tut1onal, it lacks essential provi_· ,,� which are constitutionally
required.
Last year, SB 1033, relating to liens for recovering, towing, or storing
vehicles, passed the Senate Cormnttee on Jud1c1ary-Civil but died on the
Senate Calendar.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

None.

•l by Judiciary-Civil:
Abolishes the remedy of distress for rent with regarC to resirlent1al tenancies.
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IV.

AMENDMENTS:

Fradley
Alberd1
M1scellaneous Liens

B111 No And Sponsor
SB 299 by Jud1c1ary-C1v1l
Corrmittee

(continued)

#2 by Jud1c1ary-Civ1l
Provides a lien on the pup of the get of the l1enor's dog and upon the bitch
served by the dog in breeding for the sum agreed to be paid for the service.
#3 by Jud1c1ary-Civ1l
Provides that notice of a sale of personal property must be sent to the owner
and l1enors 30 days rather than 45 days prior to the sale.
#4 by Jud1ciary-C1v1l
Provides that a towing company that fails to send notice w1th1n the required
time may not collect storage charges which accrue after 14 days from the date

of possession.

#5 by Judic1ary-C1v1l·
Title amendment.
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PASSED BY THE SENATE

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to liens; creating s. 83.64,
Florida Statute•; providing landlord's lien for
rent; abolishing remedy of distre•s for rent;
amendings. 713.58(1), Florida Statutes;

6

providingfor lien■ upon personal property for

7

labor, service■, or material; amending a.

8

713.585, Florida Statutes; providing a

9

nonjudicial sale remedy; amendings. 713.66,

10

Florida Statute■; providing for lien■ on racing

ll

animal■; providing priority of the lien;

12

amending•· 713.70, Florida Statute■; providing

13

for lien■ on certain animals; amendinga.

a

713.74, Florida Statutes; providing for

15

acqui■ition of lien■ by persona in privity with

16

the owner; amendinga. 713.75, Florida

17

Statute■; providing for acquisition of liens by

18

persons not in privity with the ovner; amending

19

a. 713.77, Florida Statutes; providingfor

20
21

lien■ of owner• or operators of camp•; amending
•· 713.78(3), Florida Statute•; providing for

22

lien■ for recovering, towing, or storing

23

vehicle■; creating•· 713.792, Florida

24

Statute■; providing for notice of liens for

as

26

aircraft; repealing•· 713.78(5), Florida
Statutes, relatingto the nonjudicial sale of

27

vehicle■; repealing••· 713.56, 713.57, 713.59-

28

713.65, 713.67-713.691, Florida Statutes,

29
30
31

relatingto liens for labor, liens for
manufacturing or repairing articles, liens for
furnishing certain art1clea, liens for care and

(1982

First Engro■sed

SB 299
1(

maintenance of animals, lien■ for c•rtain

21
3

public lodqing establishJll.ent■, �nalti•• for

4

and landlord's li•n for r•nt; amending •·

S

6
7
8

9

10
11
12

13

14

15
16
17
18

19

20
21

22

23

24
25

26

27
28
29

30

31

removing property on which a li•n haa attached,

509.403, Florida Statutes; providing for a lien
on a gue■t's personal property found inside a

public lodging e■tahli■hment; providing

penaltiea for removing the property on wluch
th• lien ha• attached; providing an effective
date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of th• State of Florida:
Section 1

to read:

83.64
(1)

Section 83.64, Florida Statute■, is created

Landlord'• lien for rent; diatre■• for rent.-

The landlord shall have a lien on all per■onal

property of the tenant located on the premi■e• for rent due to
the landlord under the rental agreement.
{2)

Th• remedy of distre•• for rent 1■ abolished.

Section 2.

Subsection (1) of section 713.58, Florida

Statute■, is amended to read:
713.58

Lien■ for labcrL er service■, or material en

per■eaai preperty.-(1)

Any per■on who furnillh•• fa faver ef pereeas

perf•rai•W laborL •r service■, or material to hr any other
per■on ■hall have a lienT upon the personal property for which
the labor, services, or material 1• furnished. ef '-1\e ¼•t-e�

•p•a wA�•A '11.e ¼Uer er eerviees ie perfe!!'Me47 er wft�eft ia

�•e& ia 'Ille •�•iaeea� eee•P•t�en, •r eap¼eyaeat �n wil..i:eft fie
i-.... ew •e.vi••• �• per£er11eth

2

COOIHG: w..,.1. la ............... ,y,. .,. 11.1.,,•• 1,.. H11t••t ,••• wanil1 yp◄,rhaN .,. .411,,.....
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Section 3.

1
2

F1rst Engrossed
Section 713 585, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

3

713.585

Nonjudicial sale remedy Bnferee•ent ef ¼�en By

4

sale ef aeter veftiele.--A person claiming a l1en under this

5

part and in possession of the personal property e� �1a�ss fer

6

periena�n• ¼Uer er eerv�eee en a Meter veftiele may enforce

7

such lien by ■ale of the property veft�e¼e in accordance with

e
9

10

the followin9 proc•dures:
(1)

The lienor shall give notice to the re•ietereS

owner of the property veft�ele� te tfte e�steMer as inS�eateS en

11

tlle er«er fer repair, and to all other persons claiming an

12

interest in or lien on the property tftereen, as disclosed by

13

the public records of Florida or any county therein, tlle

u

BeparUe�t ef Hi•Avay Safety ans Meter Veftielee or of a

15

eerreepen•in• ••eney ef any other state where it in vftieft tfte

16

veftie¼e appears that the property 1a subject to a claim of

17

interest or lien r••istere�.

Such notice must be sent by

18

reqiatered or certified mail at least 30 4§ days before the

19

proposed or scheduled date of any sale and shall contain:

20

21
22

(a)

A description of the property veftiele and it■

(b)

The name and address of the owner of the property

location.

23

vell.t:ele. the customer if •• indicated on .!!l tae order for

24

repair, and any person claiming an interest in or lien on the

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

property '11.e•e•n.
lienor.

(c)

Th• name, addrea■, and telephone number of the

(d)

Notice that the lienor claim■ a lien on the

property pur■uant to this part veltie¼e fer ial!er an& ee!l'Yieee
pel!'feraff and ■toraoe charoes, if any, and the cash sum which.
3
CODIMG:

w.,., in....,....-,,. ty,• •1• ·•let1 ... , f,.m •11i,t1n1

l•w, w•r•• yn◄•1Hna◄ ue •··ltl■n,
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1

if paid to the lienor, would be ■ufficient to redeem the

2

property vefl.H-i• from the li«a cl•i..cl by the lienor.

3

4
s
6
7
8
9

10

11

12
13

u

1S

(e)

Notice that the lien claimed by the lienor i■

subject to enforcement pursuant to tlu.• aection and that the
property vell¼eie aay be aold to aatiafy the lien.
Th• dat•, tim•, and location of any proposed or

(f)

achedul•d sale of th• property vU•e¼e and whether auch aale
ahall b• private or public.

No property veftie¼e may be aold

earlier than 60 day■ after the time the charge■ for which a
lien i• claimed become due eeap¼e,iea ef ie.Ae r•pair verk.
(q)

Notice that at any time prior to the scheduled

date of sale th• owner of the property v•fti•i• or any person
claiming an intere■t in or lien on the prop•rty may prevent
the nonjudicial sale .:h.ereea Aas a r�•A• •e a Aear,a• a• aay
•••e ••••• ••'11.e ■eft■8¥¼e, aa•e ef ea&e by recording an

16

objection to the nonjudicial ■al• f�lia• a a..aa4 fer ftearia•

17

with the clerk of the circuit court in the county in which the

18

property velli■ie 1■ held aa, aai¼ia• eepiee ef U•

•eaal\•

19

ll.eariat ••ail•�•• eVl'l.■r• an& ¼ieaere ae ref¼••••• ea

20

ae'IHiee.

21

fer

,a.

Notice that the owner of th• property veftie¼e has

(h)

22

a right to r•cover poaae■aion of the property vekiele without

23

institutinq judicial proceeding■ by po■ting bond in accordance

24

with the provision• of •·

26

motor v•hte!-• rs;>fif pop pl�iminq a lien for fµrniahinq
labor, ••rvic••• or material to a motor vehicle, th• notice

2S
27
28

713. 76 iilr.9¼i.

If

the lh:nor i■ a

shall ■tat• that th• owner of the vsbicle has a riqht to
r•cov•r poaae■sion of the vehicle without 1natituting Judicial

29

proceedinqe by posting
bond in accordanc• with th• provi■iona
;

30

of a. 559.917.

31

..,

4
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2

:I
3

6

First Engrossed
(1)

Notice that any proceeds from the sale of the

property velt�ele remaining after payment of the a.mount claimed
to be due and owing to the lienor will be deposited with the
clerk of the circuit court for d1spos1tion upon court order
pursuant to subsection (6).
(1)

Notice that when property is sold by a l1enor in

7

accordance with this •ection, a purchaser for value takes

8

title to the property free and clear of all claims, liens, and

9
10

encumbrance■, unless otherwise provided by court order.
(2)

If the owner of the property veAiele is unknown or
if

ll

hi• whereabouts cannot be determined, or

12

person notified a■ provided 1n subsection (1) fails to

13
14

the owner or any

aclmowled9e receipt of such notice, the lienor, at least 20
day■ before the proposed or scheduled date of sale of the

15

property veki•¼e, shall publish the notice required by this

17

property vekie¼e i• held.

16
18

aection once in a newapaper circulated in the county where the
A certificate of compliance with

the notification provision■ of this section, verified by the

19

lienor, together with a copy of the notice and return receipt

21

of publication, as the ca■• may be, shall be duly and

20
22

23

24
25

26
27

for mailing of the notice required by this ■ection, or proof

exp9ditiously recorded i�ieS with the clerk of the circuit
court in the county where the property veA�e¼e is held.
(3)

At any time prior to the proposed or scheduled

date of sale of the property • vekieie, the owner of the
property velli•¼e, or any person claiming an interest in the

property veftie�e or a lien thereon, may prevent the

28

nonjudicial ■ale of the property by recording an objection to

29

the nonjudicial sale f�¼e • &eJllal'l& fer Aear�a, with the clerk

30

of the circuit court in the county in which the property

31

vefthh is held.

If an objection to the nonjudicial sal�_J,.__s
5
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1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

recorded pursuant to this section, the lienor shall not sell
th• property•• ee,eJ!'Jliae wae,aer the veki•¼e k•• aeen
wr•a•f•¼ly taken •• wiUlftel4 frea kia.

27
28
29

30

31

Ally P••••a wk• fi¼ee •

«•••n4 f•r kearia• eka¼¼ ••i¼ eepiee ef 4!11.e 4aauui •• a¼¼

•'llll•• •va••• •••lien••• •• r■f¼e■teS ■a '1\e a■ti■e r■4(111.ireS
ia ■U■e••i•a flt�

Wpea 41l'le fi¼ia• ef •

■•••a•

fer A••••a•7 •

Aearia• ■lla¼l" Ml¼' pr�•• ••.-_. prepeee& •• eeke«•¼e■ •••e
•f ••¼• •I '11.e veAiel.-.
(4)

ia �e evea• A lienor may institute iaetit•te■ a

judicial proca■dinq to enforce a lien when an objection is

recorded7 a• fi¼i•• (ea aka¼l ae rellf'l.i•ff •• 411'1.e ,,ae ef

fi¼ia97 •• 4!.h.• e•••• •ka¼¼ ••4(111.ire 'Ula lien•• •• pay 4!11.e
filia• fee •a¼••• Ille ¼�eaer ■Aa¼¼ prevail ia 4!.h.e ae,iea.
(5)

At the hearing on the complaint, th• court shall

(a)

Whether th■ property veftie¼• is subject to a valid

forthwith i■sue it■ order determininq:
lien by the li■nor and the amount thereof;
(b)

The priority of the lien of the lienor as against

(c)

Th• distribution of any proceeds of the sale by

any existing security interest in the property v■lu■le;
th• clerk of the circuit court;
(d)

Th• award of reasonable attorney's f••• and cost■

(•)

The reasonableness of storage charges.

(I)

Property� N•••• subject to lien anforc■-ent

to the prevailinq party; and

2S

26

First Engrossed

pursuant to this section may be sold by the lienor at public
or private sale; however, in th• case of a private sale, every
aspect of the ••l•, includinq the method, manner, time, place,
and terms; must be commercially reasonable.

Immediately upon

the sale of th• property veftiele and payment in cash of the
purchase price, the lienor shall deposit vith the clerk of the
6
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l

circuit court the proceeds of the sale less the amount claimed

2

by the l1enor for furnishing labor, services, or material wePK

3

Sefte and atorage, 1f any, and all reasonable costs and

4

expenses incurred 1n conducting the sale, including any

s

attorney'• fees and costs ordered by the court.

6

Siffl�l�eaee¥siy v��ft Sepesi��ft• •Ae pPeeeeSe ef sale Peme�ft�ft•

7

•f-ep peylfteft- •• efte liener� The lienor shall file with the

8

clerk a verified report of the sale stating a description of

9

the property veMele sold, including the veft�eie

10

identification number if available, the name and addresa of

11

the purchaaer; the date of the sale; and the selling price.

12

The report shall also itemize the amount retained by the

13

lienor pur■uant to this section an& sftell in«�ee�e wfteeftep e

u

keeP�ft• wee &eaaa&e4 ans ftel4.

All proceeds held by the�

1S

e•�P- shall be held for the benefit of the owner of the

16

property vekiele or any lienholder whose lien is discharged by

17

the sale and aha.11 be disbursed only upon order of the court.

28

Un.lefl ., proceed.incJ i■ J.n.iti.ated to v..a..l..idate • claim to ■uch

19

proceeds within l year and a day from the date of the sale,

20

the proceed.a shall be deemed abandoned property and

21

diaposition thereof shall be governed by •· 705.03.

22

shall receive 5 percent of the proceeds deposited with him,

23

not to exceed $25, for his service■ under this section.

24

(7)

The clerk

A copy of the certificate of compliance and the

2S

report of ■ale, certified by the clerk of the court, shall

26

constitute satisfactory proof for app¼�eetieft �e �fte

27

�epar�•eat ef H�•Away Safe�y ana Me•er Veft�e¼ee fer transfer

28

of title7 •e•ettlil.er w�.it et\Y eUl.er pPeef re«f11.�rea �y any n¼es

29
30
31

ana Pel!'llatiens ef �Ae aepartmeft�
(8)

Nothing contained in this section shall be

construed a• affecting an owner's right to redeem hi■ prooerty
7
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vefti•i• froa the lien at any time prior to ••1• by paying the

2

aaount claicned by the liflnor for furnishinq labor-, aervice■,

3

or material werk ,elle and a■■e■■•d ■toraqe charqe■, plu■

4;
5

I

r•a■onable uy co■ts incurred by the ill!!,2!: repair ■kep for
utilizin9 enforceaent procedures under thi■ 11ection.
(9)

6

N■tllf:11• ia Thi■ section ■hall be �UIIUl-_1;_�� to all

7

other eperate ia ••••••ti•• ef '11.e ••P-• uul remedia■ given

8

by law eab.-U1Ma, By 1h 16�9!:;t.
(10)

9

10
11

12

13

accordance with this law, a purcha■ar for value take■ title to
the property vakiele £re■ and clear of all claims, liens, and

encumbrance■ whatsoever, unlea■ otherwise provided by court
order.

1t
15

Section 4.

amen.dad to read:

16
17
18
19
20

21

22

23

24
25

26
27
28

29
30

31

Whan a property vekieie i■ ■old by a lianor in

713.66

Section 713.66, Florida Statute■, is

Liens for feed, etc., for racing animals;

priority •••ek•re•e7 p•le peaies al\f!l r••• •••a.--ia Eave• •f
Any �rson who furnish•• aftaii f•tnlieft ••••T eat■T ft&YT ••••a
er e.i..ew feed4 •• feedatuff•� •• atraw or beddinq aaterial 4

herein called auppliee, to er •p•a -•e ••••• •Ethe ownerT er
tlle

••eB•• aaiieeT

leeae•T er ev.e•••iaa ef '11.e evaerT of any

racehorae, polo pony4 or race do9, herein called racing

an1..1. shall have a lien fer tke llllpaia P••-�ea •f .i..e pri••

ef •••• ftppiie• upon every racing animal that raeekerae, p•i•
�•ftYT •• rue•• wM.M conaua•• any part of the •••A
supplies.

All racing animal• raaeAeree• an« raee •••e of the

•••� owner that vft�ek are accustomed to consume supplies and
that ef 4ul• •••••e�e• aeiive•••r wA�eft are at the time of the
delivery of th• ■•ek supplies upon the premises to which

delivery is aada, shall be d••-d prima faci• to have consumed
� ••• auppli••·

•••A lien Mail r.a••• vaS9a IJl4i
8
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eale•eea.B¼e le• a pe•iea ef ¼ yea• f•eM ,ne aa,ee ef ,fte

2

respee�tve Seitverie• ef s�ek een1 eater Aa11 t•a��T fee&••

3
4
5

feeaetHffe7 e• ••••v1 and eHeft ¼ieae are le ee eafereea ia i!Ae
Mal'U'l.eP prevt4ed fe• the ea€e•eeMeftt ef etfter lteae ea pepeeaal

prepe••Y ia tftie e•ate.. The lien Saia lieas shall be superior

6

to any aft4 all claim■, liensL and mortgagee on the racing

7

animal7 vAei!Ae• •••••«ea er \il\reee•«e«1 taelH9ta•7 9Hl aet

'

aert9e9e7 vki•ft 'luleretefere aay Aave &eea er lAereafter ■ay &e

a
10
ll
12

liaitetl te1 aay ¼•••••l e e• veade•l• lteft1 &ftd aay ekattel

••••tea a�aia■, •�•A ra•ekeree7 pele peay er raee de�1 aae le
Ille elatffl■ ef aay aaa all pHreheeee tftereef.
Section S.

Section 713.70, Florida Statutes, 1•

13

amended to read:

15

animals.--Th• owner of a stallion, jackass, dog, or bull ahall

16

have a lien ia faver ef eVftere ef stallieae; ,aeKaesee er

14

17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
2i

27

28
29

30
31

713.70

Lien for ■ervice of ■tallion■ and other

9•lle1 upon the colt� or calf of the get of the satd
■tallion, jack•••� or bull; and al■o upon the mare,

jenny, bitch, or cow served by the ea¼« ■tallion, jackase�

229.t. or bull in breeding fiereeE for the eum agreed et¼pH¼ate4
to be paid for the service i!P.ltereef, 9y ftlift, at afty t�•e

vi'-M:ft ¼8 aeatke after ll\e «ate •f ■erviee • eteteaeftt ef tke
••••..,,l fiereef; te9etker vifi ll\e &e■eriptiea •• le eel•• an«
•••kia9e ef tk• fe•ale eerved7 aa« tAe aaa.e ef the evner at

t.h.e «•te ef ■el'V'i■e7 in ,ae effiee ef tke ee•nty elerK ef 4ule

••.it.ly vkerein ,ae •Vile• ef tl\e eai4 feaale reet&e« a, 1tl\e
•••e ef eerviee,,

Neitker 1!:lle ■a•e1 ;enny er eeWT ner tAe •••

'AereefT ellall ee ee¼« wilA¼a 18 ■eall\a after ll\e Sate ef

■ervieeT ..,,l••• 'Ille eerv�ee fee aka¼¼ ee paidT •aleee s�eA
■ale eka¼l ee •••eaa t• an« epprevee �ft wrttta9 By tke eVfter

•f fie eta¼¼ieftT ;aeKaee er e�l¼ at tAe •ime ef the sale ••
9
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1

•raftsier ei ,ne fflarer ,eftftY er eeYT er eifepr¼R• •hereei�

2

any •iMe after e•eh Marer ;eany er eew ekai¼ e•neeive7 anyene

3

41

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

k•v�n, the ¼�en here�n previaea ••Y enferee �e •••e in WA•
eeme aaftl'ler ae �e new previ4e4 By ¼aw.
Section 6.

713.74 Acquisition of liens by persona in privity with

the owner.--A• against the owner of personal property upon

which a lien ia claimed under this part II, the lien shall be

acquired by any person in privity with the own•r by furnishing
'l!he perfermaaee •f the labor, services, or 1!1\e f•rn¼eh¼ft• ef

There shall be no lien upon personal property

Ule material■.

aa a9ainat purchaser■ and creditor■ without notice unless the
person claiming the lien 1• in posses■ion of the property upon
which the lien ia claimed.

20

amended to read:

21
22
23

24
25

26

27
28
29

30
31

The lien shall continue as long as

the po••e■sion continues, not to exceed 90 day■ i aenth■ after
-4dle.._teri&.l.

19

Section 713.74, Florida Statutuea, ia

amended to read:

,.

17

A,

£urniahing perf•r•aaee el the labor1 services, or f�rnieh�n•
Section 7.
713.75

Section 713.75, Florida Statutes, ia

Acquisition of liens by persons not 1n privity

with th• ovner.--A person entitled to acquire a lien�
not in privity with the owner of the personal property shall
acquire a lien •P•ft tfte ewner�• per■enat pr•perty ae againat
the owner and per■ons claiming through him by delivery to the

owner of a written notice that the person with whom the owner
haa contracted owes the lienor ier wfteM -fte taher ftae Beea
perferMe4 er •A• ••tertal f•ra¼efte4 te ¼ft4e9te9 -• tfte persea

perferMift! �e ¼aBer er £�rnieh¼ft! �e Ma�ertai ¼ft the sum
stated in the notice for labor, services, or ma�erial
�urni■hed to the personal property.
10

A pereen wfte ts
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2
3

'

First Engrossed

perfe!!lll.�ft• er is Ue�t te perferm ¼a&er er �e €�ra�eft�n� er �e
Ue�• te f•raieA ■ateri•¼• fer per■en•¼ preperty aey ae¼iver
te tke eW1ter a written ••-t9enary ftetiee "U!.at fte wi¼i ae se-i A
li•n ■hall exi■t from th• tim• of d•livery of the eitller

s

notice fer tA• ••e•nt •apaii ea tfte eentraet ef 4!il.e ewner w�tl\

6

tl\e pereen •entraetin• W9tll tAe iiener an« tAe de¼9very ef tAe

7
8

n•tiee efta¼¼ alee ereate a pereena¼ iia19i¼9ty awainst tfte

ewner ef tfta pereena¼ preper•y in faver ef 4!il.e ¼9eaer •tviftf

9

tile neti•eT �•t n•• t• • wreeter eKtent tAen tfte a11e�nt tl\ea

10

•npaia en tfte eentraet Between tlle awner and tAe pereen w�tft

11

Wk•• tfte eV!leP ••ntraete&.

There shall be no lien upon

12

peraonal property•• against creditor■ and purchase�s without

14

pre■cribed in •· 713.74 and for the amount of the debt due to

13

notice except under the circwn■tance■ and for the time

15

the lianor at the time of the service of the notice provided

16

for in thi■ ■ection.

17
18

Section 8.
amend.ad to read:
713.77

19

20
21

22

Section 713.77, Florida Statutes, 1s

Lien■ of ownar■ 9!'..T operator■ er keeper• of

camp■T e;eetiea ef eee•paate.--Lien■ prior in dignity to all

oth•r• except li•n• for unpaid purcha■e price shall exist in
favor of owner■ ,2!7 operators, e• keepe•e of touri•t camps or

23

trailer camp• for rent owing by and for money or other

24

property advanced to any occupant thereof upon the ,eed• 7

25

Uettele •• etft•• per■onal prop•rty of the occupant of such

26

camp.

27
28
29
30
31

Ypen tlle nenpayaeal •f •�eft e..,e 9ft aeearSanee witft �e

Nie■ ef •�•ft eaM•9T er fer fail•re te e8eerve any pr•vteieft
ef tlli■ pa•t Ii er tile n1.le■ ans replat�ene preeer�&ed &y 'U\e
&tate i•••• ei HealtA; lfte eva•r; epereler er keeper tl\ereef

••Y iaetaJ1.lly e;eet e�•k ee••P•ftt ll\erefreMT The liens created
in favor of own•r• SI• operators, er keepers of touri�t camps
11
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1

or trailer camps may be enforced in the same manner as is now

2

or may hereafter be provided by law for the enforcement of

3

liens in favor of operators of public lodging establishments

4

keepers ef kete¼a aaa &ea�aia•ke�ses.

5

section, however, shall prevent owners or operators of tourist

6

camps or trailer camps from enforcing any claims for rent

7
8
9

under and in the manner provided by landlord and tenant acts
of thia state.

Section 9.

Subsection (3) of section 713.78, Florida

10

Statutes, is amended to read:

12

vehicles.--

11

13

Nothing in this

713.78
(3)(a)

Liens for recovering, towing, or storing

Any person regularly engaged in the business of

14

recovering, towing, or storing vehicles who comes into lawful

15

possession of a vehicle pursuant to subsection (2), and who

16

claim• a lien for recovery, towing, or atorage services, shall

17

give notice to the registered owner and to all persons

18

claiming a lien thereon, as disclosed by the records in the

19

Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles or of a

20
21

corresponding agency in any other state.

(b} A person regularly engaged in the business of

22

recovering, towing, or storing vehicles who comes into

23

possession of a vehicle at the request or direction of any law

24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31

enforcement officer or agency shall be presumed to 4ave come
into lawful possession thereof.
1£.1.f97

Notice by registered. or certified mail shall be

sent to the registered owner and to all persons claiming a
lien within 14 days of the date of possession.

It shall state

the fact of possession of the vehicle, that a lien as provided
in subsection (2) is claimed, that the lien is subject to
enforcement pursuant to law, and that the owner or lienholder,
12
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Fir■t Enqro■eed

1

if any, has the right to a hearing as set forth in sW:,■•ct1on

2

(4).

3

Failure to give notice aa provided by this subsection

■hall preclude the enforcement of any lien for storage charge■

4

which accrued after 14 days from the date of possession.

5

■action shall not be construed to authorize storage charg�•

6
7

e
9

Thi■

except a■ otherwise provided by law or contract.
Section 10.
created to read:
713.792

Section 713.792, Florida Statutes, is

Liens for aircraft; notice.--Except when a

10

lienor is in possession of the aircraft, any lien claimed on

11

an aircraft pursuant to a. 713.58 is enforceable when the

12

lienor records a verified lien notice with the clerk of th■

13

circuit court in th■ county vher■ th• aircraft wa■ located at

14

the time the labor, ■ervice■, or material was la■t furni■hed.

16

owner, a description of the aircraft upon wluch the li•nor has

17

expended labor, service■, or material, the amount for which

19

the lien i■ claimed and the date the expenditure va■

19

completed.

1S

20
21

22
23

24
2S
26
27
28
29
30
31

The notice shall stat• the name of the lienor, the nU1.e of the

This section ■hall not be construed to affect the

priority of competinq intere■t■ in any aircraft or th■

li■nor'■ obligation to record hi■ lien pursuant to ■. 329 01.
Section 11.

U!.end■d to read:
509.403

ill

Section 509.403, Florida Statute■, i■

Operator'• writ of distresa.--

If, after a lockout ha■ been imposed pursuant to

■. 509.401, a gue■t fails to make agreed-upon payment■ on his
account, or, notwithstandinq a. 509.401, if a quest vacat••
th• premises without making payment on his account, an
operator shall have a lien on the quest's personal property
found in■ide the quest's room and may proceed to prosecute a
writ of distress again•t the gueat and his property.
13

ne writ
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2
3

•
5

6

ef a�s�reee skall ee p�ea�ea,ea eR tke i�ea ereate& �ye

:,u� ,i

er e� i;l:=I�
(2)

,a-.

It 1• unlawful for any person to remove any

property upon which a lien has accrued under the provisions of
sub■ect1on (1) from any public lodging establishment without
first making payment of the aum due to the person operating it

7

or without having the written consent of the person operating

8

the place.

9

10

11
12
13
lf

leas, guilty of • miademeanor 0£ the second degree, punishable

a■ provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775,083; and if the property

removed i■ of greater value than $SO, is guilty of a felony of

the third deqree, punishable aa provided in a
775.0$3, or •· 775.084.

15
16

19

20

21
22

775.082, s_._

Section 12.

Subsection (S) of section 713.78, Florida

Section 13.

Section■ 713.56, 713.57, 713.59, 713.60,

Statute■, 1• hereby repealed.

17
18

Any peraon violating the provisions of this

section ia, if the property removed ia of the value of $50 or

713.61, 713.62, 713.63, 713.64, 713.65, 713.67, 713.68, 713.69
and 713.691, Florida Statute■, are hereby repealed.
Section 14.

This act ahall take effect October 1,

1982.
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

Part II of Ch. 713, Florida Statutes deals with
miscellaneous liens for property which includes personal property,
motor vehicles, crops, manufacturing machines, livestock, board,
lodging, rents, wrecking, touring, and storage services, loans,
and labor.
Federal district courts have held statutes 713.67,
713.68, and 713.69 unconstitutional as providing for self-executing
possessory liens which violate due process, since pre-Judgement seizure
is allowed. McQueen v. Lambert,, 348 F. Supp. 1334 (M. C. Fla. 1972),
Barber Y, Rader, 350 F. Supp. 183 (S. D. Fla. 1972).
s. 713.58 permits liens in favor of persons per
forming labor or services for any other person, such lien attaching
to the property which was serviced.

s. 713.585 allows for enforcement of liens by
sale of a motor vehicle upon which the lienor has performed labor
or services. The lienor must give notice to the registered owner.
the owner of the vehicle can request a hearing prior to the scheduled
sale. The owner ca� have the vehicle released by posting bond.
S. 713.66 allows for liens on racehorses, polo
ponies, or race dogs if food or feedstuffs are furnished to the
animal's owner.
S. 713.70 allows for liens in favor of stallion,
jackass, or bull owners for stud services performed by the owner's
animal. The lien exists upon either the serviced animal or the colt
or calf, and neither can be sold within 18 months of servicing un
less the lienor is paid or he/she agrees in writing to the sale.
S. 713.74 allows liens for persons who are in
privity with the property owner. The lien is acquired by performance
of the labor or by furnishing the materials. No lien upon personal
property exists as to purchasers or creditors without notice unless
the lienor is in possession of the property. The lien shall continue
for no more than 3 months after performance of labor or furnishing
materials.
S. 713.75 allows a person not in privity with the
owner to acquire a lien against the owner by delivering notice of
either that the person for whom the service was performed or the
materials furnished by the lienor is indebted to the lienor, or that

the lienor is about to perform labor or furnish materials.
exists from the time of delivery of either type of notice.

A lien

s. 713.77 allows owners, operators, or keepers of tourist
or trailer camps to have liens for unpaid rents upon the
goods, chattels, or other personal property of the occupant. Upon
nonpayment, the camp owner may immediately eject the occupan�.
S.
of towing
to notify
within 14

713.78 requires persons regularly engaged in the business
and storing vehicles who claim a lien for their charges
the registered owner of the vehicle. Notice must be sent
days of possession.

S. 509.403 permits an operator to prosecute a writ of dis
tress where a guest fails to make payments after a lockout pursuant
to s. 509.401.
Florida presently has no statute which satisfies Federal
Aviation Act requirements for obtaining aircraft liens.
Ch. 713 specifically allows liens for labor on and with
machines, labors on logs and minerals, labor in raising crops, labor
on and for vessels, manufacturing and repairing articles, furnishing
articles to be manufactured, furnishing locomotives, furnishing mater
ials for vessels, care and maintenance of animals, boarding and lodging
at hotels, liens for hotels, apartment houses, roominghouses, and
boardinghouses, and liens for rent and exemptions.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes:

Section I. S. 83.64, F. S., is created to permit landlords
to have liens for rent due on all personal property of the tenant left
on the premises. The remedy for distress of rent is abolished.
Section 2. S. 713.58 is amended to allow persons who
furnish labor, services, or materials to have a lien upon the
property for which the labor, services, or materials are furnished.
This amendment incorporates all of the specific subJects of Ch. 713
which are repealed by this bill.
Section 3. S. 713.585 is amended to refer to all personal
property rather than motor vehicles. The owner of the property may
prevent a nonjudicial sale by recording an objection to the sale
with the clerk. Purchasers of property sold under this section take
the property free and clear of all claims, liens, and encumbrances.
The owner of a vehicle upon which a lien has been filed may recover
possession by posting a bond. If the owner has filed an objection
to the nonjudicial sale, the lienor may not sell the property. If
an objection has been•filed, the lienor may institute judicial pro
ceedings to enforce the lien.
Section 4. S. 713.66 is amended so that persons furnishing
feedstuffs to owners of racing animals shall have a lien (for the
price of the food) upon the animal which consumes the foodstuffs.
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Section 5.
S. 713.70 is amended to include dogs, where the
owner of a stud animal shall have a lien(for the sum agreed)upon
the serviced animal and its colt, pup, or calf.
Section 6.
S.713.74 is amended to include liens for services
performed where the lienor is in privity with the property owner.

Section 7.
s. 713.75 is amended to allow lienholders not in
privity with the property owner to have a lien only upon the owner's
property. The owner shall not be personally liable. The lienholder
must deliver notice of the lien to the owner, and the lien exists
from the time the labor, services, or materials are furnished.
Section 8.
S. 713.77 is amended to disallow immediate
ejectment of occupants of tourist or trailer camps. The liens
which the owners obtain may be enforced in the same manner as those
held by operators of public lodging establishments.
S. 713.78 (3) is amended to create a presumption
Section 9.
that those persons regularly engaged in the business of towing,
recovering, or storing vehicles come into possession of the vehicles
lawfully. Notice of possession must be given to the vehicle's owner
within 14 days of possession, in order to enforce liens for storage
charges during that 14 day period.

Section 10. s. 713.792 is created to provide a specific
procedure to record aircraft liens. This will enable the FAA
to record such liens, since the FAA honors state law concerning aircraft
liens.

Section 11. s. 509.403 is amended to give an operator a
lien o� a guest's personal property left in the guest's room after
a lockout pursuant to s. 509.401. Penalties are prescribed for
removal of property upon which a lien has accrued under s. 509.403.
Sections 12 and 13 repeal ss. 713.78(5), 713.56, 713.57,
713.59, 713.60, 713.61, 713.62, 713.63, 713.64, 713.65, 713.67,
713.68, 713.69, and 713.691.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT:
Neither the private sector nor government should be signifi
cantly affected fiscally. Lienors would be required to send notice by
registered or certified mail to the property owners or other inter
ested persons. Where the owner's whereabouts are unknown the
lienor must notify by publication.
III.

COMMENTS:

This bill will correct the constitutional problems
connected with nonjudicial sale by lienors of property other than
motor vehicles. Owners are given notice and a reasonable opportunity
to be heard prior to the sale of the property.

KENNETH E. EASLEY
ATTORNEY AT LAW
INTERAIR BUILDING, SUITE A
ST PETERSBURG-CLEARWATER AIRPORT
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA 3352.0
(813) 53!5-3419

August 14, 1981

The Honorable Betty Easley
State R epresentative
224 The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Re:

Mechanic's Lien Law - Personal Property

Dear Representative Easley:
A problem has developed in the area of liens of mechanics
for services and material provided on aircraft in the State of
Florida.
Federal law preempts title recording information as to
aircraft. In the past, whenever a mechanic was entitled to a
lien against aircraft for services and materials, a claim of
lien was filed with the Federal Aviation Administration in
Oklahoma City and was recorded by them and would be reflected
in a title search on a p articular aircraft.
Recently, we have been advised through the office of Joseph
T. Brennan, Aeronautical Center Counsel, for the Federal Aviation
Administration in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, that they can no longer
record artisan (mechanics) lien claims from the State of Florida.
The basis of this interpretation is that the Federal Aviation
Act, Section 506, (49 U.S.C. 1406) requires the Federal Aviation
Administration to honor State law in determining the validity of
documents submitte d for recordation, and since Florida does not
have a statute delineating the essential elements of lien recording
(such as place of filing, verification, time within which to file,
etc.), the FAA can no longer record such claims of statutory liens
as they have in the•past.
Since the conveyance and recordation requirements of aircraft
are substantially different than other personal property, it would
be appreciated if consideration may be given to amending Florida

Representative Betty Easley
August 14, 1981
Page Two
statutes to provide recordation information on mechanic's liens
for aircraft in order to protect those Florida businesses who
perform services and provide materials on aircraft which are subject
to conveyance or being based out of the State of Florida.
Yours/y truly,
Kennet., ~·
KEE:sl

E7�

FWRIO\. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tallahas.,ee

September 2, 1981

Betty Easley

Repre&ent.ahve, 56th D1stnct

Appropnahons

Reply to

Educatrnn, K-12

D Suite 304
314 South M!.YOun
Clearwater, Flonda 33516
(813) «3-7268
XI 224 The Capitol
Ta1lahuaee, Flonda
(904) -488-9240

Committees:

Finance & Taxation

Juverule Ju11tice (Select)
Mmmg & Reclamfttton (Select)

32301

Mr. Richard Hixson
Staff Director
House Judiciary Committee
Room 208, HOB
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Dear Richard:
Please review the enclosed letter expressing a
problem with the Mechanic's Lien Law.
I would appreciate your views on this matter.
Also, is the Judiciary Committee planning to address
issues like this during the next session? Is this
a problem that you are presently aware of?
Changes in the law are suggested in Ken's letter.
Do you feel these changes are necessary and will solve
the problem he has oulined?
>

Thank you very much for your assistance and advice
in this matter.
Sincerely,

f!Lj

etty /asley
BE:kt

f�

lJ S Department
ol Transpona11on

MIKt' f,1U'lf(J'I._.,
Aero"au1,ca, Cenler

F' 0 t:lJ• L'JUtl.C:

O�ldhoma C<lv Ok aric--na

Federal Aviation
Administration

September 14, 1981

Mr. Lance Block
House Judiciary Committee
Florida House of Representatives
House Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dear Mr. Block:
In accordance with your request, enclosed are copies of the Kansas, Georgia,
Illinois, and South Carolina statutes authorizing an aircraft mechanic or
the like to record a notice of his claim of lien. The South Carolina statute
is unique because it also allows a lien for unpaid aircraft insurance premiums.
If you have any questions on this language, please call me at 405-686-2296.
Sincerely,

�£;

T. Brennan
"onautical Center Counsel
Enclosures
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crt>d,i when the same shall be enforcc.djiu,cordancc· with '. nc- pr,,. 1 • :, "
of sect10n 67-2401, and shall be sup;r10r to all liens extPpt hens for t:,v•.
and suc'nolnerliens as thl· mechanic mav have had nctuul nut1ce 0th(,(
,,.,-- • work was done or material furnish;d.
,bl The maximum amount of storage that maybe charged shall be $1 per
day. Nothing contained herein shall allow a fee for storage to be charged nr,
any item with a fair market value in excess of $200. Storage charges
pursuant to this section shall not apply to motor vehicles covered now or
hereafter by Chapter 68-4A, the "Motor Vehicle Certificate of Title Act,"
nor shall said storage fee be charged if there is a bona fide dispute between
the customer and the mechanic as to the manner of repair, or the charges
for repair.

(c) When possession of property 1s surrendered to the debtor, the
mechanic sh4Ltecacd Ns claim of !ten, within 90 days after such work is
,,- done and material i\irn,sh.: r in the case ofrepairs made on o to air<;,rarr::-:,a:.----/ C,
'y-2or farm machinery �ithtn 80 d�fter the work is done an material c;, O �
/
furnished The claim of hen slialfiie recorded in the office of the clerk ofthe
O
superior court where the owner ofsuch property resides. The claim shall be
in substance as follows· "A. B., mechanic, claims a lien on --- (here
describe the property) of C. B., for work done, material furnished and
storage !1Ccruing (as the case may be) in the manufacturing, repairing,
and/or storing (as the case may be) the •ame."
I Acts 1873, p 44; 1884-5, p. 43, 1953, Nov. Sess., p. 275; 1960, pp. 912,913;
1972, p. 415; 1979, pp 902, 903; 1980, p. 831, eff. July 1, 1980.)
Editorial Note
Act.5 1972, p 415, entirely superseded the former section.
Acts 1979, pp 902, 903. again entir�ly supersed�d the former section.
Acts 1980, p 831, again entirely superseded the former section
ANNOTATIONS
Cu.cf 117 App 578, 581 (161 S E 2d 402l
Employee
Whrre plarnt1ff was merely employee of manufacturer who contracted to make equipment
for others, mechanic'& special lien ag1unst such purchasers failed smce such hen belon� to
m.1rnufacturer or repairer-he who controls work, has shop-and not to workmen 123 App
385 1181 S. E 2d 285J
Forecloaurr
Where two parties have competing hens on tractor, one�rity interest. other mechanic's
hen based on repair work for owner, ap�als court held FHA financing statement was
sufficumt where tl explicitly stat� that 1t covered borrower's ''farm equipment." but that
langua,:e of§ 67•2003 renders mechanic's hen 11,uperior to extent of money for la!lt repair JOb
600 F 2d 478.
Priority
Security interHt ofwh,ch m�hanic has com1tructive or actual notice takes prionty over
subeequently filed mechanic'• hen 130 App 31 (202 S. E. 2d 255).

•

Stand.int
A pJ)el lant, having paid charge!! demanded by appellee and having had hl.5 vehicle �tumed
to him, had not been harmed by any deficiency in section and wm not m po11tion to attack
conshtutionahty on grounds that 1t denied him notice and opportunity to be heard prior to
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owuer, i 1h!�crlpl ln11 o ' t lr n c !ui. ttul. �u ttlclent tor
tdeL ' ! 11 ':u 1 l u n , n iH , : v- 1 t ,d1 Ur n chl1mt1.ct bas ei
P•� Llt! n' : ..d 1 0 . fl\.. •l n u , ! m & 1 t1 1 Jal . or h e.■ fu rnls hed
Mt o : •. , J, U.1: JU!. , " : ,, : 'w w 11 ! c h t he lien le cl nlmed,
,t !.l C � l• d 11 1 " ·1 1-1,1ri 1 :i l L ll � ueh e x peu dH.ure or
t, t ,)-<.1. , ... W(L� I UH 1 ) 1 . , : ,· ,l . '\ h! <. 11 Tl'1 ttge Hha!l b� verJ
'1( ' • · • '1, 1 1:.0. 1, o' , •·� ,. l . ! nidnt or l)y 1:JOllJ.O Ode
•1 _ ,� : 011111 knu wied�ii, or the
l.
,f_'
1,
; •! 'Jsrn n t la. ! l y the tollowing
� ,: ,
L
... '
'. . .i ' l !'llll , v
. . . . . . . . . Defendant.

.. ...

'c .. '"' h t" r 1 1 y i; ' v o!\ t h nt . . . • • . • , • • claim! a
J le•- "
,
bf' t h o property ) tor,
a • H' , .i .!v:, , , 1 1 1 , , r , 1 .. ,, .-.k 1 1 1 1t n,l in ntarlal■ ex
r .... .. t' � , 1 1 l.-'.-•u , 1t u 11 k l (irtt.i,."-J .:11 rnl::1 ht\d ro r the • • • • ,
, '1 !""d J''' .. t \ ,
1 :, ., r • .i t> , , . •rJ (" 0 1 t h ,· 0 \\ 11(-r or
hit'.. th l':I !Al d labor,
�P.J' U �e J n . . · •: r • �
. . ' ., ,)'\ W tl 1 e •..n:: rn• 'H.! c , : . o r Hto re gc fur•
.t' !. • � 1...: ·
n :� . l f' . t. ;irJ f • lfl t,ltlC 11 n•t,'31 ! -,�1t Hr t'>n t h €> • • • • • •
� ! ' r. ' . .
. . , u n ,: !. 1� • • • • , • • • . day of
. • . . . . . , 1 1 , t h o r, r1 d 1 r l ) 1 c,• tbe L\ �)1, ·, sk!ll •
, _, ,' ' ! t. i � · ' ! • � , i , ) :rn:, , • .,,t , 'l '" •�t o r111;e f urnigbed
:..- -· t}," •: .a 1 •1· : n t a i •n v t: tn• :.11 -. J " ..18 co1n 1 letoc! or.
c .. y or . . . . . . .
: : !.u1.l etxty
• h t,, . .
d1:1.y::i h cn e u o t � ! 1qHet..! b i n • e t b a t tltnu , t h at the
amout, t cl a l m rt n • <1,mt a ,1dt< [,..ir gi.! 1! 1 11. bo r, ski ! ! ant..!
mnter n ' " ..(, , , ,. 1' 1 1 1 c ' 1 , 1 , or �tv ,.t�6 r ur n:� b l:ld, 16
th.li t IJ O 1,a '" ' t i ien.1o r hus b1•e11 [lii l u
$. . . . .
C, rc,�t)! $
• u n rJ thn• r ', c• [ � ft< t.J l)W ll 1,er .u. L :
' t.!'::...' n '. :i .:; u n1111 J r ! T he r ...n r ,� r ., ,.. ,J ,eu;. uc th,g d. 1 ' j L"'
'.

1

,,.,.,t.. ,.
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t> f tHl l ! tt 11 11•1 o l i �t•I H , l hti I u m n r $
• I n ,v l d d 1
ll lHl) ll l L l 1 1 1 • 1 l u l 1 1 1'1 U \ l u a U JHJIJ � u l d 1) 1 1/(ft l l y .
t � l � IHJtl J
C l w. l l u .1. u l
1\ d t! 1 u�H ur Ciui llltlll l , ,
• , , •,. . ,

� t u le O! l l l lnuh,
f
t'o u u t y of .
. . . . , } til:5.
l, . . . • . . .
• . . . • . , l.le l ug tt r�l d u l y Ii Worn,
OH OU. t h MUY I lrnt J ti. Ill . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • llM,Wad
tu l h e f u 1 e1; u l 11,; c l t.1 1 111 , t h u l J hu. v o h�u, <l t lu,
HlLlll u re111J , M.111l knuw tbe co n t eutli tbtircor, 1t u d
lw l luvtt t h ll HU IILO t o l.t e true
8 u l.tMc r l iJud u. n d 111 w o n1 to IJti fore me tbl11 • • • • • • •
tl ,l V o t

-t �. l u, h.•x or l lr u ...-t,'e{_, , I
§ :L U pon l) rt'l�e11llll l o n or s u c h II Of ll'� to llHJ rt)(.' O l <l tH or t.l cttl �
o r u u y co u n t y , i t s h ..J.1 1 b u t h e <l u t y o r the bal d
ruco 1 d or or <lt.HHI! to Hle thl• su m e J u hhi o1Uctt
11 11tl to I n d ex l ht> llU IUt' lu u l>ook to b e kevt by
' 1 1 111 t o r t h n.l 11u n101:1t:1 and cu llut..! " l n 1..hn. o r J ltinl:I
u 11011 cha l tt!l!'I". The 1 cco rcle1 or <l eed� ! hall LH
t'n ti t l e<l lo . ch a ri;e u u cJ. reculve rro w t h e perwon
!l l l u g ,m ch n n o tice of llt!n a I� ot $ 5
A n am d t:Hl b y P.A. 7 9 --7 :H. , $1 l , t>rf. Oct l , 1 9 7 5 .

- -ta. PrJor Uens. ] t 4 . Tl!e Hen created b y thle
At.. t Hhall lrn s u bjecL to tht¼ lien or 11.ny b ona n<1e be•
c u rlty Interest •� detl n ed In t h e U n i form (.'01ulller
cial C o d a 1 upo n the sam e c h a u e l nicurt..! ed prior to
tho comnwncemou t or nuy Hen he 1 el n cre1\let..l , but
the l ion hernJn created aha.I I L t¼ Jn .tddl tton to, and
!hal l n ot e 1 cl u d ti , u n y I H "n n o w eA l 1:1 t l n g at com mon
111.w, a.ml a ny llt>n e ·d stlng by \' l rtue or "Au Act
t·on 1..• e1 n l n g l1cm1 !or l .,Uor, �w r \' lct.• ti, hk i l l , or rn .i.
turlnls ex v e n 1 Jt.o d UJ)On c �attels," t fl ied J u l y 2 -l ,
l �J J L As a ml'nlled b y act apl,fro ved M l\ ) 2 4 , 1 9 t. G .
L. 1 9 fl 6 , p. 1 4 2 .
l Ch1ip tt.r 2 0 , I 1-- 101 ut itut
i Scc t lo n it -C7111.- -17r or t h !:i chaµt t:1 r
44, lteh•11."'t.' a nd dlschttr1,;l'--Ht.•roNl-l•��I'!. )
! 5 . A u y lie n pro\ l d ed tor in l h h1 Act Ut.t)' Le
re l oast'd 1111ti d lschar,;i,tl by the lh·n < la i m t1. n t , or
hie Lgent, ti ling with r h e recordt>r or d eet..!11 a !mt i � 
ra.cUon piece, w h lrh � h .i. 1 1 b e .tck'no wleci ,;t<d I n t ile
eanv• mnuner ll.! prov ltlt>d by l u.v. ror l il t.' ack u u \\ 1edgment of deed1:1. w inch 1hall ahw be lnde>.1::d in
the "index of Hen s u pon c h ,1.tt els"
Th� owner
or 10,td chattel may n !so rtl t• with the reco rdt:!r
or d eed1 any wrl tttm d ocumtut w h lr h w o u l d 1,how
or tend to "how the nou-exletcnce , eatt s ract lon , or
terminution or auch l lt<n w h i ch written d o c u m e n t
!ha l l a l 1 0 b e Ind exed in t h e ' ' hi d�x o r l i en u pon
chat tels. "

The tee for tiling auy d ocument u n der the pro
vi1:11 on! or t hls 111ectJ 011 shall be one dol lar a n d
t he tee for fu rn l s h l ug u <'E'rtU\ed c o p y or a n y d ocu
munt .ftled with the recorJ P1 o! tl t•eda u n der the
provisio n s of t h l ti Act t:. h n l l bt• t h e Holme tee re
ceived by h i m fo r fu ru J � h l n g certlfft>c1 cop1c� of
rt•t•o rtlcll 111!-t r u w en t �.
A is j c,,, b h .1 1 1 l,e 1,,dd to t ll ,� H e1 m d er ftt) l l l l ll�
a sat J a f n ctlon ti1 jud �nH· u t rn e morn u d u 111
A rn 1..• 11d ed L, J'.A , 8 0- !i 4 U , � :, , err net l . I 9 7 7

l,'i . Fort,t. lmmre-Pr c M ("t'i lh1g�. J
� b
L l t' l l !:I
11r(• \ l <l erl ror I n t h H, A <' t l l l H \ lH' ron..•c lu�(.t1
h} -.. u l t In t h t• c l rc u l l ('{) U rt o t tl�l )' <'llll TI I \ 1 1 1 t l, t<
� 1 a t 1• of l l ! 1 t1 t•l1:1, or l i1 1• \ llJ U}' lw ! on 1 l1,�1.d h ) u • l -
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LIENS ON PERSON AL PnoPERTY

58-103. [L. 1915, ch. 369, § 3, R. S. 1923,
SS,103; Repealed, L 1965, ch. 342, § 12;
Jan. l, 1966 ]
CASE ANNOTATIONS
}. Buyer not liable to creditor omitted from veri
kd. hst. H.ig.hway Sign and Servicing Co. v. Scott,
134 lC. l!.58, G60, 8 P. 2d 391.
2.. Word "ordmary" used herein discussed in oon
,idering word "ordinary" used in 19-242. State v.
lf<>1!ets, 142 K 841, 858, 52 P. 2d 1185.
58-104. [L. 1915, ch. 369, § 4; R. S. 1923,
58-104; Repealed, L. 1965, ch. 564, § 416;
Jan. 1, 1966.)
CASE ANNOTATIONS
I. Not applicable to sale under judicial prooe:ni
aortgage foreclosure. Faeth Co. v. Bressie, 125 K.
US, �27, 264 P. 1077.
!. Dt,po«tl of good, and fixtures to mortg•gee
thereof; application of statute Joyce v. Armourdale
Sate Bank, IZ7 K. 539, 274 P. 200.
3. Recovery by replevm of property sold on condi
tional sales contract held valid. Wyatt v. Duncan,
149 lC. 244, 251, 87 P. 2d '2.33
Article

2.-LIENS ON PERSONAL
PROPERTY

( \a References to Related Sections:
Fees of reg15ter of deeds, see �115.
Oil and gas l�ases and pipe lines, see 55-207 to
ss.210.
Liens for labor and m:iterial, see ch. 80, art. 11.
58-20 I. Liens for materials and services;
liliiig statements with register of deeds, con•
tents. Whenever any person at, or with the
owner's request or consent shall perform
work, make rep.,.;:-, or improvements on any
goods, person ,l prOp<c'rty, chattels, horses,
mules, wagons, buggies, automobiles, trucks,
trailers, lommohves, railroad rolling stock,
barges, aircraft, equipment of all kinds, in
cluding but not lirmted to construction equip
ment, vehicles of all kinds, and farm imple
ments of whatsoever kind, a first and prior
lien on said personal property is hereby cre
ated in favor of such person perfonning such
work or making such repairs or improvements
and said lien shall amount to the lull amount
and reasonable value of the services per·
formed, and shall include the reasonable
value of all material used in the performance
of such services.

If such property shall come into the lien
claimant's possessio': for the p urpose of having

the work, repairs ur improvements mndc

sion of said property by filing within faITI:...
',re'
4,tj) days 1n the •office of th; reg1sterDf
eeds, under oat a statement of the items

�
of the account an 11 description of the prop
erty on which the lien is claimed, with the
name of the owner thereof, in the county
where the work was performed and in the
county of the residence of the owner, if such
shall be known to the claimant.
If the lien claimant was never in possession
of said property, he or she may Tetain said lien
by filing, within forty-five ( 45) days after the
date upon which work was last performed
or material last furnished in performing such
work or making such repairs or ;mprovements
in the office of the register of deeds, under
oath, a statement of the ;tems of the account
and a description of the property on which
the lien is claimed. with the name of the
owner thereof <1nd the date upon which work
was last performed or materi11l last furnished
in performing such work or making such re
pairs or improvements, in the county where
the work was performed and in the county
of the residenc� of the owner, if such shall be
known to the claimant. [R. S. ·19"..3. 58-201; L.
1947. ch. 313, § l; L. 1961, ch. 264, � l; L.
. 1969, ch. 273, § l; July 1.]
Soun:• or prior law, G. S. 1868, ch. 58; i l; L. 1872,
ch. 142, i l; L. 1903, ch. 383, i l; L. 1913, ch.
218, §§ 1, 2; L. 1917, ch. 232, i l; Revised, 1923.
Cross Referenc� to Related Sectiom:
Liens of subcontra(..-tors and others, sec 60-1103.
Re•scnrch and Practice Aids:
Mechanic,' Lle.:.s<S=>l32(1), 134.
Hatcher's Di!::�l'.. Liens � 4.
1'.'.en• H 139 et seq., 150 et seq.
c, ], S.
Liess, KOP�•,:":•. a,ti,e Methods i 1339.
Statement o!" ar.i;;un, mechanic, etc., for lien, Ver
non's Kansas Forn.s § 4132.
Law Review and Dar Journal References:
Case in annotation No. 15 below discussed in
1953-55 survey of d�btor-cred1tor law, F. J. Moreau.
4 K. L. R. 195, 204, 205, 206 (1955).
Amendments of 1961 explained in 1959-61 survey
of debtor-creditor Ia,.., Wesley E. Brown, 10 K. L. R.
197, 199 (IS'UI}.
P�1ble tmc-c.nshtuti'ona.bty of repairman's lien and
provh1ons cr-nccmmg secunty interest in goods on
wluch semccs. are perfonnt!d discussed in 'Toe New
K,,nsas Comumer Lel:!;1slation," Barkley Clark. 42
J.B. A. K. 147, 151, 198 (1973).

\1":" ::"':

INDEX TO CASE ANNOTATIONS
CoruhtutJ.orutl1tY, 11
Ourntlon of Hm, 2, 3, 14

thereon, such lien shall be valid � long as Elenwnt:s ol. valid Uen
_
Amnidment of hen 1h. "1\eot, H,, 15
rthe lien c1aimant retains
s5e_ssion ot saia
Comph•n.c-. with rtatutt\ 3
\ Jroperty, an t e c a1man o .!IJ.l ien may
F1lmtr oi Uen, 1
retain the s.une after parting w,th the p/>¼CSOwnn's request, .f,
277
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FLORlOA LEGlSLAfURE - REGULAR SESSION - 1903
u11,5183

PA<.E 378

HISTORY Of HOUSE &ILLS

13 u9

05/0<>/83

HOUSE

05/lu/d3

HOUSE

Oo/0;/83

HOUSE

Oo/24/63

Oh CuHHlTTEE Al,lNDA-- COHHUNlTY AFFAIRS, 314 Hu8, �:00
AH, O!>/ lU/b�
COIIII. REPORT; FAVORABLE WlTH AlllND., �LACcD ON CALENDAR
BY COHMUNlTY AFFAIRS -ttJ 00383
ll<DEflNITIJ..Y POSTPONED � W/D ISCR 12091; WAS ON
CALENDAR
REFcR TO Hb 1-6 ICH. 83-3301

H 12..Hio GENERAL BILL BY COKKERC.t

(SlHILM S 0875, COMPARi:: N 10241 S O!>ttll

.b.A&EB'S B6�; PROVIDES F� C�EATION OF &ANl!.ER'S SANKS; PKO�IOES FOR
APPLICABlLlTY OF FLA. BANl<.ING CUut; PROVIOES EXCEPTIONS; AUTHORlltS
lNVESTHENTS lh SUCH BAhKS, ETC. AMENDS 658.12,.07; CREATES b58.lo5.
cFFECTIVc DATE: UPON BtCCl'llNl, LAW.
04/27/83 HOUSE FlLED
05/03/8:> HOUSt INTRODUCtu, REFERREO TO APPRuPRIATlONS -ttJ 00308
05/0b/B:> HOUsE WlTHORA... FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00;5C,; PLACcCJ ON
CALENDAR
"5/12/63 HOUSE PLACED 0. SPECIAL OSOER CALEND AR
05/17/83 HOUSE lOEN./SlM. !,cNAU BILL SUBSTlTUTcu; LAID'-" TABLE UNOtR
RULE, lOEN./SIH./COHPARE BlLL PASSED, REFER TO SB 875
ICH. 83--.81 -HJ 00450

H ll37 GENERAL blLL bY COMKERLE ISIHILAR S Ob681
�IJRITlES: AHENO!> PROVISILN RELATING TO REGISTRATION OF SECURITIES;
AUfHORIZES bAMll<G 4 FINAhc.t DEPT. JO ISSUE PERH!l TO SELL uE8T
SECURIBES FOR PERIOU LuNGU>. THAh ONE YEAR UNDER CERTAIN CIRCuHSTANCES.
AMENDS 517.07. EFFECTIVE DATE1 10/01/83.
C,4/l7/83 HOUSE FILED
0:>/03/83

HOU�t

05/ll/83
05/10/83
05/17/83
V�/l9/83
05/25/b3
05/31/83
Oo/OU83

HOU�E
HOUSE
HOUSE
SENATE
SEhATE
SENATE
SENATE

Oo/OU63
C,0/09/83
Oo/2L/83

HOUSE
HOUSE

INTRODUCE0 1 PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ vU3Utl

PLACEU ON SPECIAL OROER CALENDAR
REAU SECOND TlHE -ttJ 00425
RicAO THIRu TlHc; PASSED; YEAS 119 NAYS
O -ttJ 00443
IN MESSAGES
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COM MERCE -SJ 00340
EXTEN!>IlY-1 Of TIME GR•NfEO CDHMITTlt COMHERCt
WITHORA"" FROM COHMERCE -SJ 00708; SUBSTl TUTED FOR SB
8b8; PA�iOi YtAS

37 NAYS

O -SJ UU709

ORDERED Et.<uLLtU
SILNED BY OFFICERS AhD PRESENTED 10 sOVERNDR
APPRO�tU BV GOVERNOR CHAPT�R NO. �.r�Ul

H 1238 bENERAL BILL BY COMMERCE !SIMILAR S 09J2)
lNTtRc5T R&Tt�; SPECIFIES MAXIMUM INTEREST RATES FOR CuNSUHER FINANCE;
INCREA!>E!> MAXIHUM FINANCE U1ARbE FDR MOTOR VEHICLE SALE!>; SPECIFIES
UNLAWFUL RATES OF INTEREST; PROVIDES PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFUL RATES OF
lNJERtST; REwUIRES RECEIPT�. ETC. AMENDS CHS. 5lo, )20, b�l, b5B, bb4,
687. cFHCTHE DATE; 10/01/&J.
04/27/53 HOUSE flLcO
05/03/83 HOUSE INTROOUCEU, PLACED ON CALENDAR -ttJ 00309
uc,/03/83 HOUSE INDEFINITIJ..Y i-uSTPONED t W/0 ISCR 1.:.09); •AS ON
CALENDAR
H 1239 C-ENERAL BILL bY TRANSPORTATIUN ANU OTHERS (COMPARE H 0507, CS/H 08"7,
S 0020, !> 1026, S 1130)
.i&;&Afl; PROVIDES fO� IMPOS;TlON OF LIEN ON CERTAIN AIRCRAFT LANDING ON
CERTAIN PU6LICLY OWNED£ OPtRATEO AIRPORTS; PROHIBITS RE>IOVAL OF SUCH
AIRCRAFT AFTER NOTICE OF L lcN HAS bEEN SERVED OR POSH:J; PkDVIOES FOR
NOTICE OF LllNS FOR AIRCRAFT, cTC. CREATES 11;.792; RcPEALS 125.021.
lFFECllvt DATE; 10/01/83.
04/27/03 HOUSE FILlD
05/03/83 HOUSE 111TRODUCEO, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -ttJ 00309
U5/lb/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- JUDICIARY, ;11 c, e:oo AH,
05/lb/b3
05/20/83 HOUSE CuM/1. REPCJ>.T; FAVuRABLE, P LACED ON CALENDAR SY
JUDICIARY -HJ 00>33
0>/30/ti; HOUSc REAU >ECONu TIHE; READ THIRO TIME; PASSEOi YEAS 107
NAVS
l -ttJ �U197
05/30/5; SENATE IN MtSSAbc.>
05/;11aj SENATE RcCEIVEU, RcFE�RED TO JUOICIARY-ClVIL -�J 00532
l.UNTl�UcO Oh NEXl PA1,E

FcORIOA LEGISLAIUKt - REGULAR SESSION - l9b3
07/25/83

13;�9

HlSTGRY UF HOUSE blLLS

Oo/02/83 �ENATE
00/03/63 SENATE
Oo/03/b�

H0U>E

Ob/15/83

HUUSE

Ob/24/03

PAGE 379

WITHDRAWN FRuM JUDICIARY-LIVIL -SJ 007bb; SUBSTITUTED
FOR Sb ll30; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; RtAO THIRD T!Mt

-�J 001b9

RECONSIOEkEUi ?ASSEO AS AME�OEDi YEAS 28 NAYS
0
-�J 00817
IN 11t>.>AGE5; CuNCURREO; PASSED AS AHtNDED; YEA� llO
NAYS
3 -ttJ Oll>�; ORDERED EN�ROSScD, THtN tNROLLED
SIGNEu SY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR

APPROVEU bY GUVC�NOR

CHAPTER NU. &3-27£

H 1240 GtNERAL BILL bY TRANSPORTATJUN ANO OTH�R5

(COHPA�f S 10�2)

ll&ilf.l!.!l.L..Ll(.fllll!,; U<CRtAH> SIZE OF MEDICAL AOVl�ORY bOARU & REVISES
PROVISIUNS RE MEMBERSHIP. AMENUS 322,125.
EFFECTIVE UATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
0•/27/83 HOUSE FILcD
05/03/83 HOUSE INTRODUCtU, PLACEU ON CALENDAR -tlJ 00309
Ob/03/63 HOUSt INOHINIHLY POSTPONED & W/0 ISCR 1209); WAS ON
CA.LEN OAR

H 12�1 GENERAL BILL �y TRANSPOkTATIUN ANO OTHERS

(CO"PARE CS/H 0193)

!llllllB YfH!Clf lMPOUNl/�J;ljI; AUTHORIZES COUNTlcS & MUNICIPALITIES TO
PROVIDE FOR IMMOBILIZATIUN OR lMPOUNDMENT OF MOTOR VEHILLES IF OWNER HAS
FAILtO TO PAY �PtCIFIEO f,,_HtitR OF PAkKING TICKET VIOLATION>; PROVIOtS
NOTICE & RELEASE PROCEuURES; PKCJVIOES FOR HEARINGS UPON RE�UEST, ETC.
AMENDS 316.l9b7. tFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/83.
04/27/83 HOUSE FILED
05/03/1!13

C/6/031•3

HOU�E

HOUSt

INTRCJDUC.E:O, PLACED UN CALENDAR -+tJ U0309

INOEFINITELY POSlPONED & W/0 ISCR 1209); WAS ON
CALENLIAR

H 1242 GENERAL 81LL BY COMM<INITY AFFAIRS I IDENTICAL CS/S 0729)
!UWMiiM bl/lLJl.lllii COQES; Alhl<US PROVISIONS RELATIN<; TO STANDARDS FOR
CONSTRUCTION USINb l,LASS; PROVIDES ALTERNATIVE TU SAFETY GLAllNb IN
CERTAIN HAZARDOUS LOCATIC1'�; RtMOVES RESTRICTION ON APPLICATION OF
STANDARDS TO REPLACEMENTS, EIL. AMENDS 553.25,.26,.27,.73,.77.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/011•3•
04/27/83 HOUSE FILED
o,/Oj/83 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REHRRED TO APPROPRIA HONS -tlJ 0030�
O!>/lb/d3 HOUSE SUBREFEAAEO TU SUBCOMM!TlEE ON bENERAL GOVERNMENT ISUB.
05/20/83

HOUSE

06/03/8'>

HOUSE

II>

WITHURAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 0052Y; PLACED ON
CALENOAk
INDEFINITELY POSTPONED L W/D ISCR 1209); WAS ON
CALEl<DAR

H 1243 RESOLUTION BY HARkIS
Ct EWISTON HIGH SCH□CM, fOOTBAl I Tf&M; COMMENDS SAID TEAM FOR BE:ING THE
1982 FLGlUOA AA STATE CO-CHAMPIONS.
04/27/83 HOUSE FILED
05/03/83 HOUSE INTRI.IOUC.ED, REFEkRED TO RULES & CALENDAR -HJ 00309
0!>/24/83 HOUSE WITHORA... FROM RULES & CALENDAR; PLACcD ON CALENDAR;
READ SECO.., TIME; ADOPTED. -ttJ 00557
H 1244 LOCAL BlLL &Y PtlPLES, ARNCLD, OUULEY
illil.4H A(.RES FIRE L[ljTROL ulSTRlCT; EXPANDS BOUNDARIES OF LEHIGH AC.RES
FIRE CONTROL L RESCUE DISTRICT; PROVIDES FOR REFERENDUM.
EFFECTIVE OATt< CONTINGENT.
04/28/83 HOUSE FILED
05/03/bj HOUSE lNTRoouc.u,, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00309
0>/0b/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AbtNDA- COMMUNITY AFFAIR!>, 314 HOB, 9<00
AM, 05/10/bj
o,/11/83 HOUSc COAA. ktPuRT: FAVOkABLE, PLACED ON LALENOAR 8Y
CDMMUNIT1 AFFAIRS -HJ 00486
o,/27/B3 HOUSE READ SECOK> AND THIRD TIMES; PASSED; YEAS lib NAYS
0
-HJ 00114
o;/27/83 SENA TE IN Mc�SAbt!>
0>131/83 SEIIATE RECEIVED, RtFERREO TO RULES AND CALENUAR -SJ 00;3b;
CONSIDERtll, PLACED ON LOCAL CALENDAR BY RULES ANO
CALtkDAR -!,J 00578
COf<TINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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UiLlllf08CtN�NJ_ll..ffAB..Il!LJil; AUtHURlZfS DEPARTMENT TO E�LHANL.t: LRI�I�AL
HI�TORY RECORUS WITH FLA. �UA.kO UF HAR EXAMINERS & TU ACCCPT
FlNGERPRINTS OF FLA .. 8it.R APPLILANTS .. AMENDS 94J.0�4. tfFtCTIVE. UAll:
UPUN BELDt.\IN� LAW.
04/19/83 SENATE FILED
04/l2/83 SENATE INTIWDUCEU, REFERRED TO JUDICUkY-C.RIMINAL,
JUOICIAR't-CIVIL -SJ OOlbl
04/29/83 SENA Tt ON COMMITTEE AGtNDA- JUDICURY--CRIHINAL, U5/U4/8,,
9:00 AM, R/'4,. l.
0�/04/�3 SENATE CDHH. RtPO'.T: FAVORABLE BY JUUILlARY-LRlHINAL
-SJ 0022L
05/05/83 SENATE NOW IN JUOlClARY-CIVIL -SJ 00222
OS/I6/•3 SENA TE EXTENSION OF IIMc GRANTED COMMIHlE JUOILIARY-CIVIL
OS/20/B3 SE HATE (JN CCJHHITTE:E AL.ENOA- JUOICIARY-Ch'll, U:>/l 1tltd, 'J':UO
AH, RH. S
05/24/83 SENATE COMM. Rf:t>(RJ: FA'.ORA"LE, PLAC.E:O ON CALt:.NOAR BY
JUOICIARY--<:IVIL -SJ 00335
Ob/Ol/83 SENATE PLACED� C�SENT CALENDAR; PASSEDt YE:AS 34 NAY'S
O;
RECONSIUtRED; AMt:NDMENT AOOPTEC.i; IDf:N./SIM. HUUSE: bill
SUBSTilUTED; LAID 0� TABLE UNDEk RULE:,
IDEN./SJM./Lu�PARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO Ho 1198 ICH.
83-1�9) -SJ 00709
S 11£8 GtNERAL BILL bY GERSTEN (SIMILAR H 1231)
DRIYCRS' LICE�S; APPLIES PROVISIONS RE UNAUTHORIZE:0 USE GR POSSESSION
OF OKlVERS' LICtN�ES TO IOcNTirlCAtlUN CARO�; PROHlblT� �PE:ClFlEO
FRAUDULENT ACTS; PROVIDES �tNALllt�; R�PEALS PROVISION Rf FRAUU IN
APPLICATION FOR DRIVERS' LICtNSE:. AMENDS 322.212; REPEALS 32L.3l(5l.
ffFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LA�.
04/19/83 SENATE FlLEO
04/22/83 SENATE INTRODULEU, KEFEKREU TO TRANSPORTATluN -SJ OOlol
V4/2Y/83 SENATt EXTE:N�ICN OF TlMl GRANTED COMMITTtC TRAN�PURTATION
05/0S/83 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENUA-- TRANSPORTATION, TE�PURAR!LY
POSTPONED
05/06/83 SENATE ON CC,MMITTtt AGENDA- TRANSPORTATIUN, 05/10/83, 2:00
PM, RM. C
Us/10/83 SENATt co""· REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACeU ON CALENOAR
BY TRANSPCP.TATION -SJ 00246
Ob/03/83 SENATE INUEFINITELY PDSTPONEU L W/U lSCR 1209); WAS Oh
CALENDAR
S 1129 GENERAL BILL BY MYERS
...t.0..eUTHON PICKIN�lJN ST,A,TE; .fABJS,; INSTRUCTS BOARD OF TRU�ll::ES UF INTERNAL
IMPROVEMENT TRUST Flt-40 TO CON\IE:Y CERTAIN PROPEkTY TU MAR.TIN CUUNTY.
tFFECTIVE DATE: UPON HE:CLM)NG LAh�
04/19/83 S.l:NA TE Fl LEO
04/2UU3 SENATE !NTROOUCEu, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESWRCES AND
CONSl:RVATION, APPROPRIATIONS -S.J UOlbl
05/10/83 SENATE ON COHHITTEE AGtNOA-- NATURAL RES. lo LONS., NO ACTION
05/12/83 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIHE bRANTED COMHITTEE NATURAL RESWRCES
ANO CON!)fRVATIUN
06/03/83 SENHE INDEFINITELY PO!>TPONEO � W/0 ISLR l20Y); WAS lN
COMlTth_ ON NA.TUR.Al RE::SOURCl:S ANU WN�f:RVAllUN
; ll30 f.ENERAL BILL BY PLUMMER ((.O�PARE H 0567, ENG/H 123.,, S OblO I
AIB.eillU!t• PROVIDES FOR. IMPUSITlON Of LIEN ON CERTA JN AIRCRAFT LANOit-t.� UN
CERIAIN PU6LICLY OWNEU &. OPE:HAltO AIRPORTS; PRCJt-flBl T� Rl:MOVAL l1F S.ULH
Al�CRAFT AFTER NOTlCt OF LIEN HA� Blf� SERVED (JR P0511:LJ; PKLIVIOC�
PENALTIES; REPt:ALS PROVISION RE LIENS ON AIRCAAFT LANDING AT �U.
AIRPORTS. REPEALS 125.021. EFFECT!Vl DATE: 10/01/83.
0'+/1.,/83 SENATt FI LED
04/22/dJ SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICURY--CIV 1 L -SJ 00101
05/02/&; SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUulCIARY-CIVIL
05/0b/83 SENATE ON COMMlfTEE AGENDA- JUOICIARY--<:IVIL, U5/IU/8;, 2:00
PH, RM. b
05/10/83 Sl:NATE: co�. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACtl) ON (.t.LEND.t.P
HY JUUlCIAR.Y-ClVlL -SJ 0024b
Ob/0£/H3 SENATE PLACED rn SPECIAL Ok.UER CALE:NOAA.; PAS�l:D AS Ai,..ENDCD;
YEAS �3 NAYS
O -SJ 00757i Rl:CONSIUEkEO -�J 00768;
CONTINUEO ON NlXT PAGE
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Oo/03/83 �ENATt
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JDEN./SJH. HOUSE BILL SUB>IITUltD -sJ 00709
LAID UN (AOL( UkuER RULE, lvt:N./SIK./COKPAKt DILL
PASSUJ, Rtfc• TCJ Hb l.:39 (CH. 83-Hll

s ll>l JOINT RcSULUTluN bY DUNN ANU UTHER,
.:JAIJ;.J>UlU/lill,__jjW�; cur,.:,JllUlluNAL AHtNDMENT Tu ALLOW STATt REvENUE
dDNDS JO BE PAYABLE FROM RcNT!> uR FtES PAID FROM STATt TAX RtVENUtS � TO
PcRMIT ISSUANCE UF ucNERAL uoLlGATIUN bUNOS FDR SIATE CAPITAL PRWECTS
WlTHUUT AN t.Lt..CTJUN, UN.Oc.R l.LRU,lhl ClRCUHSTANiCt.S. AMEN.US 5,. 11, 17, AKT.
VII.
O"t./19/83 �ENATl:.
f !LED
U'-o/l.L./tJ3 �l:.NA 11:. INTRL:JOU<..cU, KLi-f:RRtO TO flNANCt:, TAAAllUN AklJ CLAIM.>,
APPRUPRlA llUNS, RULES AND CALENUAK -SJ 00 lbl
u�/Oo/t:U �ENA Tt. tXTE:N.>ll.J'4 ur- TlMt GkANTEU CUNMITll:.E: FlNANC.t, lAXATILJN
ANLl CLAIM.>
O:)/l 7/d� :i.ENA it;l:.XTLN�lLN uf TlME GRANTED CUMMJTTtE: FINANC�t TAAATlON
AN.0 (.LAU!\!,
0:>/30/8� �ENA H: cXTtNSI� Uf TIME GRANTED COMMITTEt FINANCE, IAXATJON
AND C.LAJM!)
Ob/03/83 SE"1ATI:: lt.DtFINITELt PuSTPONED t W/D ISCR 1209); WAS IN
(.UMlTH:� UN rlhANCE t T.lXATlLJN AND C.L.llMS
� U3L J01Nl RE:�OLUTIUN BY HYf:R� ANU UTHtR!,
li.Ll..utl!U.>.:Olilt,, Cu",T IIUl IONAL AMENDMENT JO PROVIDE Fffi
.f!lJJil.
cLEC �
TION t&l/
OF CQOMl!>SluN MEMBcKS FRUH 5 DISTRICTS, 6 TO PKOV!UE THAT
CO�l,SluN HAS H<N L CUMINUES TO BE ARM Of LEGIHATIVE URANCH OF
GCJVErUiMl:NT. AMt.:NUS S. 1�, AAl. Ill.
V�/l9/d3 �ENATE FlltO
u•ll2lb3 SENATE INTRuDUCEU, RtFERRED TO COMME RCE, RUltS AND CALENDAR
-,J OOlol
lh/0 :,/(Sj !,ENATl EXTENSIU. Of IIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMtKCE
U5/l9/8.> SENA Tc tXTicNSIU, Uf- T!Mt &RANTED COMMITTEE CUHHEkCic
05/,jl/Sj SENA. TE. i:.XTE.N�lll't Ot TIHE GRANTED COHHITTtt C��Mi:.RCt
0010:-,10,j ,ENA it lNDEFINIIELY POSTPONtD L W/u ISCR l20�J; WAS IN
CU"" I Tl tE UN C01'\Mt::.RCE
S ll,3 l.ENf:RAL ulLL BY KAXWELL (CO"'-PARE. H 0347, S 0440, ENG/S llOtd
=AIJ..Wj; DELtTtS EXCEPllU\IAL STUDENT EDUCATluN REFERKAL AS THIRD GRADE
Dl!)Hl�!)AL CKllERlAi PRUVlDES PRIMARY EDUCATION PLAN AME.NUME.Nl
PKOt..EOURE�. AMt::.NOS £J0.231L. cFFE:.C T IVE DATE: 07/0 l/63.
V�/19/bJ SENATE FILED
U�/£2/83 SENATE. lNTROOUCEu, REFE:.RRtD TO EOUCATICN -� OOlbl
05/09/6> StNAfc cXIENSILf< Of llMc GRANTED C OMMITTEE EUUCATION
05/23/8> ,ENAIE tXTENSICN 0> TlHE GRANTED COMMITTEE EUUCATION
0)/25/8; SENAlc E<ltN,luN ur !!Mc uRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATluN
0':>/'2.1/ o ,j �CNATE. WlTHORA...,. FKUM. l:OUCATION; lhDEFINlTE:L'( f>O!)TPONED
-SJ 004�1
00/24/63
k.CftR TO S8 o-H (CH. 83-324)
:::. ll.l� GENERAL bill bY HILL l�IHlLAR CNG/H 0837, COHPARf; C.�H 0&40)
.¥illfB Bfl,lS.lEAl.l.ulH AMEND!;. PRUVi!.101'-( RE APPOINTMENT OF C,f:PUT'r
SUPESV!,l.>l<S; LLAKIFIES THAT SUPEKVISDKS OF ELECTIONS HAY APPDINI ANY
•E&ISTtREu lLECTuR> IN THtlk JURl>UICTION; PROVIDES FUR RULES. AMENDS
�ts.t.71. t.ff-tC.TJVC. [JAJl:: lu/Ul/d.J.
04/l�/83 !)f:NAlt FILtO
��/2�/83 5EhAlt. lNIRUUUCl:U, Rt.fl:KRED TO JUDICIARV-<..IVIL -SJ UOlol
04/.2S/ts3 !,Ei'.iAIE ON CUMHilH:.t. AGl:NOA- JlJOICJARY-CIVlL, U4/21/83, 2:00
PK, kM. ti
04/27/8,j !)ENATE COMM. Ra:.P�T: FA\IORABLE, PLACE:D Oh CALENDAK av
JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00182
U�/0:>/83 !>ENAlt. PLACED Lo �PtCIAL lJROER CALENDAR; RE:TAJ,-..ED ON RE�ULAR
C.ALENDAk.
oo/Qj,/83 SENATE: INUEFlNlTl:Li POS.TPONED L W/0 (SCR 1209); WA S ON
CAltNOAR
� ll,j� �l:NERAL bill Di FUX (SlHlLA� LS/H U�b3, ENG/H llOO, COMPARE!, U4�b}
ti..1.UU�i i:,t:RH.1 l!> MORH,Auc.t.!> HJ Rl:CURO {. �El.:URE: ObLIUATlUNS. Uf MORE
THAN LU YEAR> WHcN l,Rl6l�L •t�URu OF 08L!G�TlCN SECUKEO BY MORTGA&t IS
NUT ASCERTAll'IIAbLI: HWM kb,.(J(I.J; PKOVIDI:.� �ETHUD FOR CALl..ULATING FINAL
CGNT lkUcO ON NE:X T PA&E
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..or PASSING ThE COHPREHf.,-C,lH WRITHN HAH.; PROVIDf.S FUR ISSUANU uf
Kc�ULAK CtR Tlf!CATE 10 PElhUN WHO HAS NOT PASSED SUCH EAAHINATION, u�.
AMt..NU� 2�1.11. tffECTlVt UATt: u7/0l/83.
U.J/2&/b3

HUU!)t:

04/11/63
00/0�/8;

HUU�E
HOU�t:

o,/Ol/d3
o.;0,1&:i

HOUSE
HtlU>c

PREf'ILfO

RtFERRf.CJ TU EOUCATIO", K - 12, APPROPRIATIONS
INTRCJDUCcU, RcftRRECJ TO EDUCATIU<, K - ;2,
APPROPRlA HUNS --HJ 00000
SUllRHERREO TU SUbCullMI HEE ON PRIJGRAHS
lNOEflfflTELY POSTPOhEO , W/0 (SCR l2U9)i WAS lk
CUMllTtE UN cUUCATlUN, K - 12

tt O�b� Rt�ULUl lON HY HEM.CY

:,p)lltJ UNION REHRJ(,TJCH�; CUNDcHNS RHTRICTIONS H,FORCEll bY SOV!f.l
UN.lUN UN ALL l..tlSSU,cNTS t. i-"KlSUNt:R.:, Uf CUNSClE:hCE., WHll.H (H:NY lHEM THtlk
bASIC HUMAN RIOHTS, � URGtS THAT SUCH RESTRICTIONS bt LIFTED • THAl
BASIC HUHAN RlGHJS OF SUCH �ERSONS bt RESTORED.
OJ/2d/d3 HOUSE PREFILf.0
O'o/01/da HOUSE REFtRREO TO RULH • CALENDAR
04t/0�/83 HOUSE. lNTROOUC.t:U, REFERRED TO RULES f. C.ALE:NUAR -HJ OOObb
00/0J/bJ HOU St lNDtFINITtL Y POSTPONW & W/0 ISCR l,09 l; WAS IN
COMHITTtlL uh RUU::S L CALENDAR

rt U�t> GE:NEk.AL Blll 8Y HE:Alf:Y
tC�PAtU. tNG/S 0�13, C�/S OCl.O)
ilitJ"Pl OYMENJ ({JMPtNS,,JJptj; \..MANGES THE 11AXH•UM WEEKLY bE.NEfl T AKUUNl
tFFECTJVl DATE; 10/01/8;.
ALLOWABLt. AHENU> 443.lll.
C,3/26/6> HOUSE PRtFlLED
ll',/Ol/b3 HOU>E RtFERREU TO LuHMERCE, APPROPRIAlJON>
"4/05/0 HOUSE ItHROOUI.ECJ, ilEFElh<EO TO COHHERCt, AUROPRIATlONS
-HJ OOOU.
04/0o/63 HOOSt SU8REFEAAEO Tu SUBCOHHlTTEE ON PROPERTY ANU CASUALTY
INSURANI.E
U4/2Y/8J HCJUSE ON CO HHlTlEE AGENDA- SUBCOM., COHHERCE, 24 HOB, b:00
AM, 05,/t,3/d.J,
05/0o/63 HUUSt ON COIIKllTEE A�ENOA- COHHERCE, 21 HOB, 3:00 PH,
05/lU/83
05/1.)/8� HOUSE C OHH. lh,PU<T: FAVORABLE WITH AHENO. BY C.UHHERCE
-HJ OU402• MJW IN APPROPRIATION�
U!>/31/&3 HOUSt ON COM�lTTcE. AVE.NOA-- APP ROPRlATlON�. 21 HUi, s;OO AM,
Ob/Ol/83
Uo/02/83 HOUSE CCIHH. Rcl'ORT: FAVURA6LE, PLACED OI'• CALENOAk BY
APP"UPRJA Tl ct; S -HJ 0102 7
Uo/U3/8; HOUSE PLACED ON Setl.lAL OROtR CALtNDA R; lNDEF. POSTPC..NfcO •
•ID ISCR Uu91; WAS ON CAL; ISC BILL PASSED, SEE LIS >b
blO ICH. 83-l651
H U5b7 uENERAL SILL bY CO>GROVE AND ulHERS

(SIMILAR S Oo201 LOKPAkE
U.G/H 1239, S 11;01
�; PROVIDES fUR NOTICE OF lltNS FOR AJRCRAfT; PRC..VIOES FUR CONTU.TS
� FIL!Nu THtREtlF; PRuVlUf.S Fl.R PRIORITY Of COHPE Tl"� l NT ER c> rs • u JHER
OBLIGATION TU RECORD. CRtAlE> 713.792. EFFECTIVE OATE I l0/0l/d3.
u>/26/63 HOUSE PREFlLEO
04/0 l/b3 HOUSE RtfcRRtO TO JUDICIARY
04/05/tij HUUSf; lNJROOUCEO, RtfERRECJ TO JUDICIARY --t,J oDOob
u4/2l/b3 HOUSf. WlTHORA"" FROH JUOlLIARY; WITHORAoN fk(JH FURTHlR cu/>IS.,
101.N/SIH/COHP ARt SILL PASHO, RtftR TU Hb l"-39 ICH.
63-2721 -HJ oo,oa

H O�b8 LUCAL �ILL �y OANSUN

�M/TA (0,/JRI-PAK E>J.t.JF!li f...HANGES WALlflCATlOk� FOk cLl:CTlJR� IN
JRI-PAR ESTATU PARK • RtCREATIC., Ol>JRICH l<EDEf!t.ES •IHPKOVtO
RESICJENTIAL PARCtL• FOR l.hll TAX AS>ES�ENT PURPOSES. EffECTIVE DAJE:
00/25/63.
03/2b/ll> HOUSE PREflLEU
U't/Ol/8j, HUUSE REFHREO TU CuMHUNITY AFFAIRS, flNANCt � TAUTILH
V't/0 ":,/ ti.> HOU St INTROOUl..f:D, Kf:fc.RRED TO COMMUNllY Af-F-AlR�, F-lhANC.t. &
TAllATION -ttJ 00000
04/2 !>/ 63 HOUSE ON CUHHlllEE AGcNuA- COHHUNITY AffAlkS, Jl4 hO�,
a:�""' u't/�1
04/27/83 HUUSE COH/4. REPLRT: FAVORABLE &Y COHHUUTV AFFAIRS --t1J OO.:b5;
LONI INUtO ON NtXT PA�c
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04/2�/8.l

HOUSE

04/28/83

HOU St.

05/ l 2/ tl3 HOUSE
u5/l7/li3 HOUSE
05/l9/b3 HOU !>c
Qj/20/8.> !)tNA TE
O!:i/25/B3 �ENA TE
0;/20/8> St1'A TE
Oc>/02/8.> �1:.NA TE
uo/Ul/tU

�H.h.J �t:

Oo/l,/83
Oo/22/83

UUU!)E

PAC.E 2b2

ON CQNHlllE.t: AGiNDA- GOVERNMt.NTAL OP., 214 Cr 10 AH,
04/27/83
CUMI<. REPIJ<la FAVOR ABLE, PLACED UN CALENDAR BY
bOViRNMl:.NTAL UPERAJlONS -HJ 00285
PLACED (J, S�t:ClAL ORDER CALENDAR
kEAO SECOND llMc -HJ 00447
REAU THIRD TIMc; PA SSED; YEAS 102 NAYS
7 -HJ 00408
IN MtSSAGEcS
RECEIVED, �t:F�RREO TO EDUCATION, GOVl:RNMENTAL
UPERATlCJ't!) -�J OU34b
WITHDRA� f�UM cOUCATION, GOVERtf'IENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 0044-oi �LACED ON CALENDAR
PLACf.lJ uN CLJN�t:f'iT CALENDARi PASSEU A� AMi:NDED; YEAS ;15
NAYS

U -SJ 00o9b

IN MESSA6tS; LONCURRLO; PASScO AS AMENDED; YEAS 104
NAYS
� --ttJ UlOllJi ORDERED i:NGROS,SlO, THEN i:NROLLEO
Sl�NEO 8Y UFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVER NOR
APPRuVtU bV �UVtR�OR CHAPTER NO. 83-�bo

H 0620 �E NERAL BILL BY SHACKELFc:,l.u llUtNTICAL S 0717)
ilUS TAX FXcl!e.IJJJJ,j; EXEIIPTS ctRTAIN PROPERTY SOLD 10 FUTURE FARMERS Of
AMERICA FOUNUATION FOR Et.l.ltATluNAl PURPOSES. AKENUS ll2.08.
EfFE CT l Vi:. OA TE: UPON ctl.::.CU1 !Nu LAW.
04/05/b3 HUU�� fllEO
o.,./ll/8.l HOUSE ll'ilR.ODUCEU, Rt:FERREO TO i:.OUCATlCN, K - l2t FINANCE&.
TAMllON, A�PKOPRIATIONS -+iJ 00l.3Y
0�/09/63 HOUSt SuBRtFERRtD TO SUBCOMM!TTtE ON ADMINISTRATION ANO
OVERSIGHT
vo/03/8> HOUSE lNDEFINITtLY POSTPUNEO L w/D (SCR 12091; WAS IN
C0"4.NlTTlc. ON tDUCAJli.:,,-, 1 t<. - 12
H 0627 �ENERAL BILL/CS BY CRIMINAL JUSTIU, SANDERSON (SIMILAR S 102b, COIIPAR E
lNG/H 1239)
6JRCR6fli PROHIBITS CEKTAIN A._.TlCNS. RE AIR.CR.AFT IDlNTlFlCATION OF -.HICH
oats NOT MEET FEUl:KAL KEWl�t::Mt.NTS,; PROVIDES PENAL TY; PRLlV lOi:S
lNSPELTILJ>I Of AIKC«AfT HK CLKHIN PURPOSES; PROHlb!TS THE POS SESSION OR
HAINTEUANCt or AIRCRAFT �ITH lLLE�AL FUEL CAPACITY, ET C.
EFFECT!Vt DAJE: 10/01/83.
04/05/63 HOUSE FILED
U4/ll./d3 HUUS.E lNTKDOuCtU, REFc�REO TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00139
04/ l.b/lU HOU!>E SU8Ri:.FERKE:.u Tu SUBCOMMITTEE ON LAW ENFORCt::.Mi:.NT, ORLGS
ANO �usu LLANc.OU!)
ll"t/2ts/tU HUu�f: ON CUMMllTEt •�ENDA- SU8COIIH, CRIM. JUSTIU, lb HOB,
1:00PM, O�/u2; Cl'II COMMITTEE AGENDA, Pi:.NDIN�
SUbCOMMIITEE ACTION-- CRIMINAL JUSTICE, Jl4 HOO, 3:00
PM, U5/0L/8..i
o;/l 3/b3 HOUSE COMM. REPO<J: C/S PLACED ON CALtNDAR BY CRIMINAL
JU�Tl�E -t-U 00402
lJ�/19/83 HDU�.i:. PLACEO U-. SP.i:.ClAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/ 2 5/ O.i HOU;E C/S REAU FIKS I ANO SECOND TIMES; AMENUMtNT ADOPTED
-HJ oo,78
05/lb/83 HOUSE RE:.AO THlRlJ lH'lt.i AMEN.UMENTS AOOPTEO; C/5 PASSEO AS
AMENOl:.:Oi 'tEA!) 113 NAYS
O -HJ 00b)1
lJ)/2t./U3 S.E:NA l� IN Ml�SAut�
U5/ .i0/8.i !:.ENA IE RECEl�t.::.u, RtFER�EU 10 JUDICIARY-CIVIL,
JUDl�IARY-CklMINAL -SJ 00464
oo/O.l/8.3 !>tNA [l JNOE:.f. PUST�uNED � W/U ISCR l209)i WAS IN COMM; lSC
81LL PASSEU, SEE H8 1239 (CH. 83-272)
t, U828 GENE.RA L BlLL/L� B't NATl.>RAL Rt.!>UURCES, HILL lIO.i:.NT lCAL CS.IS. 0459)
Ulli�l:lil_lllllcR; CRtATE� LuXAHATCHEE RIVER WILO • �CENIC DESIGNATION•
PRESERVATlON ACTt PR0\110f:.!) Lc:Gl�LATIV.i:. DECLARA.ll(jiS t. lNTENTi Oi:.SlGNATt:S
PORTION Of RIVER A; WILD• ;�cNIC RIVER; PROVIDES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
KANAG.i:.MENT PLANi PROVIOt:� F-UR A COOROINATlhG CUUNCIL, tTC.
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A bill to be entitled

1

_,,/IV

�PCB IS-

2

An act relating to publicly owned and operated

3

airports, creating s.125. 022, Florida Statutes,

4

providing that a lien for certain charges and fees

5

attaches to any aircraft owned or operated by a

6

person or co1-por-at1011 owing such charges and

7

fees, providing a penalty, providing an effective

B

d.Jte.

9

10

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida.

11
Section I.

12
13

read

14
15
16

Section 125. 022, Flor-1da Statutes, 1s created to

125.022

Au-port facil1t1es generally, lien for landing and other

fees. -(I)

The governing body of any publicly owned and operated

17

airport shall have a lien upon all aircraft landing upon any airport owned

18

and operated by 1t for all chcu-ges fo,- landing fees and other fees and

19

charges for the use of the facilities of such a11-por-t by any such aircraft,

20

when payment of such charges and fees 1s not made 1mmed1ately upon

21

demand therefor to the operator or owner of the awcr-aft by a duly

22

authorized employee of the alt'"port.

23

ch.:u-ges and fees clue to the airport attaches to any a tr-craft owned or

24

operated by the person owing such charges and fees due to the airport.

25

Such lien may be enforced as provided by law for the enforcement of

26

warehousemen 1 s liens m this state.

27

( 2)

The lien for the full amount of the

It 1s uni awful for any person to remove or attempt to

28

remove any such aircraft from such airport after notice of the lien has

29

been served upon the owner or operator thereof or after posting of

30

such aircraft.

31

aircraft from such airport after service or posting of the notice of lien

Any person who removes or attempts to remove any such

1

as here111 provided, and before p.lyment of the amount due for landing

2

fees and charges incurred by such aircraft, shill I be guilty of a misdemeanor

3

of the second deg1·ee, punishable as µrov,ded ltl s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

4

Section 2.

This act shall take effect Octobet· I, 1983.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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NUMBER:

PCB 15

SPONSOR:

Comm. on Trans£ortation

/HT

SIM/COMP:

I_

PREPARED BY:

Bill Ham

OTHER COMMITTEE REF:
RELATING TO:
I.

Pub]ic Air_eorts - Li.ens on Aircraft

SUMMARY:

A. Present Situation: Presently no legislation exists
for the governing body of publicly owned and operated airports
to claim liens on outstanding debts.
B. Effect of Proposed Changes: Provides that the
governing body of any publicly owned and operated airport may
have a lien upon any aircraft if the aircraft's operator owes
the airport for landing fees or other fees and charges for the
use of the facilities. Also, if any person removes or attempts
to remove the aircraft after the notice of lien has been served
to the owner or operator, or has been posted upon the aircraft,
such person shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second
degree.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT:
A.

State:

None.

B.

Local,

None.

C.

Private Sector:

None.

IV.
AMENDMENT: Provides for notice of liens for aircraft.
The lien is enforceable when the lienor records a verified lien
notice with the clerk of the circuit court in the county where
the aircraft was located at the time the labor, services, or
materials was last furnished.
III.

COMMENTS:
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HB 1239

Flor1di House of Representat1ves - 1983

By Co1m11ttee on Transportatrnn and Representatives Heiley and Ward

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to liens; creating s. 713.79,
Florida Statutes, providing that a lien for

-�-�-�.

certain charges and fees of any publicly owned
and operated airport attaches to any aircraft

u

L-

�,�

owned or operated by a person owing such

c�

charges and fees; providing a penalty; creating

�c

s. 713.792, Florida Statutes, providing for

u

�

�--,..;

,_oat

-�
o,

••�
��
•

enforceability of certain liens with respect to
JO

a1rcraft; providing for required notice;

11

providing for applicability; providing an

12

effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

�.�- .. '
-·
:cc, "'
C•e

,�

u�
0

� L

0
U"-

�, �
��
>-

.

17

created to read:
713.79

Airport facilities generally; lien for landing

19 I

and other fees.--

20 !

(l)

I

21 I
I

22 I

C

I

Section 713.79, Florida Statutes, is

The governing body of any publicly owned and

operated airport shall have a lien upon all aircraft landing
upon any airport owned and operated by it for all charges for
landing fees and other fees and charges for the use of the

"I facilities of such airport by any such aircraft, when payment
I
25 I

of such charges and fees is not made immediately upon demand

26'
I
27 I

therefor to the operator or owner of the aircraft by a duly

ll

authorized employee of the airport.

The lien for the full

amount of the charges and fees due to the airport attaches to

29 i

any airccaft owned or operated by the person owing such

30

charges and fees.

I
I

Such lien may be enforced as pcovided by

31 I
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law for the enforcement of warehousemen's liens 1n this state.

I 1.20

to remove any such aircraft from such airport after notice of

1.21

(2)

It is unlawful for any person to remove or attempt

the lien has been served upon the owner or o perator thereof or

after posting of such notice upon such aircraft.

Any person

who removes or attempts to remove any such aircraft from such

"I

11

"

15

1.22

1.23

airport after service or posting of the notice of lien as

1.24

landing fees and charges incurred by such aircraft, shall be

1.26

herein provided, and before pa}'llent of the amount due for

guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

1. 27

provided 1n s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

Section 713.792, Florida Statutes, is

1.28

Liens for aircraft; notice.--Except when a

1.29

Section 2.

13 I created to read:

,.

1.20

713.792

lienor 1s in possession of the aircraft, any lien claimed on

16

an aircraft pursuant to s. 713.58 is enforceable when the

11

circuit court 1n the county where the aircraft was located at

1. 31

�

the time the labor, services, or material was last furnished.

1.32

The notice shall state the name of the lienor, the name of the

1.33

17
19

21

lienor records a verified lien notice with the clerk of the

owner, a description of the aircraft upon which the lienor has

22

expended labor, services, or material, the amount for which

13
24

completed.

25
u
21

"

1.30

the lien is claimed, and the date the expenditure was

This section shall not be construed to affect the

priority of competing interests 1n any aircraft or the

1.34
1.35
1.36
1.37

l1enor's obligation to record his lien pursuant to s. 329.01.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect October l, 1983.
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HOUSE SUMMARY

l:t

Provides that a lien for certain landing and use charges
and fees with respect to any publicly owned and operated
airport attaches to any aircraft owned or operated by the
person owing such charges and fees.

1.,
1.,

Provides that a lien with respect to an aircraft for
labor or services 1s enforceable when the lienor records
a verified lien notice with the clerk of the circuit
court 1n the county where the aircraft was located at the
time the labor, service, or material was last furnished.
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SPONSOR (S) C omm·. on Transportation
Reps: Healey & Ward
SUBJECT :Aircraft Liens

SUMMARY:

A.

&

OTHER COMM. REFERENCE '---: _______
obin Con� r
PREPARED BY: R
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._. · · county
Section 125.021, F.S., provides that a home rule charter
Y
shall have a lien upon all aircraft landing at any airport owned·and
operated by that county. The lien shall be for all fees and charges
for landing and use of the airport facilities, when payment is not
made immediately upon demand. This lien shall attach to any aircraf�
owned or operated by the person owing such fees and charges. The
lien may be enforced as provided by Florida law for the enforcement
of warehousemen's liens.

�""�"'"'7Lj

-C!Jr't'o11

It is unlawful, pursuant to s.125.021(2), for any person to remove, or atterrpt
to remove aircraft
from such airport after notice of the lien has
been served upon the owners or operators thereof, or after posting of
such notice upon such aircraft. Persons attempting to remove the
aircraft before payment of the amount due to the airport are guilty
of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided by
s.775.082 ors. 775.083.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes:

H� 1239 creates s. 713.79, which extends the application of these
17ens to all governing bodies of any publicly owned and operated
a1.rports.

is
Section 719.792 is created to provide that except when the lienor
eable
enforc
be
shall
in possession of the air craft, liens on aircraft
the
when the lienor records a verified lien notice with the cler k of al is
materi
or
es,
circuit cour t in the county where the labor, servic
furnished.· Priority of com peting interests shall not be affected by
this act.
FISCAL IMPACT:

Persons using publicly owned airport facilities shall be immediately
responsible for paying fees and charges assessed against them; the
governing bodies will be more likely to receive payment of these
fees and charges.

COMMENTS:

This bill is similar to Senate Bills 620 and 1130.
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W'MlffiE APPEARANCE REcORD

The following persons (other than legislators) appeared before the committee
during the consideration of this bill:
Representing

Name

Bill Coulter

Fl.Airport Mgrs' Assoc.

Address

P.O.Box 929,Ttl�ah�see

NOTE: Please indicate by an 11 X" any State employee appearing at the
-request of Committee Chairman.
(If additional persons, enter on reverse side and check here

FiZ.e g aopies with Clerk

)

H-22(1976)
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A m end ment 2- ln title, on pages 1 and .!, 'ltnke everything before
thP en.ict1 ng dau-.e and msert An act relating to professwnal malpr!!c
t1u•, .. mending 'i 627 35 ll-il, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requ1r111g the Florida Medic.i i Malpractlce ,Jomt Underwritmg: Assoctat1on to
m.1ke lert,u n level:, of cover.ige available to phys1c1ans, osteopi!ths, hosp1t<1i'>, .1.nd ambulntory 'iUr�1cal centers, deleting ob!mlete lane:m1ge, amend
mi,: ., 768 54 ( 2), 1 3 ) , Florida .Statutes, 1982 Supplement, mcreasmg the
tund entry level , reqmnng approval of fund member!!htp fees and assess
ment<; by the Insurance Comm1ss1oner, removing llm1tat1ons on deficit
a..,<;essment, to fund membe�, providing immun ity for board membt"rs,
prri,.,1dmg certain power! to the fund, providing cond1trnns for p rotesting
.-...,es<,ments, providing for ,tay of e,:ecut10n agamst the fund, prov1dmg
for m1 mmum fee requireme nts tor fund to offer co,.,erage, prov1dmg effec
t1vf' dates
Further cons1derat1on of HB 1J02 was deferred
On motion bv Sen�tor ,J enne, the Senate reconsidered the vote by
which SB 1 1 m pa:,,sed this day
Pending further cons1derat10n of SB 1 130 as amended, on motion by
Senc1tor .Jenne, the rules were w111ved •nd by two-thirds vote HB 1 2:}9
.... as withdrawn from the Committee on Jud1c1ary -C1v1l
On motion by Senator Jenne, the rules were wai,.,ed and-

HB 1 239-A bill to be entitled An act rein.ting: to hens, creating s
7 J .l 79, Flunda Statutes, prov1dmg that a hen for cert.am charges and fees
<Jf dny pubhdy owned •nd operated airport attaches to any a trcraft
owned or operated by • person owmg such charges and fees, prov1dmg a
penaltv, creatmg '> 71.l 792, Flonda Statutes, providing for enforceab1hty
r1l <-ertam hem:, wit h respect to aircraft, prov1dmg fur reqmred notice, pro
v11hng for apphcah1hty; prov1dmg !lll effective date
-• companion measure, was substituted for SB l lJO and read the
'>econd time by title
Senator Jenne moved the followmg amendmenU which were adopted
Amendmeint 1 -0n page 1, hne 16. strike everythmg after the enact
mg cla use and insert
�ect1on 1
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Airport fac1llt1es, lien for lMdmg and other fees -

l ) The �o,., ernmg bod) of any publicly owned and operated airport
'>hc11l ha,., e a lien upon all aircraft landmg upon any airport owned and
(lperated by it for all charges for landing fees and other tees and charies
tor the use of the facil1t1es of such airport by MY such aircraft, v. hen pn.y
ment of such charges and fees 15 not made immediately upon demand
thl:!refor to the operator or owner of the aircraft by a duly authonzed
employee of the airport The hen for the full amount of the charges and
fees due to the airport or go.,ermng body of MY publicly owned and oper
.lted dlrport attaches to an) aircraft owned or operated by the person
owmg such charges and fees Such lien may be enforced «s provided by
l,1w tor the enforcement of warehousemen's hens m this '>tale
1

( � ) It 1s unlawful tor •ny person to remove or attempt to remove any
'-UCh ,11rcraft frnm such airport after notice of the hen hn.i. been .,erved
upon the owner or opera to r thereof or after posting of -,m h nnl Lcf' upon

such a1rcrn.ft Any per'>on who removes or .lttempl-. to remm-e any such
aircraft from such airport after service or postmg of the notice ()f hen as
herem provided, •nd before payment ol the amount due to the ,u rpurt for
landmg fees and charges mcurred by such aircraft, l� gutlty of a misde
meanor of the second degree, pumshable as provided m ::i 775 082 or s
775.08:J
Sec,tion 2 Subsect10n ( 1 ) of section 7 1 .l ,'18, Florida �tatutes, as
amended to read
7 1 3 5, 8

Liens

�-

for labor, e, services,

r;r matPrtal 0ft perMftal

\ 1 ) Any puson who furnishes In r.. sr af per,rnfta J3erforffl.1Plg labor, M
services, or material to fef' any other pel"!lon �hall hai,e a /ten; upon the
personal property for which the labor, sernice�. or material 1s furnished,
nf \fte lat:ter 111pel'l h,eh the lal,ar er eeP" iees 1e fll!�ftirrne9, or which 1s
used m the busme�s. occup« t1on, or empluyment m which the labor, M
ser.,1ces, or material 1s furnL$hed f1erfsrffle9
Section 3

Section 713 792, Florida Statutes, 1s cre,1.ted to read

713 i92 Liem for aircraft , notice -Any hen claimed on an aircraft
pu�uant to s 7 1 3 58 1s enforceable when the henor record1' a verified hen
notlce with the clerk of the c1rcmt court in the county where the ai rcraft
wa.s located at the time the labor, ser. 1ces , or material was last furnished
The notice shall state the name of the l1enor. the name of the owner, a
description of the aircraft upon which the henor has expended labor, !er
vices, or material, the amount for which the hen is claimed, and the date
the e1pend1ture wa! completed This section does nut affect the prionty
of competing interests in any aircraft or the !tenor''> obhgat1on to record
his hen pursuant to s 329 01
Sect10n 4

Sectwn 125 021, Florida St«tutf'..,, ts herf'by repealed

Sect10n 5

This act shall take effect October 1, 198,3

Amendment 2-In title, on page l, strike everythmg before the
enacting clause and insert A bLil to be en tltied An act relatmg to hens,
providing for the 1mpos1twn of a hen on c.ertain aircraft landing on cer
tam pubhcly owned and operated airports, proh1b1tmg the removal of
such aircraft after notice of hen ha.s been served or posted, pro.,1dmg pen•
alt1es, amending s 713 581 1 ) , Florida Statutes, providing for hens upon
personal property for labor sen ices. or material, creating s 7 1 3 792,
Florida Statutes, providing for notice of hens !or a1rcr.lft repealing s
125 02 1 , Florida Statutes. relating to liem, on aircraft landing at county
airports, providing an effective date
On motion by Senator Thom.s, by two -third'> vote HB 1 239
amended was read the third time by title

.iS

Further cons1de rat1on of HB 1 2,39 wa, deferred
CORR ECTI0'.11 AND APPRO VAL OF JOt..: R N A L
The ,Journal of June 1 was corrected and approved
On motion by Sen•tor Ba rron the Se n.ite ad1nurned •t 7 l l p m to
reconve ne at 9 30 a m , Friday, ,June :l
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Ame ndment 3-0n page 9, lmf' � l . strike all of <:.aid lme and
tn'-t'rt �t'ct 1on 6 Thi,;; a('t �hall l.d.h.t' t-fft>cl upon br-commg a law

On mo1 mn ln St"nator ,John<,lon t ht rule., were wan ed nnd the Senatr
rt-vt""r ted t11-

Ame ndme nt 4-ln t 1t lt' , on page L line� 1 :1.:m, aftf'r tht' i.,m1colon {, I
on l i ne l '1 slnkf all of oc.a1d lme Lmt-'- 14 thru 19 c:.trikt- all of said lmec;
Lme W stnkt all languagt" through and mcludmg t he word hpresumptmn"
and m...ert amt'nd mg "' 253 o:M, Florida Statutes, 1882 Supplement,
t-<;tabl 1!>hmg • hmd m1magt-mt-nt adHson comm1ttet to assist the board
m rev1ewmg the- rrcummendat10ns and plans for sU!ite-owned lands,
d 1 rr-ctmg the D1v1<;JOTI of State Lands to pro\ 1de the committee with cer·
tam land manai:,:ement plans. prov1dmg cntemll and time iChedules for

M ESSAGES FROM TIi l. HOP S E OF REPRES ENTATI VES

Tf'\-leW,

On mot1om, bv Senator Ne�J. the Senate concurred m the House
am,ndments
C'S for SB 166 p11�s"d a,;; amended and tht' nrtion of the Senate .,as cer
tified to the House The vote on pa'>&age was
Yeas-J◄

M, Pr�1dent
Beard
C'11rlucc1
Castor
Childers, D
Childers, W D
Crawford
Dunn
Fox

Frank
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gnzzle
Hair
Henderson
Jennings
Johnston

KHkpatrick
Langley
M11lchon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherson
M)ers
Neal

Plummer
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
\'ogt
Wemstem

Nays-None
Th" bill was ordered engrossed and then enrolled.
SPECIAL ORDER, continued
On motions by Senator Gordon, the rules were V1-&1ved and by
two-thirds vote CS for HB 700 was w1thdr11wn from the Committees on
Health and Reha.b1litat1ve Serv1�s. and AppropnatJ.ons
CS for HB 700-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to health fac1h
t1es and health serviceii plannmg, amendmg s 381 493(3 )(b) and (mHs),
Florida Statutes. 1982 Supplement, and addmg a new paragraph (m) and
paragraph (u), prov1dmg defimtions, amendmg s 381 494( 1J{g), h), and
(m), (5), (6)(b) and (c), and (8)(0 and (gJ, and addmg a paragraph to sub•
section (1), Florida St.atutt'S, 1982 Supplement. expandmg the types of
pro,ect coat mcreues which may be reviewed by the Department of
Health and Rehab1htat1ve Servtces, requmng- rtvtew of certificate of nttd
transfers, exemptm1: expedited proJect! from cert.am reqmremenU;
changm1: cert.am project review procedures, changing the circumstances
m wh ich pubhc heannl!:5 art reqmred, changm1: review cnter1a; requirmg
cert.am certificates of need to disclose mformat1on relatJ.ng to beds, creat
ing s 381 .f.951, Florida Statutes, prov1dmg: for competitive bid proce
durf's for certificates of netd for an ICF/MR, amendmg s 395 003(4J,
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement. r�umng: cert.am mformat1on relat
mg to number of beds on hospital licenses. addmg a paragraph to s
395 005( 1 ) , Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requmng: hospitals to
submit �rt.am data to thP Department of Health and Rehab1htat1ve Ser
vices, requmn& the Statewide- Health Council to study hospital bed UM.gt
and report to the Legislature, prov1dmg an effect1vp date
-wu read the second time by title On mot10n by Senator Gordon, by
two-thi rd, vote CS for HB 700 was read the third time by title, passed
and certified to the Hoill!e The vote on pusage was
Yeas-3-4

Naym-Nonf'

I 11m d i rected tu mform tht· Senatt- t hat the Hou<;e of Repre.,entatn e.,
has passt-d •" amendf'd HB 718 and reque<;l.<; tht- r nnr nrrence of the
Sen11t.t'"
Allen Morns, Clerk
By Representative \\ t-mstock and other..,HB 739-A bill to he entitled An act r"letmg to Palm Beach Count� ,
prov1dmg for repeal of Chapter 63-l i47 Laws of Florida, a"> amended
and d1s!lolut10n of all fire control tal..1ng d1stnct.., cr,atf'd thereunder upon
the adoption of an ordm ance h\ Palm Beach C'nunt� pr0\ 1dmg for
mumc1pal sen•ice taxmg umt ! s l t<i pro., 1de fire protection and advanced
hfe support /fire rescu'! services, pr0\ 1dmg for authority tu enablt mumc1pal ta.xmg umt\sl crea�d to contract for ad\ anctd h fe support /fir, rescue
sen ices, prov1dmg for • three ( :, ) mill cap, prov1dmg for a statutory con
tract pnce for fire protect10n and advanced hfe support/fire rescue ser
vices by an) mumc1pal sen·1ce taxing umt to an� mumc1paht\ current\�
served b� a fire- control taxmg district created pursuant to Chapter
63-17◄7, Laws of Flond11, 11s amended, pro., 1dmi for ordinances apphca
blt to mumc1pal service taxmg um t ( sl to apply w1thm mumc1paht1es con
tractmg for strvices with 11 mumc1pal service taung umt\s) pr0\'1dm1: for
all usets and hab1htl"s of fire control t.axmg d1stnct dissolved to be
transferred to Palm Beach County, prov1dmg for respons1b1ht) for exa&t
mg bonded mdebtedness of fire control t.axmg d1stncts, crt-ated pursuant
to Chapter 63-17◄7, Laws of Flonda, as amended, prov1dmg an effective
date
Proof of publication of the required notice was attached

Consideration of SB 688 was deferred

Mr President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Castor
Childen., D
Childer., W D
Crawford
Dunn

The Hunurab{c Curll, Pet l'rwn f'r('�ld('n/

-was read the first tame h) title On motion by Senator Johnston the
rules were waivtd and by two-thirds vote the bill was placed on the spe
cial order calendar
On motions by Senator Johnston, by unammous con"lent, HB 739 was
taken up out of order and by two-thlrds vote read the second time by
title, and by two-thirds vote rend the third time by title, passed and ce-rt1fied to th, House Tht- vote on passage was
Yeas-35
Mr President
Barron
Carlucci
Castor
Childers, W D
Crawford
Dunn

Fox

Frank

Jen nmgs
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Malchon
Mann
Mar1:ohs
Maxwell
McPhen.on

Ge-rsten
G irardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
H&1r
Henderson
Hill
Jenne

Meek
Mvers
Plummer
Rehm
Stuart
Thurman
Vogt
Wemstem

Na)'i-1
Childers,

D

SPECIAL ORDER, continued
HB I 239-A bill to be ent1tlt"d An act relating tu hens. creatmg s
713 79, Florida Statutes, providmg that a hen for cert.n.m chartes and fees
of any publicly owned and o�rated airport attach� to any aircraft
owned or operated by a person owmg such ch11rge6 and fe-es prO\ idmg a
penalty, creatmg !I 713 792, Florida Sta.tut.es, prov1dmg for enforceab1ht)
of certam hens with respect to aircraft, prov1dmg for reqmred notice, pro
v1dm1: for apphcab1hty, prov1dmg 11n effective date
-was taken up pendmg roll call

Fox

Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Htll
Jenmn�,

Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Malchon
Margolis
McPherson
Myers
Neal
Plummer

R,hm
Scott

On motion by Senator Jenne, the Senate reconsidered the \'O� b)'
which HB 1239 was read the third time on June 2

Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Wemstein

On motwn by Senator ,Jenne, the Senate recons1dertd the vow by
which Amendment 1 was adopted

Stuart

Senator Langley moved the l ollowmg amendment to Amendme--nt
which wu adopt.Ni
Amendment I A-On page
Sectwn 2

2, Atnke

all of hner. 6-30 and msert

Sectwn 7 J .3 792, Florida StatuteA. 1s created to read

June 3, 1 983
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7 1 .) 792 Liens for a1rcr11ft, notice -Any lien claimed o n an aircraft
pursuant to s 7 1 3 58 1s enforceable when the lu�nor records a verified lien
notice with the clerk of the c1rcu1t court m the county where the znrcraft
Wtl', located at the time the labor, services, or matenal w.lls Wt furmshed
The notice shall st.ate the nn.me of the henor, the name of the owner; a
descnptmn of the aircraft upon which the henor haa expended labor, ser
\l lCe'l, or material, the amount for which the hen 1a claimed, and the date
the expenditure was completed Thi! <,ection does not affect the priority
of competmg interests m any aircraft or the henor's obhgation to record
h is lien pursuant to s 329 01
Sect10n 3

Aircraft 1dentlficat10n -

( 1 ) It 1s unlawful for any ptl'M)n, firm, H!loc1at1on, or corporation to
knowm,:ly buy, �11. offer for �le, receive, disl)OMl of, conceal, or have m
hi'> possession, or to endeavor to buy, sell, offe r for yJe, receive, dispoee
of. wnceal, or pos,ses!, any aircraft or part thereof on which the assigned
1dent1ficat10n numbers do not meet the requirements of the federal avia
tum reg:ulat10ns Any person v10latmg any provl!llon of this subsection 15
gui lty of .1 telony of the third deg:ree, pun ishable as provided m s 775 082,
s 77.� 08:3, •>r s 775 084
(Z) Failure to have the aircraft 1dent1ficat1on numbers clearly dis
played on the aircraft .rnd m comphance with federal a.v1at1on regulations
-.hall be probable cause for any law enforcement officer m the state to
m.1ke further mspection of the aircraft m question to ucertam the true
1denttty thereof Law enforcement officers 11re authorized to mspect atr
cratt for 1dent1ficat1on numbers on public proJH!rty or if such aircraft 11
<;tored on private property upon the consent of the owner of the property
Sectmn 4 Aircraft fuel tanks -In the mtf"rests of the pubhc welfare
1t -.hall be unlawful for any person, firm, corporation, or association to
mstall. mamtam, or have m his posgess10n any aircraft which hM been
eqmpped or had mstalled m its wmgs or fuselag:e fuel tanks, bladder!!,
drum:., or other contamer!I which will hold fuel which do not conform to
federal a"1at1on regulatmns or which have not been approved by the Fed
eral .\viat1on Adm1mstrat1on by inspection or special permit This shall
abo mean to mclude all pipes, h�, or aux1hary pumps which by their
presence m the aircraft could be usf"d. to m troduce fuel mto the primary
luel :.y stem of the aircraft from such tanks, bladders, drums, or contam
ers Any per!!on vmla.tmg any prov1s1on uf this 'iect1on 1:. guilty of a felony
or the third degree, pumshable as provided m s 775 082, s 775 083, or s.
775 084
Sectio n � Aircraft reg1strat1on -It ,hall be unlawful for any person
m this sY.te to have m h1S possession an aircraft that 1s not properly reg
l'>ttred with the Federal Av1at1on Admm 1stration Any aircraft found to
be reg1::.tered to a nonexistent person, firm, corporatton, or •ddress shall
be m v1olatwn of this section Any evidence of a firm or corporation that
has no phy<;1cal loca.t10n , corporate offo.er<i, nr has lapsed mto such a .statf"
as bemg mact1"'"• and 1s so listed with thf" Sf"cretary of State, shall havf"
::,,hown to be m vmla.t1on of this �ct1on by attemptmg to conceal the true
uwnersh1p of any or all aircraft w1thm its control Any v10lat10n of this
-,ect 1nn .,,ha.II be deemed • felony of the third degree, pumshablf" a.s pro
\ 1d�d m � 775 1)82, s 775 08,� or s 77!1 084
1 Renumber <;ubsequent ::.ect10n<, j
.\mendment 1 as amended was adopted
On mot1<m b., Senator Jenne, the <.:;enate recom,1dered the vote by
which .\mf"ndment 2 was adopted
Sen.1t<1r L.rngley moved the tollowmg dmendment to Amendment 2
wh11 h ...,as adopted
Amendment 2A-In title, on pagf" 1, -,trike all of Imes 13-�6 and
m'>ert An act relatmg to aircraft. pr!lv1dmg for the 1mpos1twn of a hen
nn , ertam aircraft landmg on certam publ1dy own�d and operated air
port�. proh1b1tmg the removal of sut h a1rcratt after notice of hen h.1s
bPf"n �e rved or po<;ted, prov1dmg penalt1e<,, creat ing s 7 1 1 79:!, Florida
<.:;t.itute'>, prn,,.1dmg for notice of lif"n.,, tor aircraft. proh1b1tmg certam
,H t u m-. wit h re-.pect to am,raft the 1dent1f1cat1on or which does not meet
tl'dn,1 1 n,qu1rf"ments, prov1dmg d pt nalty prov1dmg f or 1 nspect1on uf ,11r
, r, 1lt t 1 1r l.ertJ.1n pu rpo<,es, proh 1b1t111g: t he p1)<,i,es.,1on or mamtenanl.f" of
,ll rl r.l l t ..,. 1 th 11 !eg.1! tuel upac1 t\. prn,,. 1dmg: J pen.:1ltv pro hib iting the
p• •��;'-.�1, ,n "' t1 nr e�1-.tered ,tl rl.rdl t ,1nd re-.tril ttng :.Ul h re1;1,.tr.1t1on, pro
, 1< ! 1 11� ..1 pen.1! tv, repe-.1ltng: � 1 2;i ll2 ! Florid,1 St..1tute<; relattng to lien:.
< >11 , 1 1 n r,1 tt l,uHi mg: ..-it UlUllt:', J.!rport,- , pruv1d1ng: <In el fec t1\ e d..-ite
,\ m, rid mt>nl 2 1-. .1mendt"d w,1-. cHi nptPd
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On motion by Senator Jenne, by two-thirds vote HB 1239 u amended
wu read the third time by title, pused and certified to the Houae The
vote on pMsa.e;e was
Yeas-28
Mr. Pre!udent
Beard
CMtor
Childers, D
Childers, W D
Crawford

Fox

Frank
Gmudeau
Grizzle

Hau

Henderson
Hill
Jenne

Jennmp
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Mann
Margolis

Meek

Myers

Neal
Plummer
Stuart
Thomu
Thurman
Voet
Wemstem

Nays-None
Vote after roll call
Yea-Grant, Langley
On motion by Senator V�. the rules were waived and by two-thuds
vote HB 6 t l wa.s withdrawn from the Committee on Jud1cu1ry-Criminal
On motion by Sena.tor VogtHB 61 1 -A bill to be entitled An act relatmc to bingo; amending !-

8-49 093, Florida Statutes; provtdmg definitions; provtding rules for the
conduct of bmgo games, proVIdm&: an effective date

-• companion m�uure, was substituted for CS for SB 279 and read
the :5econd time by title. On motion by Senator Vogt, by two-thuds vote
HS 6 1 1 wu read the third time by title, paued and certified to the
House The vote on passage was
Yeu-35
Mr President
Barron
Beard
Ca.rlucc1
Castor
Childers, D
Childers, W D
Crawford
Dunn

Fox

Frank
Ger!lten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
Ha1r
Henderson

Jenrungs
Johnston
Ktrkpatn.ck
Lang:ley
Malchon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
Meek

Myer!!
Neal
Plummer
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Voot
Wemstem

Nays-1
McPherson
Vote after roll call
Yea-,Jenne
CS for SB 279 was laid on the table
HB 1 80-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg: to arre.st!, amendmg s
90 1 2 1 1 , Florida Statute-s, proVJdmg procedures and cond1t10n.s for the
conduct of strip searches, requmng specified written perm1M1on and a
report, prov1dmg an effect,,,.e date
�was read the second time by title On motion by Senator Fox, by
two-th ird:. " ote HB 180 was read the third time by title, pas'>W and certi
fied to the Hou,f" The vote on passage was
Yeas-,J4
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1

after posting of such notice upon such aircraft

2

who removes or attempts to remove any such aircraft from such

3

airport after service or posting of the notice of lien as

4

herein provided, and before payment of the amount due to the

5

airport for landing fees and charges incurred by such

6

aircraft, 1s guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,

7

punishable as provided in s. 775 082 or s

8
9
10
11
12

Section 2.

Any person

775.083.

Section 125 021, Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 3.

This act sh•ll take effect October 1, 1983.

*****************************************

13

SENATE SUMMARY

14

Provides for liens on aircraft for charges accrued at
publicly owned and operated airports. Prohibits the
removal of an aircraft after the imposition of such liens
Repeals
and provides criminal penalties for the removal
provisions imposing liens on aircraft landing at county
airports.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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SB 11:,0

Senator Plummer-

A bill to be entitled

l
2

An act relating to publicly owned and operated

•

airports; providing for the imposition of a

3

lien on certain aircraft landing on certain

5

publicly owned and operated airports,

6

prohib1t1ng the removal of such aircraft after

7

notice of lien has been served or posted,

8

providing penalties, repealing s. 125 021,

9

Florida Statutes, relat1ng to liens on aircraft

10

landing at county a1rports, prov1d1ng an

11

effective date

12
13

14

15

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida
Section l.

16

other fees

17

(1)

Airport facilities, lien for landing and

The governing body of any publicly owned and

18

operated airport shall have a lien upon all aircraft la�d1ng

19

upon any airport owned and operated by it for all charges for

20

landing fees and other fees and charges for the use of the

21

facilities of such airport by any such aircraft, when payment

22

of such charges and fees 1s not made immediately upon de�and

23

therefor to the operator or owner of the aircraft by a duly

24

authorized employee of the airport

25

amount of the charges and fees due to the airport attaches to

26

The lien for the full

any aircraft owned or operated by the person owing such

27

charges a.nd fees

28

law for the enforcement of warehouse�en's liens 1n this state

2

(2)

Such lien may be enforced as provided by

It 1s unlawful for •ny person to remove or atte�pt

9
Jo
:

to remove any such aircraft from such airport after notice of

Jli

the lien has been served upon the owner o� ope�ator thereof o�
l
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BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

SB 1130 by
Senator Plummer

Present Situation:

Section 125.021, F.S., which applies only to Dade County,
provides that the county shall have a lien upon all aircraft
landing upon any airport owned and operated by 1t for all
charges for landing fees and other fees and charges for the use
of the facilities of the airport by any aircraft, when payment
of the charges and fees is not made immediately upon demand to
the operator or owner of the aircraft by a duly authorized
employee of the county. The lien for the full amount of the
charges and fees due to the county attaches to any aircraft
owned or operated by the person owing the charges and fees.
The lien may be enforced as provided by law for the enforcement
of warehousemen's liens in this state.

It is unlawful for any person to remove or attempt to remove
the aircraft from the airport after notice of the lien has been
served on the owner or operator thereof or after posting of the
notice on the aircraft. Any person who removes or attempts to
remove the aircraft from the airport after service or posting
of the notice of lien and before payment of the amount due to
the county for landing fees and charges incurred by the
aircraft, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

Ul w
> � '9 "'
m
I- � �

0

1. JCI
�
2.

ACTION

SUMMARY:

(/)

�

REFERENCE

::i:

g-<'oc
0 <{
tr. D.

0C

r�

(/J

ro

�

<{ :::-

X

3 :lI.

In 1981, a similar local law was passed which applies only to
Lee County. Ch. Law 81-415.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill repeals s. 125.021, F.s., and recreates the same
language, but extends the application to all governing bodies
of any publicly owned and operated airport rather than to just
Dade County.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:

A.

B.

Public:

Those persons landing aircraft on publicly owned airports may
be required to pay all charges and fees immediately upon
demand.

Government:

The governing body of any publicly owned airport will be more
able to enforce payment of those charges and fees that are owed
to it.
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2

COMMENTS :
Similar bill, HB 1239, has been referred to the House Comm1ttee on
Judiciary.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
tl by Jud1ciary-C1vil
Clarifies that the governing body of any publicly owned and
operated airport 1s entitled to a lien.
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The Committee on Jud1c1ary-C1v1l ...... recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator •••.••.•••••.•• and adopted:
and fa.1-lea:
Amendment
l
On 1;>age 1 •••• •

3

• • • • I

line 25 ......... ,

after

41 the i,,.ora "airport"

8
Q

10

11
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insert:
or governing body of any publicly owned and operated airport
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SENATE AMENDMENT

No. ______
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Amendment
2
3

On page 2 ......... , lines 8 & 9 .... , strike

4\ all of Section 2; renumber subsequent section
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SENATE AMENDMENT

SB 1130

HB

No.

1

( favorably)

Senator Jenne.••....•.•....••....•...•...••. moved the following
.••.•....••...•••••.•..•.. Amendment ......••.. which was adopted:
which failed:
Amendment
2
3

On page 2, between lines 7 & 8 •••..,

4
5

'
'
'("
- :;/

6
7

1 ,;l,:lahasse•i Florida 32399-0250
'.?-enes ,
Carton_J_'1J4
-,;e Folder�O

9
10

lll insert:
Section 2.

Subsection (1) of section 713.58, Florida

13 I Statutes, is amended to read:

14

713.58

Liens for laborL eF servicesL or material eR

151 �ereeFta:%-�repeE�y.-16

17
18
19

(1)

Any___£erson who furnishes IR-raYeF-ef-�efseRs

�ef'€Sf'ffli:Ft! laborL er services, or material to ref' any other

person shall have a lien7 upon the personal property for which
the labor, services, or material is f_urnished, ef-efte-¼a:eeef'

201 ��eA-wft¼eH-�fte-¼aBer-er-eef'Yi:ees-is-�erief'fflee7 or which is
211 used in the business, occupation, or employment 1n which the
221 labor L er serv1cesL or rn�ter1al is furnished �erferme6.
23

Section 3.

Section 713.792, Florida Statutes, is

24I created to read:
25

V

JEPARTMENT OF STATE
RA GRAY BUILDING

8

12

(Q) �

reproduced by
rl ORIDA STATE ARCHIVES

713.792

Liens for aircraft; not1ce.--Any lien claimed

261 on an aircraft pursuant to s. 713.58 is enforceable when the
271 lienor records a verified lien notice with the clerk of the
/81 circuit court 1n the county where the aircraft was located at
291 the time the labor, services, or material was last furnished.
301 The notice shall state the name of the lienor; the name of the
311 owner; a description of the aircraft upon which the lienor has
1
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SENATE AMENDMENT

HB

expended labor, services, or material; the amount for which
21 the lien is claimed; and the date the expenditure was
completed.

This section does not affect the priority of

41 competing interests 1n any aircraft or the lienor's obligation
51 to record his lien pursuant to s. 329.01.
I
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(Renumber subsequent sections)
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SENATE AMENDMENT

SB 1130
HB

No,

2

( favorably)

Senator Jenne .•••....••..••..••••...••.....•moved the following
•••••••••..••••••••••••••• Amendment •••••••••• which was adopted:
which failed:
Title Amendment
In title, on page 1 ..•.•..•. , lines 2-3 •...•• , strike

31

41 "publicly owned and operated airports"
6

8

9
10

11 I and insert:
liens

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
2
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1
26'
27
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SENATE AMENDMENT
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No.

HB

3

(favorably)

Senator Jenne ..•.....•..........•.......•... moved the following
..........•.....••.•..•...Amendment.....••... which was adopted:
which failed:
Title Amendment
2

In title, on page 1 ..•••..•. , line 8 ......•.. , after
41 "penal ties;"
6

8
9
10

1

1

12

1

insert:
amending s. 713.58(1), Florida Statutes;

13

providing for liens upon personal property for

14

labor, services, or material; creating s.

15

713.792, Florida Statutes; prov1d1ng for notice

16

of liens for aircraft;

17
16
19
20

21 I
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30,
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620

A bill to be entitled

l
2

An act relating to liens; creating s

7:J 792,

3

Florida Sta�utes, providing for notice of liens

4

for aircraft, providing an effective date

s

6

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida

-.
1)
·-s
0.
• 0

11

gti,

lienor is 1n possession of the aircraft, any lien claimed on

12

an aircraft pursuant to s. 713 58 is enforceable when the

13

lienor records a verified lien notice with the clerk of the

14

circuit court in the county where the aircraft was located at

15

the time the labor, services, or material was last furnished

16

The notice shall state the name of the lienor, the name of the

.i�
"3 -

17

owner, a description of the aircraft upon which the lienor has

18

expended l.i.bor, services, or material; the amount for which

!:!

19

the lien is claimed; and the date the expenditure was

-e
C •

20

completed.

21

competing 1r.tereats in any aircraft or the lienor's obligation

22

to record his lien pursuant to s

�

'l;;
a..

8

·c-a

10

• 0

� g,

-.

�"o
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o;a

!u

0.
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••
§3
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e.s
•.s

.g !l;

:a.2 ·a8
8

Section 713 792, Florida Statutes, 1s

Section 1
created to read.

23

713.-92

Liens for aircraft, notice.--Except when a

This section does not affect the priority of

Section 2.

329 01

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983

24
25

**w**************************************

SENATE SUMMARY

26
27
28
29

Provides that a lien for labor, services, or material on
an aircraft 1s enforce.i.ble when the lienor records a
verified lien notice �1th the clerk of the circuit court
where the labor, services, or material was last
furnished,

30
31
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BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

Liens

I.

REFERENCE

STAFF DIRECTOR

SB 620 by
Senator Jenne

SUMMARY:
A.

Present S1tuat1on:
In the past, whenever a person was entitled to a lien against
aircraft for prov1d1ng labor or services, a claim of lien could
be f1led with and recorded by the Federal Av1at1on
Adm1n1strat1on and would be reflected 1n a title search on the
particular aircraft.
However, the Aeronautical Center Counsel for the FAA in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, stated that the FAA will no longer
record lien claims from the State of Florida. The reason for
this 1s that s. 506 of the Federal Av1at1on Act (49 U.S.C.
1406) requires the FAA to honor state law 1n determ1n1ng the
validity of documents submitted for recordation, and since
Florida does not have a statute delineating the essential
elements of lien recording, such as place of filing.
verification, and time within which to file, the FAA will no
longer record such lien claims as it had 1n the past.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes,
SB 620 provides that except when a l1enor is in possession of
the aircraft, any lien claimed pursuant to s. 713.58, F.S .. 1s
enforceable when the lienor records a verified lien notice with
the clerk of the c1rcu1t court in the county where the aircraft
was located at the time the labor, services, or material was
last furnished. The notice shall state the name of the lienor,
the name of the owner, a description of the aircraft, the
amount for which the lien 1s claimed, and the date the
expenditure was completed.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
None.

III.

COMMENTS:
Although this bill provides a procedure for recording liens on
aircraft for furnishing labor, services, or material, the Florida
Statutes currently do not provide for a lien on personal property
for furnishing material. A lien is provided only for performing
labor or services.
This bill excludes lienors who are 1n possession of the aircraft
from the recording prov1s1on. Under current law, a lienor who is

REVISEC,

A�ril 27, 1983

BILL NO.

DATE,

A_12_ril 19, 1983

Page

SB 620

2

1n possession may retain the property for 3 months and may then
sell the property pursuant to a nonJud1c1al sale. However, the
nonJud1c1al sale statute 1s probably unconst1tut1onal. Excluding a
l1enor who 1s 1n possession from the recording prov1s1on has the
effect of preventing that l1enor from establ1sh1ng pr1or1ty of h1s
lien.
S1m1lar bill, HB 567, has been referred to the House Committee on
Judiciary.
IV.

AMENDMENTS,
il by Jud1c1ary-C1v1l:
Provides for a lien on personal property for any person who
furnishes material for the personal property.
#2 by Jud1c1ary-C1v1l:
Allows l1enors who are 1n possession of the aircraft to file the
notice of lien.
13 by Jud1c1ary-C1v1l:
Title amendment.
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Honorable Kenneth

FROM:

Donald S. Fradley

SUBJECT:

Amendments to SB 620

DATE:

April 19, 1983
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Senes_!_:_L Carton
File Folder ____

SB 620 provides a method for recording
aircraft for furnishing labor, services or
However, the Florida Statutes currently do
liens upon personal property when a person
material.

liens claimed on
material.
not provide for
furnishes

AMENDMENT ;Ill adds the word "material" and corrects the
grammar of s. 713.58, F.S.
AMENDMENT i2 deletes the provision excluding lienors in
possession of the aircraft from being able to record their
lien pursuant to that section. Lienors in possession need
to record in order to establish priority. The reason they
were excluded in last year's bill, SB 299, was because they
would have had a constitutional method of selling the
aircraft pursuant to a nonjudicial sale. Currently, a
lienor in possession may retain the property for 3 months.
Although he is authorized to sell it pursuant to a
nonjudicial sale statute, the statute most likely is
unconstitutional.
AMENDMENT ;113 is a title amendment.
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SENATE COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

620

HE

No.

l

(favorably)

The Committee on Jud1c1ary-C1v1l ....•. recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator ............... and adopted:
and failed:

Amendment
On page 1 ......... , line 7 ••..•.•.• ,

,I
i
5'

6'

9
I0

11; insert:
Section 1.

12

Subsection (1) of section 713.58, Florida

Statutes, 1s amended to read:

IJ

Liens for labor .!... 8f' serv1cesL or material e"

1'

713.58

15

�efse�a¼-!3fe!3ef�y.--

16

(1)

Any person who furnishes i"-!avef-ef-�efseAs

17 I t3efiBfffli:Pl1 labor .!... ef services, or mater 1 al to fef any other
18

I

person shall have a l1en7 upon the personal property for which

10 I the labor ��rvi.�es, or ma ten.al 1.s furnished, e-f-�}ii:e-:a:ae�ef

201 �!3eP1-wh±efi-eAe-¼aBef-ef-Sef¥%ees-ts-�eEieEmea 7 or which

1s

211 used 1n the business, occupation, or employment 1n which the
22' labor, eP serv1ces,__ or material 1s furn1she� �ef�epme�.
'

23

(Renumber subsequent sections)

24
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26
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*****************************************************************
* Amendment No. _l,
taken up by committee:
Adopted X *
*
* Offered by Senator Jenne
Failed
*************************************************************.***
Failed
Adopted
(Amendment No.
Date_/_/
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reprodluced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
RA GRAY BUILDIN3
faJlahuHe, Plorlda 32399-0250
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<1ie Folde, __lj__/}L,3(
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SENATE COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

No.

HB

2
(favorably}

The Committee on Jud1c1ary-C1v1l.••... recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator .•••...•.••.•.. and adopted:
and failed:
Amendment
2

On page 1 .......•. , lines 10 � 11 .. , strike
"Except when a l1enor is 1n possession of the aircraft,"

i

5'
6,

1I

8
10
11
l;

13
14
15
lo

::

I

I

I
19'

;o
21

22
23'
I

24

25
26
27

28
29
30
31
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*****************************************************************
* Amendment No. 2,
taken up by committee:
Adopted X *
* Offered by Senator Jenne
*
Failed
*****************************************************************
Date_/_/_
Failed
Adopted
(Amendment No.

SB

SENATE co��ITTEE AMEND�ENT

620

HB

No.

0

3

(�f�a_v_o_r_a�b�l-y�)

The Committee on Jud1c1ary-C1v1l ••••.. recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator •.••........•.. and adopted:
and failed:
Title Amendment (for Am. il)
In title, on page 1 •••••.••• , line 2 ......... ,
41 after "11.ens;"

0

B

10

111 insert:
12

amending s.

713.58(1), Florida Statutes;

13

prov1d1ng for liens upon personal property for

1'

labor, services, or material;

15
16
17
18
)Q
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31
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*****************************************************************
* Amendment No. 3,
taken up by committee:
Adopted X *
*
* Offered by Senator Jenne
Failed

*****************************************************************
(Amendment No.

Adopted

Failed

Date_/_/_

F. I. T. Aviation Inc.
MELBOURNE REGIONAL AIRPORT o 640 HARRY SUTTON ROAD o MELBOURNE,

[3051 727-0461

FLORIDA 32901

March 1, 1983
Honorable Kenneth C. Jenne
The Florida State Senate
The Capitol
Tallahassee, FL 32301

The

rear Senator Jenne:
I am writing in support of your Bill 713.792, "Liens for Aircraft."
As you know, the business of buying and selling aircraft is rather
unique in that a.i.rcraft are recorded with the FM, as well as any liens
against the aircraft. After 18 years in the aircraft business, it has re
cently care to my attention when I had a recording of a lien refused by the
FM for the reason that, " ••. your State does not have provisions for filing
notices of artisan's liens against aircraft and, therefore, the Federal Avia
tion Adm.uustration has no authority to record such liens asserted in your
State."
Your bill will protect both buyers and sellers against unrecorded claims
that may be lw:king in the shadoos against an aircraft. The buyer is at risk
in Florida because once he purchases an aircraft he may sub5eq1.Ently have
civil action brought against him for an artisan's lien against the aircraft
which had been duly recorded in the State of Florida.
This action can be avoided by your bill, and I heartily endorse the
inp:)rtance that this bill be enacted as scon as possible in the interest of
all buyers and sellers of a.i.rcraft.
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Februarv 3, 1983
The Honorable Ken Jenne
State Senator
The Florida Senate
Room 248, Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Dear Sena tor:

One of the members of Associated Industries of Florida has recently brought to my attention a
problem which I feel should be corrected. Florida has no specific procedure for the record in[: of
aircraft liens. As a result, the Federal Aviation Administration has no authority to record such liens
asserted in Florida.

The problem came to light as the result of an attempt by the member to file a lien for �.ori<
accomplished on an aircraft that had been confiscated for drug involvefTlent. Because Florida h2s no
provisions for filing notice of artisans liens against aircraft, the Federal Av1at1on Adnim1strat1on
rejected the request to have the lien recorded.

This issue was previouslv addressed in SB 299 during the 1982 Leg1slat1ve Session. SB 298. bv the
Senate Judiciary Civil Committee, dealt with miscellaneous hens for propertv. The leg1slat1on. which
was 15 pages m length, included a prov1s10n to rrov1de the necessarv, soec1f1c procedure for recording
aircraft liens to enable the FAA to record such liens. The oroposal passed the Senate m l 98 2 >,v a vote
of 38-0. It was passed favorably by the House Judic1arv Comrl'1ttee, but died on tbe !louse Calencar 2t
the close of the 1982 Sess10n.
Enclosed 1s a f-J11l which includes the aooroorl8te lan;:,:ua2"e from S'l ,99. It •, r,oectf1·l1,·
requested that you send the enclosed to bill drafting aocl file 1t ,ihen 1t 1s :>loce� 1n i.�c., :"r"TJ. If mu
require further information on this issue, please do not hesitate to contact me.
0

Kindest personal__sega
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1

A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to liens; creating s. 713.792, Florida Statutes,

3

providing for notice of liens for aircraft; providing an

4

effective date.

s
6

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

7
8
9

Section 1. Section 713.792, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
713. 792 Liens for aircraft; notice. - Except when a lienor is in possession of th

10

aircraft, any lien claimed on an aircraft pursuant to s. 713.58 is enforceable when th

11

lienor records a verified lien notice with the clerk of the circuit court in the count

12

where the aircraft was located at the time the labor, services, or material was las

13

furnished.

14

description of the aircraft upon which the lienor has expended labor, services, or

The notice shall state the name of the lienor, the name of the owner,

15

material, the amount for which the lien 1s claimed and the date the expenditure was

16

completed.

17
18
19

This sec tion shall not be construed to affect the priority of competing

interests in any aircraft or the lienor's obligation to record his lien pursuant to s. 329.01.
Section 2. This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

Flor1di House of Representit1ves - 1983

HB 567

By Representit1ves Cosgrove and Healey

A bill to be entitled
An act re lating to liens; creating s. 713.792,

'
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Florida Statutes, providing for notice of liens
for aircraft; providing for contents and filing
thereo f; providing for priority of competing
i nterests and other obligation to record;
providing an e ffective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section 1.

Section 713.792, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
713.792

Liens for aircraft; notice.--Except when a

1"

lienor is in possession of the aircraft, any lien claimed on

lS

an aircraft pursuant to s. 713.58 is enforceable when th�

16

lienor records a verified lien notice with the clerk of the

17

circuit court in the county where the aircraft was located at

18

the time the labor, services, or material was last furnished.

e � 19

The notice shall state the name of the lienor, the name of the

0�

owner, a description of the aircraf t upon which the lienor has

g 4-> 20

� C

� ,e

21

expended labor, services, or material, the amount for which

5_ � 11

the lien 1s claim ed, and the date the expenditure was

�';-,in

completed.

r C

This section shall not be construed to affect the

:;:; 1241 priority of competing interests 1n any aircraft or the

251 lienor's obligation to record his lien pursuant to s. 329.01.
Section 2. This act shall take effect October 1, 1983 .

"

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
HOUSE SUMMARY
Provides for n otice of liens for aircraft. Provides for
cont�nts and filing thereof. Provides that such filing
shall not affect the priority of competing interests in
�ny aircraft or the lienor's obligation to record his
lien with the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Administrator.
CODING W•nh ,n � � ty,• ••• ti•l•t••u lr•m O1st1nt l•w, w•rtii untierl,neti •re •titi,11•n•

LAWS OF FLORID.�A�--

CHAPJ'ER 83-27___�

CHAP7'ER 83-271

(1) Any authority which issues any revenue bonds_pursu�nt to th1�
part shall su.£.E.!.i'..__!he Division of Bond Finance of the Departm�nt of
General Services w�th a copy of the report required pursuant to s
at the times
103 of the I11ternal Revenue Code of �as amended
�ired pursuant to said section.
(2) The Division
Services_�hall

of

Bond

Finance of the Department of _G�neral

.i&.__!!pon rece�2rovide _a copy oj the information su..P.E.!_ied
p_�rsuant t�_subsec�!�l) to the Division of Economic Deve!opmen� __Q!
the Department of C�m�
i_b} Prepare and submit an annual report to the Governor ��d the
Leg1�lature by Febr��ry 15, deta1l�ng the information _pro_y1dect
pur s _1;1ant to _subsection_ (1) on each bond issued in the p _reced1ng �
Section 27

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law

Approved by the Governor June 24, 1983
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 27, 1983

- -- -------- ------ - CHAPTER 83-272
House 8111 No. 1239

An act relating to aircraft; providing for the imposition of
a lien on certain aircraft landing on certain publicly
owned and operated airpoits, prohibiting the removal of
such aircraft after notice of lien has been served or
posted, providing penalties, creating s 713 792, Florida
Statutes, providing for notice of liens for aircraft,
prohibiting certain actions with respect to aircraft the
federal
meet
not
doea
which
of
identification
providing for
penalty,
a
providing
requirements;
1nsp�ction of aircraft for certain purposes, proh1bit1ng
the possession or maintenance of aircraft with illegal
fuel capacity; providing a penalty, prohibiting the
possession of unregistered aircr•ft and restricting such
125.021,
reg1etration, providing a penalty, repealing s
Florida Statutes, relating to l1ena on aircraft landing
at county a1rporte, providing an effective date
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida.
section l.

Airport facilities, lien for landing and other fees.-

(1) The governing body of any publicly owned and operated airport
shall have a lien upon all aircraft landing upon any airport owned
and operated by it for all charges for landing fees and other feee
and charges for the use of the facilitiee of such airport by any such
aircraft, when payment of such chargee and feea is not made
immediately upon demand therefor to the operator or owner of the
The lien for
aircraft by a duly author1�ed employee of the airport
the full amount of the charges and fees due to the airport or
governing body of •ny publicly owned and operated airport attaches to
any aircraft owned or operated by the person owing such ch•rgea and
1410

CH!',_I:'.TER 83-272

LAWS OF FLOR�l�D�A�---

Such lien m•y be enforced as provided
fees
enforcement of warehousemen's liens 1n this state

CHAPTER_83-272
by

law

for the

It 1s unlawful for any person to remove or attempt to remo·:e
( 2)
any such aircraft from such airport after notice of the lien has been
�erved upon the owner or operator thereof or after posting of such
Any person who removes or attempts to
notice upon such aircraft
remove any such aircraft from such airport after s"'r\·1cP 01 postinq
of the notice of lien as herein provided, and before paymt"nt of the
amount due to the •irport for landing fees and charges incurred by
such aircraft, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,
pun1ehable as provided in s 775 082 or s 775 083
Section 2

Section 713 792, Florida StatutP'3, 1s created to reaci

713 792 Liens for aircraft, notice -->.ny l1en cla111'ed on an
aircraft pursuant to s 713 58 1s enforceable wh�n the l1enor rer,Jrd"'
a verified lien notice with the clerk of the citcu1t court 1n the
county where the aircraft was located at the time the labor,
The notice shall state the
services, or material was last furnished
a description of the
name of the lienor, the name of the owner,
aircraft upon which the lienor has expended labor, services or
material, the amount for which the lien is claimed, and the d;:ite the
Thts section does not affect the p11nr1ty
expenditure was completed
of competing interests 1n any ai1craft or thf" lieno1 's obligation to
record his lien pursu•nt to s 329 01
Section 3

Aircr•ft 1dentificat1on

f11m, ase;ociat1<>n, 01
is unlawful for any person,
(1) It
corporation to knowingly buy, sell, offer for sale, receive, d1s�c- ==e
of, conceal, or have in his possession, or to endea"or to buy, c;ell
a:1y
offer for sale, receive, d1spoee of, conceal, or p�qqeq�,
aircraft or part thereof on which the assigned 1dent1ficat1on 111.1mbers
do not meet the requirements of the fed�ral av1at1on regulations
Any person violating any provision of this subsection 1s guilty of a
s
felony of the third deg1-ee, pun1sh•ble ae provided 1n s 7 7 5 082,
775 083, or n 775 084
(2) Failure to have the aircraft identification numbets clearly
d1eplayed on th� aircraft and in compliance with federal aviation
regulations shall be probable caust"! for any law enforcement off1,er
in the state to make further 1nspect1on of the aircraft 1n question
to ascertain the true identity thett"!of
Law enforc�mt"!nt officers are
authorized to inspect aircraft for identification numbers on public
property or 1f such aircraft iR stored on private propetty upon th�
coneent of the owner of the property
>.1rcr;:i.ft fuel 1 anks --In the inten•stc; of th� public
Section 4
welfare it shall be unlawful for any person, firm, corporation, 01
aeeociation to inetall, maintain, ot have 1n his possession any
aircraft which has been equipped or had installed 1n its wings or
fuselage fuel tanks, bladders, drums, or other conta1nt"!rs which will
hold fuel which do not conform to federal aviation regulations or
which have not been approved by the Federal Av1al10n Adm1t11strat10n
This shall also mean to include al 1
by inspection or special permit
pipt"!e, hoses,
or auxiliary pumps which by the1t pte"<ence !n th!'.'
aircraft could be ust"!d to introduce fuel into the primary fuel s1s•em
Any
of the aircraft from such tanks, bladders, dtums, or r,:rnta1net s
person Violating any prov1s1on of this section 1s �iilty of a felcny
1411

CHAPTER 83-272

LAWS OF FLQ!llDA

CHAPTE_R 83-272_
of the third degree,
775 083, or I!!. 775.084.

punil!!hable

provided

as

in

8. 775 082, s

Section 5
Aircraft regil!!tration --It ehall be unlawful for any
perl!!on in thil!! l!!tate to have 1n his posl!!ession an aircraft that ii!!
not properly registered with the Federal Aviation Ad.minietration
Any aircraft found to be registered to a nonexistent person,
firm,
corporation, or addrees ehall be in violation of thie section
Any
evidence of a firm or corporation that hae no phyeical location,
corporate off1cere, or has lapl!!ed into euch a state ae being
inactive, and is l!!O listed with the Secretary of State,
!!!hall have
shown to be in violation of this section by attempting to conceal the
true ownership of any or all aircraft within its control
Any
violation of this section shall be deemed a felony of the third
degree, punishable as provided 1n I!!
775 082, I!!
775 083, or s
775 084
Section 6.

Section 125.021, Florida Statutes, ie hereby tepealed

Section 7

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983

Approved by the Governor June 24, 1983
Filed 1n Office Secretary of State June 27, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-273
House B111 No
An

1257

act relating to public hearings and meetings, adding s
120 52(15), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, defining
"communicat1one media technology", adding s 120 53 ( 6),
Florida Statutee, requiring agencies to adopt rulee for
the uee of certain communications media technology for
the preeentation of teetimony, evidence, and argument,
including oral and written communications, at meetings,
hearings, and workshops: providing an effective date

CHAPTER 83-273
frame video,.
available.

120 53

Section 2
Subsection (15) ie
Statute!!!, 1982 Supplement, to read
120 52

shall

be

cited

as

is

digital

added

v_1deo,_ �:l.....!!!Y method
-

to section 120 53, Florida

(6) Each s!,:atce agency, as defined in s 216 011_, !!!hall a<�gpt
rules providing a_procedure for conducting meetings, hearings, and
workshops, and_ f0r taking �Y_lderlce, testimony, and _.irgument at sue�
meetings, hearings and workshop� by means of commun1c�t1ons med1a
�echnoloqy
The_ �ules shall provi_s}�_t,_hat all evid�_nce, testimony,
�nd argument p��sented shall be aff�r?ed equal
cons�derat1on,
_r_egard�ess of th!! method of commun1cat1911__
If a meet1r:ig, h��n.ng,----2.!_
'!{OrksJ19p is � be conducted by _!(l_eane of commun_1cations media
_t_e,;hnoloqy, or if attendance may be p1ov1ded by �uch means, the
notice shall s9_ state
Th'; notice for meetings, heE-__!.!!!9:_S..!--�and
wotkshops util1z1n9 commun1cat1ons media tech!1_9_!09y_ �flall state how
persons 1nt er:e_�1;.
_
ed in attend1:n9 may do so and_ _ 13ha)l name locatior:is,
1£ any, when�--- commun1cat1on_? _media techn�l(Jgy facilities will b�
Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to diminish
available
the publlc 5--ii<Jht
to inSr,e-ct publ1c rec_ o-�ds under chapter 11�_
Limiting p_��I}_ts of access _tsi meetinqe, _ he�rings, and worksh?ps
subJect to the prov1s1ons of s 286 011 to places not notmally open
to the Public shall be preSumed to violate the publ1c'e right of
accE':s
- s and any off1c1al act1on-t"aken under- such circumstances is void
�OT no �:ffect
Other laws r�latinq to _publ_ic meetings, hearing�,
and workshops, including penal and remedial prov1sion!I shall apply
to meetings, _h�_a_tings, afi:d _workshops i:::;
_ 9nducted
by
means
of
commun1cat�o��--media technology, and shall be liberally construed 1n
!!i��r application to sue� me�t1ngs, hearings, and��?rk�ho��Tlns act shall take effect October 1, 1983

Filed in Office Secretary of State June 27, 1983

the

added to section 120 52, Florida

Defin1t1one --As ueed in this act

(15) "Communications
media technology"_ _!!leans the electronic
_freeze
transmission of printed matter, audio_,_ full motion -0:deo
1412

(6)

and

Approved by the Governor June 24, 1983

should be afforded equal
of communication,
NOW,

act

video,

CHAPTER 83-273

Adoption of rules of procedure and publlc inspection

Section 4

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida
Section 1
Short
title --Thie
"Telecommun1cations in Evidence Act

cg_m_.e_ressed

Section 3. Subsection
Statutes, to read

WHEREAS, state agencies and the public should be allowed to employ
advances in telecommunication media technology to increase efficiency
and convenience of transacting public busineea with or by a state
agency, and
WHEREAS, any communications received
consideration regardlese of the method
THEREFORE

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 83-274
House Bill No
An

1262

act relating to corrections, adding a subsection to s
944 033, Florida Statutes, prohibiting the placement of
certain sex offendere in community correctional centers,
amending es 945.091(2) and 958.09(2), Florida Statutes ,
and adding a new subsection (2) to e 951 24, Florida
Statutes, declaring certain sex offenders 1nel1q1ble for
any extension of the limits of confinement by the state
or a county or for any county wotk-release program,
amending s 916 11(2), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
requiring the Department of Health and Rehab1l1tat1ve
Services'
diagnosis and evaluation team to examine
defendants suspected of being mentally retarded, amending
s 916.13(1), Florida Statutes, and adding subsection (3)
thereto, prov1d1ng for the placement of a defendant
adJud1cated incompetent to stand trial due to mental
retardation, amending s
916 16,
Florida
Statutes,
1413
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SUBJECT:

Airports

I.

REFERENCE

1. JCI
1

3.

ACTION

Fav_/1 amend

BILL NO. AND SPONSOR·
SB 1130 by
Senator Plummer

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation.

Section 125.021, F.S., which applies only to Dade County,
provides that the county shall have a lien upon all aircraft
landing upon any airport owned and operated by it for all
charges for landing fees and other fees and charges for the use
of the facilities of the airport by any aircraft, when payment
of the charges and fees 1s not made immediately upon demand to
the operator or owner of the aircraft by a duly authorized
employee of the county. The lien for the f�ll amount of the
charges and fees due to the county attaches to any aircraft
owned or operated by the person owing the charges and fees.
The lien may be enforced as provided by law for the enforcement
of warehousemen's liens in this state.

It is unlawful for any person to remove or attempt to remove
the aircraft from the airport after notice of the lien has been
served on the owner or operator thereof or after posting of the
notice on the aircraft. Any person who removes or attempt3 to
remove the aircraft from the airport after service or posting
of the notice of lien and before payment of the amount due to
the county for landing fees and charges incurred by the
aircraft, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,
punishable as provided ins. 775.082 ors. 775.083.

B.

II.

In 1981, a similar local law was passed which applies only to
Lee County. Ch. Law 81-415.
Effect 'of Proposed Changes·

This bill repeals s. 125.021, F.S., and recreates the same
language, but extends the application to all governing bodies
of any publicly owned and operated airport rather than to Just
Dade County.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

B.

Public:

Those persons landing aircraft on publicly owned airports may
be required to pay all charges and fees immediately upon
demand.

Government:

The governing body of any publicly owned airport will be more
able to enforce payment of those charges and fees that are owed
to it.

REVISED.

May 10, 1983

BILL NO. SB 1130

o;.TE:

May 9,

Page

III.

1983

2

COMMENTS:
S1m1lar b1ll, HB 1239, has been referred to the House Committee on
Judiciary.

IV.

AMENDMENTS·
41 by Jud1c1ary-C1v1l
Clar1f1es that the governing body of any publicly owned and
operated airport 1s entitled to a lien.

se.

39-1080-83

1130
ft..lJMN.f.t

A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to publicly owned and operated

3

airports; providing for the 1mpos1t1on of a

4

lien on certain aircraft landing on certain

5

publicly owned and operated airports;

6

prohibiting the removal of such aircraft after

7

notice of lien has been served or posted;

8

providing penalties; repealing s. 125.021,

9

Florida Statutes, relating to liens on aircraft

10

landing at county airports; prov1d1ng an

11

effective date.

12
13

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida,

14
15
16
17

Section 1.

Airport fac1l1t1es; lien for landing and

other fees.-(1)

The governing body of any publicly owned and

18

operated airport shall have a lien upon all aircraft landing

19

upon any airport owned and operated by 1t for all charges for

20

landing fees and other fees and charges for the use of the

21

facilities of such airport by any such aircraft, when payment

22

of such charges and fees is not made immediately upon demand

23

therefor to the operator or owner of the aircraft by a duly

24

authorized employee of the airport.

25

amount of the charges and fees due to the airport attaches to

26

any aircraft owned or operated by the person owing such

27

charges and fees.

28

law for the enforcement of warehousemen's liens in this state.

29

(2)

The lien for the full

Such lien may be enforced as provided by

It 1s unlawful for any person to remove or attempt

30

to remove any such aircraft from such airport after notice of

31

the lien has been served upon the owner or operator thereof or
1
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Any person

1

after posting of such notice upon such aircraft.

2

who removes or attempts to remove any such aircraft from such

3

airport after service or posting of the notice of lien as

4

herein prov1ded1 and before payment of the amount due to the

s

airport for landing fees and charges incurred by such

6

aircraft, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree 1

7

punishable as provided 1n s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Section 2.

Section 125.021 1 Florida Statutes, 1s

hereby repealed.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Provides for liens on aircraft for charges accrued at
publicly owned and operated airports. Prohibits the
removal of an aircraft after the imposition of such liens
and provides criminal penalties for the removal. Repeals
provisions imposing liens on aircraft landing at county
airports.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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591026

By Senator Langley� bill to be ent�tled

1

2

An act relating to aircraft, proh1bii:ir.g

3

:::erta1n actions with respect to aircraft the

4

1dent1f.1caticn of �h1ch is concealed or

5

altered; prov1d.1ng a penalty, prov.1d1ng for

6

seizure and inspection of aircraft for certain

7

�urposes; prohibiting the possess.ion or

8

maintenance of aircraft with illegal fuel

9

capacity; prov1dirtg a penalty, declaring

10

aircraft to be a dangerous instrumentality,

11

providing liability, prohibiting the possession

12

of unregistered aircraft and restr.1ct.1ng such

13

registration, providing a penalty, providing an

H

effective date

15
16

Be It Enacted by the Legislature cf the State �f Florida.

17
18

Section 1

19

( 1)

Aircraft identification

It 1s unlawful fer any person, fir�, asscc1at1on,

20

or corporation to buy, sell, offer for sale, receive, .:hspose

21

of, conceal, or nave 1n his cossess1on, or to endeavcr to b�y,

22

sell, offer for sale, receive, dispose of, conceal, or

23

possess, any aircraft or part thereof on which the assigned

24

identification number ha0 �een altered, removed, destroyed,

25

covered, or defaced or maintain such aircraft 1n any manner

26

which conceals or misrepresents t�e true identity cf t�e

27

aircraft

2B

sucsect.1on 1s gu1lty of a felonJ of the third degree,

C9

pur.is!".an.!..e as pruvio.ed .:.n s

30

•-5 084, Florida Stat�tes

Any person ·no�ating any prov1s:;.on of this
775 :e.:,

s

775 033, or s

3:
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(2)

l

Failure to have the aircraft identification

2

numbers clearly displayed on the aircraft and :.n compliance

3

with federal aviation regulations shall be probable cause for

4

any law enforcement officer in the state to �ake further

5

inspection of the aircraft in question to ascertain the true

6

identity thereof.

7

for the identification numbers 1£ the aircraft 1s on public

The state may seize the aircraft and search

8

property or 1£ it is stored on private property upon the

9

consent of the owner of the property on which the aircraft is

10
11

stored
Section 2

Aircraft fuel tanks --In the interests of

12

the public welfare it shall be unlawful for any person, firm,

13

corporation, or association to install, maintain, or have in

14

his posse8s1on any aircraft which has been equipped or had

15

installed in its wings or fuselage fuel tanks, bladders,

16

drums, or other containers which will hold fuel which do not

17

conform to federal aviation regulations or which have not been

18

approved by the Federal Aviation Administration by inspection

19

or special permit

20

hoses, or auxiliary pumps which by their pr esence 1n the

21

aircraft could be used to introduce fuel :.nto the primary fue_;__

22

system of the aircraft =ram such tanks, bladders, dr�ms, or

23

containers

24

section 1s guilty of a !elony of the th1ra degree, p�nishable

25

as providea in s

26

Statutes

27

Thi� shall also mean to include all pipes,

Any person violating any pro•nsi:in of this

Section 3

775 082, s

7�5 083, or s

775 084, Florida

,ircraft declared dangerous

28

instrumentality; civil and criminal liability --All aircraft,

29

of whatever classification, shall be considered dangerous

30

instrumentalities in this state and any pilot of such aircraft

31

shall, during any utili�at:.cn o! said aircraft, exercise the
2
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l

highest degree of care 1n order to prevent 1nJur1es to others.

2

Liability for negligent operation of an aircraft shall be the

3

•

responsibility of �ot only the pilot of the aircraft but also

s

This respons1b1lity shall be assumed when any 1nJury or damage

6

is occasioned by the negligent operation of

7

whether such negligence consists of a violation of the

8

provisions of the statutes of this state or negligence in

9

observing such care and operation as the rules of the common

10

11

the owner or person giving permission for the a1rcraft' 5 u5e
5

uch aircraft,

law require
Section 4

Aircraft registrat1on.--It shall be

12

unlawful for any person in this state to have in his

13

possession an aircraft that ls improperly registered.

14

aircraft found to be registered to a nonexistent person, firm,

15

corporation, or address shall be in violation of this section

16

Furthermore, any aircraft that is registered to a firm or

17

corporation must be registered to a firm or corporation that

18

1s duly registered and doing business.

19

or corporation that has no physical location, corporate

20

officers, or has lapsed into such a state as being inactive

21

shall �ave shown to be 1n violation of this section by

22

attempting to conceal the true ownership of any or all

Any

Any evidence of a firm

23

aircraf� wi�h1n 1�s control

24

shall De deemed a :elony of the third degree, p�nishable as

25

provided in s

26

3tatutes

07

��s 092, s

Sec�:.on 5

Any

✓

�olat1on of this section

7�5 083, or s

775 08�, Florida

This act s�all �ake ef�ect Jctober 1, 1983
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2

HOUSE SUMMARY

3

Prohibits the purchase, sale, receipt, disposal,
concealment, or possession of aircraft on which the
identification numbers have been altered or concealed
Authorizes
Provides a third degree felony penalty
certain inspection and seizure of aircraft upon probable
Prohibits the installation, maintenance, or
cause
possession of aircraft with illegal fuel capacity
Declares
Provides a third degree felony penalty
aircraft to be dangerous instrumentalities necessitating
the highest degree of care in the operation thereof
Provides that liability for negligence may e�tend beyond
the operator to the owner or person authorizing use of
Requires aircraft to be properly
the aircraft
registered. Requires firms and corporations �hich
register aircraft to actuallt be doing business
Provides a third degree felony penalty

4

s

6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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26
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28
29
30
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By Represenhtive Sanderson

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to aircraft; prohibiting
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certain actions with respect to air craft the
identification of which is concealed or

u
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altered; providing a penalty; providing for

seizure and inspection of aircraft for certain
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11
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13
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purposes; prohibiting the possession or

maintenance of aircraft with illegal fuel
capacity; prov1d1ng a penalty; declaring

aircraft to be a dangerous instrumentality;

providing liability; prohibiting the possession

of unregistered aircraft and restricting such

registration; providing a penalty; providing an
effective date.

15

161 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

17

18

Section 1.

19

( 1)

Aircraft identification.--

It 1s unlawful for any person, firm, association,

2<ll or corporation to buy, sell, offer for sale, receive, dispose
21
22

of, conceal, or have 1n his possession, or to endeavor to buy,
sell, offer for sale, receive, dispose of, conceal, or

23 possess, any aircraft or part thereof on which the assigned

2,

1dentif1cat1on number has been altered, removed, destroyed,

25 covered, or defaced or maintain such aircraft in any manner
U which conceals or misrepresents the true identity of the
271 aircraft.

21

Any person violating any provision of this

subsection is guilty of a felony of the third degree,

29' punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775,083, or s.

JOI 775.084.
,1 I
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(2)

Failure to have the aircraft identification

numbers clearly displayed on the aircraft and in compliance

with federal aviation regulations shall be probable cause for

1.19

any law enforcement officer in the state to make further

1.20

identity thereof.

11.21

inspection of the aircraft in question to ascertain the true

The state may seize the aircraft and search

for the identification numbers 1f the aircraft 1s on public

! property or if it 1s stored on private property upon the

9 consent of the owner of the property on which the aircraft is

10 s�red.

11

1.18

Section 2.

Aircraft fuel tanks.--In the interests of

12 the public welfare it shall be unlawful for any person, firm,
13 corporation, or association to install, maintain, or have in

1.22

1.23
1.25
1.26

14 his possession any aircraft which has been equipped or had

1.27

16

1.28

15

installed in 1ts wings or fuselage fuel tanks, bladders,

drums, or other containers which will hold fuel which do not

17 conform to federal aviation regulations or which have not been

18 a pproved by the Federal Aviation Administration by inspection
19 or special permit.

This shall also mean to include all pipes,

� hoses, or auxiliary pumps which by their presence in the

IL 29

[1. 30

21 aircraft could be used to introduce fuel into the primary fuel 11.31

22 system of the aircraft from such tanks, bladders, drums, or

1.32

24 section is guilty of a fe]ony of the third degree, punishable

1.34

23 container,:;.

Any person violating any provision of this

25 as provided ins. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
26

Section 3.

Aircraft declared dangerous

27' instrumentality; civil and criminal liability.--All aircraft,

1.33

1.35
1.36

28 of whatever classification, shall be considered dangerous
I
29 instrumentalities in this state and any pilot of such aircraft

1.37

highest degree of care in order to prevent inJuries to others.

1,3e

JOI shall, during any utilization of said aircraft, exercise the
JI

2
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11 Liability for negligent operation of an aircraft shall be the
responsibility of not only the pilot of the aircraft but also
the owner or person giving permission for the aircraft's use,

1. 39

l. 40

This responsibility shall be assumed when any injury or damage 11.41
is occasioned by the negligent operation of such aircraft,

]l.42

provisions of the statutes of this state or negligence in

1.44

whether such negligence consists of a violation of the

observing such care and operation as the rules of the common
law require.

10

Section 4.

1.-45

Aircraft registration.--It shall be

11 I unlawful for any person in th1ci state to have in his

12] possession an aircraft that is unproperly registered,

1.-45

Any

\JI aircraft found to be registered to a n onexistent person, firm,

1.46

1.-47

UI corporation, or address shall be in violation of this section. 11.-48

151 Furthermore, any aircraft that is registered to a firm or

"I
"I
"I

lt>I corporation must be registered to a firm or corporation that
is duly registered and doing business.

officers, or has lapsed into such a state as being inactive

1.52

attempting to conceal the true ownership of any or all

1.53

20 shall have shown to be in violation of this section by
22 aircraft within its control.

Any violatio n of this section

23 shall be deemed a felony of t he third degree, punishable as
1
24 provided in s. 775.082, s. 775,083, or s. 775.084.
Section 5.

26

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

27

:I
31
,o

l. so

Any evidence of a firm 11.51

18 or corporation that has no physical location, corporate

"

1.49

I

3
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1. 54
1.55

11,56

228-34A-3-3

5

'

I

'

10
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l:hbs

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

Prohibits the purchase, sale, receipt, disposal,
concealment, or possession of aircraft on which the
identification numbers have been altered or concealed.
Provides a third degree felony penalty. Authorizes
certain inspection and seizure of aircraft upon probable
cause. Prohibits the installation, maintenance, or
possession of aircraft with illegal fuel capacity.
Provides a third degree felony penalty. Declares
aircraft to be dangerous instrumentalities necessitating
the highest degree of care in the operation thereof.
Provides that liability for negligence may extend beyond
the operator to the owner or person authorizing use of
the aircraft. Requires aircraft to be properly
registered. Requires firms and corporations which
register aircraft to actually be doing business.
Provides a third degree felony penalty.
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1. 63
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1. 68
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189-253-5-3

any law enforcement officer 1n the state to make further

1.21

inspection of the aircraft in question to ascerta1n the true

identity thereof.

Law enforcement officers are authorized to

1.22

inspect aircraft for identification numbers on public property

1.23

consent of the owner of the property.

1.25

or if such aircraft 1s 9tored on private property upon the
Section 2.

Aircraft fuel tanke.--In the interests of

al the public welfare 1t shall be unlawful for any person, firm,
corporation, or aesociation to install, maintain, or have in

1.27
1.28

10 1 his possession any aircraft which has been equipped or had

1.29

12: drums, or other containers which will hold fuel which do not

1.30

u!

1.31

11) 1.nstalled 1n its wings or fuselage fuel tanks, bladders,

nl conform to federal aviation regulations or which have not been

15 1

approved by the Federal Avi.ation Administration by inspection
or special permit.

This shall also mean to include all pipes,

16i hoses, or auxiliary pumps which by thei.r presence in the

,,I

�1�1
i

�1

21

"

aircraft could be used to introduce fuel into the primary fuel

system of the aircraft from such tanks, bladders, drums, or

containers.

Any person violating any provision of this

section 1s guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable
as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
Section 3.

Aircraft declared dangerous

23, 1nstrumentallty; civil liability.--All aircraft, of whatever
24

class1f1cation, shall be considered dangerous

1.32
1.33
1.34
l. 35
1.36
1.37
1.38

23

instrumentalities 1n this state and any pilot of such aircraft

17

care in order to prevent injuries to others.

Liability for

1. 41

"

of not only the pilot of the aircraft but also the owner or

l. 42

�

2&

"

shall, duri.ng any ut1l1zation of said aircraft, exercise due

negligent operati.on of an aircraft shall be the responsibility

person giving permission for the aircraft's use.

This

31, respon s1b1lLty shall be assumed when any injury or damage is
2
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An act relating to aircraft; prohibiting

J

certain actions with respect to aircraft the

'
5

requirements; providing a penalty; providing

6

for inspection of aircraft for certain
purposes; prohibiting the possession or

c�

maintenance of aircraft with illegal fuel
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capacity; providing a penalty; declaring
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identif ication of which does not meet federal

JO

aircraft to be a dangerous instrumentality;

11

providing liability; proh1b1t1ng the possession

L.

12

of unregistered aircraft and restricting such
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registration; providing a penalty; providing an
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effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.
(l)

Aircraft 1dentif1cation.--

It 1s unlawful for any person, firm, association,

or corporation t0 knowingly buy, sell, offer for sale,
receive, dispose of, conceal, or have in his possession, or to
endeavor to buy, sell, offer for sale, receive, dispose of,

23

conceal, or possess, any aircraft or part thereof on which the

24

assigned 1dent1f1cat1on number does not meet the display

25

requirements of the federal aviation regulations.

26

violating any provision of this subsection is guilty of a

27

felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s.

21

775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

I
"I
"I
"I

(2)

Any person

Failure to have the aircraft 1dent1f1cat1on

numbers clearly displayed on the aircraft and in compliance
with federal aviation regulations shall be probable cause for
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occasioned by the negligent operation of such aircraft,

1.4.!

provisions of the statutes of this btate or negligence in

1.4E

whether such negligence consists of a violation of the

observing such care and operation as the rules of the common
law require.

The use of any aircraft in the perpetration of

1.4'.

1.4.f

any criminal activity shall constitute negligence per se.

1.4«

unlawful for any person in this state to have in his

1.5.

Section 4.

Aircraft registration.--It shall be

91 possession an aircraft that is not properly registered with

101 the Federal Aviation Administration.

1.5(

Any aircraft found to be IL 5

11 I registered to a nonexistent person, firm, corporation, or

Any evidence

1.5'

JJI corporate officers, or has lapsed into such a state as being

1.51

12] address shall be in violation of this section.

131 of a firm or corporation that has no physical location,

"I

1sl inactive, and is so listed with the Secretary of State, shall

have shown to be in violation of this section by attempting to 11.s c

17 conceal the true ownership of any or all aircraft within its

1el control.

Any violation of this section shall be deemed a

19 felony of the third degree, punishable as provided ins.
1
� 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
21

22

Section 5.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

23

"'

25
26

:j

2'1'
JO
31
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